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IN THIS ISSUE

I
n keeping with our editorial policy, The Bulletin attempts to bring to the

Princeton Seminary Alumni worthwhile addresses and papers given here

and abroad by members of the Faculty or by visiting preachers and scholars

within the program of campus life. In this number we are making available

an address, “The Four Dimensions of Mission,” delivered by President

McCord at the opening Convocation of the Seminary, September 26, 1961.

During the Spring Term, Herbert H. Farmer, professor emeritus of

Westminster College, Cambridge, England, visited the campus and gave a

thoughtful address entitled, “The Sense of Vocation in the Christian

Ministry.” Many alumni who used Dr. Farmer’s Servant of The Word as

a textbook and since then have referred to it frequently, will appreciate the

publication of this article from the theologian’s pen.

Another recent and strong accession to the Faculty has come in the person

of Seward Hiltner whose books have found their way with real justification

into every preacher’s study. In an interesting, conversational way, Dr.

Hiltner tells us in “A Theologian’s Monthly Date with Psychiatry” of his

experiences and relations with The Menninger Foundation, Topeka, Kansas.

The article, “The Creative Preacher,” is an abridgment of two lectures

given by your editor to the alumni and students of Crozer Theological Sem-
inary, Chester, Pennsylvania, October 30-31, 1961. Part of the Introduction

of the first lecture appeared in The Southwestern Journal of Theology, Vol. 3,

No. 2, 1961, and is reprinted here with their permission.

The sermons are by Paul E. Scherer, Visiting Professor in Homiletics,

1961-63, and by Ernest Gordon, Dean of the Chapel of Princeton University,

and Visiting Lecturer in Preaching at the Seminary, 1960-61.

The concluding article, “The Gospel Empowering the Teaching Church,”

was an address delivered in Chicago, November 6, 1961, by D. Campbell
Wyckoff, before the Methodist Conference on Christian Education. Dr.

Wyckoff is Professor of Christian Education at the Seminary and the author

of a recent book, Theory and Design of Christian Education Curriculum
(Westminster).

D. M.



THE FOUR DIMENSIONS OF MISSION

Jas. I. McCord
:

Tonight marks the beginning of

1 50th year of The Theological

Seminary of the Presbyterian Church in

the United States of America at Prince-

ton. Traditionally the opening address

has included words of welcome to those

newly arrived on the campus, a short

statement concerning the year’s pro-

gram, and the development of some
theme relevant to theological education.

My words of welcome are especially

warm to those of you in the faculty and
in the student body whose coming to

Princeton is coincidental with the open-

ing of the Sesquicentennial Year. And
a very special word of welcome and of

gratitude is extended to the Reverend
Dr. Henry Seymour Brown, Vice Pres-

ident of the Seminary, Emeritus, who
first came to the campus in the fall of

1897, who was graduated in the class

of 1900, and who served as Vice Pres-

ident of the Seminary from 1937 to

1946. To Dr. Brown this Seminary
and our sister schools in the United
Presbyterian Church are indebted for

the formation of the Council on The-
ological Education through which the

Church has assumed increasing respon-

sibility for the support of theological

education. More than anyone else Dr.

Brown merits the title of father of the

Council, and I am confident that he is

rejoicing in the decision that the Church
has recently made to place the needs of

her seminaries in the forefront of her

program.

On the twelfth day of August, 1812,

the Board of Directors appointed by the

General Assembly to oversee the foun-

dation and to guide the destiny of a new
school for the training of ministers met
in Princeton and solemnly inaugurated

the Reverend Dr. Archibald Alexander
as Professor of Didactic and Polemic

Theology. This marked the beginning

of formal theological training in Ameri-
can Presbyterianism, for Dr. Alexander
entered immediately on the duties of his

office, giving instruction to the three

men who constituted the student body.

When the General Assembly met in the'

following May, the Reverend Dr. Sam-
uel Miller was elected Professor of

Ecclesiastical History and Church Gov-
ernment and was inducted into this

office on September 29, 1813. One is

greatly tempted to take as the subject

of this opening address
—

“so great a'

cloud of witnesses”—Archibald Alex-

ander, Samuel Miller, John Nevin,

Charles Hodge, Francis Landey Patton,

Benjamin Warfield, John Mackay—but

“the time would fail me to tell of” them. J

One is still moved by the Plan of the
1

Theological Seminary adopted by the

General Assembly in 1811, a Plan that

has inspired the Seminary’s program

across the century and a half of its
1

existence. Written into this historic

document are these words : the Sem-
inary “is to provide for the Church an

adequate supply and succession of abtej

and faithful ministers of the New Tes-

tament
;
workmen that need not be

ashamed, being qualified rightly to di-

vide the word of truth.

“It is to unite in those who shall sus->

tain the ministerial office, religion and

literature
;
that piety of the heart which
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is the fruit only of the renewing and

sanctifying grace of God, with solid

learning
;
believing that religion without

learning, or learning without religion,

in the ministers of the gospel, must ul-

timately prove injurious to the Church.”

A part of my summer reading in-

cluded papers and sermons of the early

professors who labored to implement

this Plan. I have been impressed with

their sense of mission, with the balance

they were able to maintain between re-

ligion and learning, and with their de-

terminative influence on the life of the

Church not only in this land but every-

where over the globe where graduates

went from the Theological Seminary se-

questered in a rural village in central

Jersey. No other institution contributed

more than Princeton to making the

years from 1815 to 1914 the Great

Century in the life of the Church, the

century in which the Great Commission

was almost literally fulfilled, with the

Gospel preached in every land and in

almost every tongue.

All honor then to those who have

loved the Church and her Head and

have followed him into the world as

his agents of reconciliation.

But we have not come to Princeton

merely to look backwards or to learn

only of what God has done in the past.

We have been called to participate in

the same mission which claimed the

allegiance and the dedication of our

fathers. We have come to be members
of a living tradition, to seek to be obedi-

ent ever more perfectly to the will of

Christ in the fulfillment of our vocation.

We are part of a Church which will al-

ways have an unfinished task until the

Parousia, until her mission is completed

and she becomes in truth the Bride of

Christ.

When the World Alliance of Re-

formed and Presbyterian Churches met
in Sao Paulo, Brazil, in 1959 to discuss

“The Servant Lord and His Servant

People,” it was in the awareness that

the Church is faced with a situation

that is new and unprecedented. One
report referred to the Church’s having

been planted throughout the world as a

testimony to the saving power of the

Gospel, and, at the same time, to the

world’s increasing alienation from the

spirit of the Gospel. In the face of this

alienation the Church has become con-

fused both at home and abroad and has

adopted the stance of theological co-

existence. She is confused before the

resurgence of the old ethnic religions,

baffled by the increasing secularization

of life, and she has begun to wonder
openly if there is any word from the

Lord, with the lurking suspicion that

if the answer is affirmative that word is

not to be heard within the Church. No
more pressing problem faces the Church
than that of mission, her own mission

to the world in which she has been

planted and for which she is responsible.

She must discover anew in our own
time the reality of the Church militant.

Let me suggest tonight that precisely

because the Church is losing her priv-

ileged position and being shorn of her

old securities, that precisely because the

spirit of contemporary culture is in-

creasingly inimical to the Gospel, the

Church may be freer than she has been

at any time in the modern age to be

the Church. This was the experience

of the ministers in Little Rock who re-

sponded to the challenge of integration

and who discovered, some of them for

the first time, the reality of the Church
as a reconciled and reconciling fellow-

ship of men. They learned what it
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meant to be members of a Third Race.

What I am suggesting is that through

the judgment of God the Church in our

time is being released from old involve-

ments and identification with patterns

and structures that were less than Chris-

tian, her mind is being disabused of old

myths and presumptions, and because

she is discovering that she is not the

world, she is rediscovering her mission

to the world.

While the Church’s mission is one, it

may best be understood in terms of four

dimensions. The first dimension is hor-

izontal, the outreach or extension of the

Body of Christ. This is the dimension

of mission we know best. It is seen in

evangelism, in missionary activity, in

the creation of new life in Jesus Christ.

The Church still exists for this mission

;

she is the agent of Christ’s ministry

and of God’s redemptive purpose in

history. I am not impressed by the

cynics who insist that the era of mission

is over and who look askance at any

attempt to evangelize in the name of

Jesus Christ, nor am I impressed with

those who have succumbed to the myth
of a post-Christian world. For one

thing, the assumption that a Christian

world has ever existed is so patently

absurd that one wonders on what basis

it can be made. The Corpus Chris-

tianum is the creation of a Roman
Catholic reading of history or of those

modern historians who, like Henry
Adams, have never been able to accept

the modern world. It is a romantic

notion, the construct of those who must

assume, like Hesiod, a previous golden

age. Moreover, such a myth fails to

take into account the minority status

of the Christian faith in many parts of

the world. In India, for example, where

the World Council of Churches will

have held its Third Assembly, four

hundred million persons inhabit a great

subcontinent that is only 2 2
/z per cent

Christian. We are told that of the two.

billion, eight hundred million persons in

the world today only between a quarter

and a third has some kind of Christian

allegiance. When one goes outside

Europe and the Americas, the Christian

population amounts to only some fivei

per cent. If we are entering an age that i]

is post-Protestant, then that is another

matter. But this is something Protes-

tants themselves should be the last to

lament if we take seriously the Re-
formed principle, “Ecclesia reformata si

sed semper reformanda—the Church -

reformed but always to be reformed.” ,

| k

1

Let us assume, then, that we shall

have our ministry in an age that is post-

Protestant and, at the same time, pre-

Christian. What does this mean for the

horizontal dimension of the Church ?

Are there not new structures being de-

veloped, new conditions that have arisen

which have not been brought under the

Lordship of Jesus Christ? What do we
have to say to someone in the Orient,

for example, who has lived in a feudal

culture until only a decade or so ago

but now has been catapulted into a

technological age? We have had years

to make this transition. The Industrial

Revolution was not collapsed into a

single decade for us but was spread over

centuries. What have we learned to

help those in minority churches who
must deal with these radically new con- 1

ditions precipitated by a technological

revolution? Is it not because we have

abandoned responsibility for our own
great urban centers that our evangelism

lags? A Church militant will have a
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strategy, will develop tactics, and will

enter into every situation in such a way
that in her own life the redemptive

power of the Gospel is reflected.

Again, what is our response to people

who are divided against themselves,

;

whose daily work has been denuded of

human significance through routiniza-

tion and mechanization? The Church

has been judged for her loss of interest

I in persons as persons by the rise of the

psychological and psychiatric sciences

that have assumed responsibility for the

care of souls. I have been greatly en-

couraged by what my colleague, Profes-

sor Seward Hiltner, has written about

the Christian shepherd and by his lead-

ing the way toward the restoration of

the personal element of the Christian

evangel.

II

The second dimension of mission is

vertical. The Church’s movement is

always polar. She moves outward

through the extension of the Body of

Christ and upward as she grows up into

the Mind of Christ. She cannot always

be the Church militant, the Church en-

gaged in warfare. She must also be at

rest. In her worship she reflects on her

true nature as it is already in Christ;

she seeks to learn more and more the

mind of Christ and thus to become more
and more the Church. Only thus can

the Church be renewed and manifest

her true nature. As Karl Ludwig
Schmidt has written, “The object of

edification is not in the first place the

individual, but the whole, the Church.”

Edification means, as Dr. Visser t’Hooft

has pointed out, “The action of the

Holy Spirit by which He creates the

people of God and gives shape to its

life.”

Because we have failed to take this

dimension into account and have been

content with a one-dimensional form of

existence, prophetic spirits like S0ren

Kierkegaard have insisted that our task

now is to re-introduce Christianity into

Christendom. Much of our church life

today is reminiscent of what Kierke-

gaard found in nineteenth century

Denmark, preaching that is inconse-

quential and teaching in the church

schools that somehow misses any con-

nection with the Gospel. Is it any

wonder, then, that our ecclesiastical

pronouncements to the world have be-

come so trivial? Perhaps we should

consider a moratorium on such pro-

nouncements and begin to address our-

selves as a Church with the imperatives

of the Christian faith. Such pronounce-

ments might then take on an existential

character and recall the Church to her

primary responsibility.

The vertical dimension of mission

implies that the Church will take her

own order seriously. How is the Church
ordered today? I am not speaking of

the theological myths that surround the

various communions but of the phenom-
enological realities. In the four-way

discussions that will soon begin in the

United States Episcopal, Presbyterian,

and Congregational orders theoretically

will be represented. But an impartial

analyst might possibly conclude that

these are four sects masquerading be-

hind differing institutional faqades but

having the same phenomenological

form. Is it because the Church, instead

of being ordered according to the Word
of God, is now ordered according to the

standards and methods of the business

community ? The criteria are no longer

spiritual but those of efficiency and suc-

cess. And what has the minister become
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in the midst of this? He is the pastor-

director, a sort of ecclesiastical junior

executive far removed from the role

of prophet of the living God.

When the Church fulfills the second

dimension of her mission, she will learn

what it means to be a Church. Reformed
theologians insist that this is the true

meaning of discipline, just as discipline

for each of us means how to become

more and more a Christian. And this

is what the world expects of us—even

a world that is alien to the spirit of the

Gospel. Listen to these words of Albert

Camus spoken in 1948 at a Dominican

monastery in France: “The world of

today needs Christians who remain

Christians.” And some of you will re-

call Dr. Proelss’ words last spring,

words growing out of his own experi-

ence as a prison chaplain : “In an era

like ours .... we need nothing more
than a loud call and ‘recall’ to ethics

and responsibility. Since the transvalu-

ation of all values which we have to pro-

claim is (contrary to the one which

Nietzsche-Zarathustra had hailed) one

of return to the spiritual values of the

Christian tradition, it is one of greater

strictness, austerity and discipline in

matters of morals and religion. I would

like to call it the proclamation of a

broadened and enlightened puritanism.”

Ill

The third dimension of mission is

theological. The Church’s movement
outward and upward must be informed

and directed by the meaning of her

message. It is common knowledge that

theology has been the glory of the Re-

formed tradition. One still goes back to

Geneva, climbs the hill to the center

of the old city, and finds alongside the

cathedral of St. Pierre the Auditoire

where Calvin lectured and behind the

cathedral the Academy out of which the, jl

University of Geneva grew. The build- !

ings and their location are symbolic of

that relation between religion and learn-,

ing which was writ large into the Plan

of Princeton Seminary. Here is the

cradle of a tradition which wrote creeds

and confessions out of the crucible of
;

profound experiences with the living

God and which deemed them signposts

pointing the way to the Word of God:

In Switzerland, the Rhineland, the

Netherlands, and the British Isles this,

was the experience of the Reformed

family. They produced subordinate!

standards through which they confessed

anew their faith. How could it happen

that this same tradition could grow so

sterile that in the mid-twentieth century,

it finds itself in our own land virtually

without a theology? Is it perhaps be-|

cause we continue to give lip-service to

a seventeenth century document which

was not produced by us, which is

couched in language and in thought-,

forms alien to our experience, and which

was never intended to be a confession?

Who of you has ever used it to confess

his faith?

It is clear that there are two attitudes,

abroad in the Church concerning this

confession. One is that of the legalist,

1

who is content with the confession as a,

legal instrument because it absolves him

of any theological responsibility. For

him the confession is the law of the

Church and, like Javert in Les Miser-'

ables, good, bad, or indifferent, the

law is the law. Such an attitude makesi

theological discussion or reflection ut-
:

terly impossible and fails completely

to take into account the possibility of

the Church’s hearing afresh the Word
of God and re-forming her life in re-

1
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t sponse to this Word. It confuses a sub-

ordinate standard with the ultimate

standard.

The second attitude is that of the

pragmatist, the person who sits loose

lot only to the confession but to all

theology, is content with administrative

unity, and finds fulfillment in the insti-

tutional machinery of the Church. The
result is the theological task of this gen-

eration is virtually undone. Of course,

there are those in this faculty and in

I other faculties who have spoken and are

now speaking relevantly, but the the-

lological dimension of mission is con-

spicuously absent in the life of the

j

Church.

I Let me illustrate what I mean by

! looking at theology’s three traditional

[functions and at how each fares today.

The first is didactic. It is to reflect on

the meaning of the Gospel which the

Church proclaims. The minister of the

Word, the teaching elder, has this the-

ological task. His preaching should not

be the odds and ends he has been able

to gather together during the week but

i should come out of his deep reflection

on the meaning of the Gospel. His

preaching should result in the upbuild-

ing of his people in the knowledge of

Christ and in their fuller knowledge of

all the ramifications of the Christian

faith. I cannot forget how the Reformed
churches in Hungary have been able to

hold their young people in the face of

the Communist regime through their

ministers’ instructing a new generation

leach Sunday afternoon, using as the

basis of instruction the Heidelberg

Catechism. But when the Church’s

didactic is not rooted in theology, then

what is lost is the meaning of the Gospel

itself.

Theology also has a polemic task.

There are all sorts of errors in the

world, errors that should be clearly

labeled for what they are. But when
we have no context of truth, no frame

of reference, when we have no place on

which to stand, then our people are un-

able to recognize the most blatant error.

Thus the Christian faith may become,

and in many places has already become,

a sort of negative ideology, one more
competing ideology among the welter

produced by this age.

There is also the apologetic task for

theology, something about which I have

spoken so often, a function that can only

be performed, as Paul Tillich has re-

minded us, by the theologian’s partici-

pating “in the human predicament.”

Dr. Tillich continues, “The theologian

does not rest on the theological answer

which he announces. He can give it in

a convincing way only if he participates

with his whole being in the situation of

the question. ... In formulating the

answer he must struggle for it.” But

many of us have become content with a

theology that is reduced to recital and

with the sermon’s success in getting the

Israelites out of Egypt by noon on

Sunday ! What I have described is one

of the great tragedies of modern Pres-

byterianism. The only way to face it

is by speaking baldly and candidly and

by raising the question if we as a

Church are willing to pay the price of

developing a theology that is faithful to

Biblical revelation and that is sensitive

to the needs that have arisen out of the

agonizing human situation.

IV

The fourth dimension of mission is

ecumenical, for ecumenical mission has

to do with the fullness of the Gospel

of Jesus Christ. Religious associations,
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as our denominations tend to be, are in-

creasingly difficult to justify in a pagan
world. This contention, of course, is

commonly accepted, but up to this point

the answer we have given to the ecu-

menical imperative has been an inter-

denominational one, a conciliar response

that has produced a laissez-faire version

of cooperative Christianity. I believe,

however, that the meeting of the Na-
tional Council of Churches in San
Francisco in December, i960, marked
the beginning of a new direction, for

it has become clear that inter-denomina-

tional or cooperative Christianity as an

answer to the ecumenical imperative has

borne as much weight as it can bear.

The conciliar response, for all of its

service, is too often limited to those

things which are either unprofitable or

unimportant. Moreover, if Bishop New-
bigin is right when he declares that

“our deepest need is not synthesis but

repentance” then it presents a cheap and

easy-going response to the prayer that

the Church may be one. It attempts

unity without repentance.

In San Francisco the churches

seemed to recognize this. The ecumen-

ical question was put again, with a new
sharpness, to the churches, against the

background of the conviction that co-

operative Christianity was a luxury we
can no longer afford. With this came

the added awareness that our churches

in North America are far behind the

younger churches in this area of mis-

sion. We face the following disjunction

—shall we remain as we are in our

separateness, continue in our old ways,

or shall we as churches launch forth

venturesomely toward some form of

churchly unity that will be a visible

expression of our oneness in Christ

and of our commitment to a common,
mission ?

The ecumenical question for our gen-

eration, I submit, is primarily the ques-

tion of the Holy Spirit. Are we willing

as a Church among churches to let the

Holy Spirit be responsible for the

Church’s life? It is disturbing that the

World Council of Churches has not

dealt with this question in a major

theme in any Assembly and that the

Lund recommendation concerning the

Holy Spirit has not been followed.

Nonetheless, it is precisely because our

institutions are at stake that ours must

become the Age of the Spirit, of God
active in the world, shaking and shatter-

ing all our forms and structures, and

bringing forth responses consonant with

the Gospel and with the world’s need.

Perhaps this is why the Pentecostals

have begun to attract the attention of

classical Protestantism. They have been

able to move into rapidly developing

countries with a flexibility we do not

possess and through their ministry to

produce the fruits of the Spirit in the

lives of men. We who have stifled the

fire of the Spirit of God now see it

blazing up in other groups as judgment

on our coldness and indifference. For

God’s Spirit refuses to be stifled—even

by the Church ! No, especially by the

Church, for judgment begins in the

house of the Lord.

A Church renewed by the Holy
Spirit will become again the Church
militant, will move beyond the paralysis

of theological coexistence, and in the

fulfillment of her mission will partici-

pate meaningfully in the struggle in

which God Himself is actively engaged.

You have entered seminary at a time

when these questions can be raised, and

my earnest prayer is that you will find
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lere a community of commitment and

earning in which you can wrestle with

he great issues of life. A great minister

if the past generation wrote in his auto-

jiography that “a man need not in him-

self be very great to be used by a great

idea.” Let this be the time and place

when you are gripped by the idea of

the Church’s mission and begin to be

used in the service of Christ, the King.

SESQUICENTENNIAL
LECTURESHIPS

FIRST SERIES (April 23-27, 1962)

L. P. STONE LECTURESHIP

James Stuart Stewart, D.D.
Professor of New Testament Language, Literature, and Theology

University of Edinburgh

ANNIE KINKEAD WARFIELD LECTURESHIP

Kenneth J. Foreman, Ph.D.
Professor of Doctrinal Theology, Emeritus

Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary

SECOND SERIES (November 12-16, 1962)

L. P. STONE LECTURESHIP

Paul Louis Lehmann, Th.D., D.D.
Florence Corliss Lamont Professor of Divinity

The Divinity School, Harvard University

STUDENTS’ LECTURESHIP ON MISSIONS

John Alexander Mackay, Litt.D., D.D., LL.D., L.H.D.
President Emeritus, Princeton Theological Seminary



THE SENSE OF VOCATION IN THE
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

Herbert H. Farmer

T he word “vocation” obviously is

derived from the active Latin verb,

vocare, meaning, to call. An active verb

implies something or someone who acts

;

a call, one who calls. Who, then, is the

called in this matter of vocation? The
answer which leaps at once to our

minds, our being religious people, is

God. God is the caller. Yet, I have

noticed that some of my secularist and

humanist friends, who do not believe

in God, still on occasion use the word
“vocation” concerning a man’s profes-

sion or life work. An unbelieving doctor

of my acquaintance recently wrote in a

testimonial to a younger colleague, “He
clearly has a vocation for medicine.”

But we must ask, who for such an un-

believing man could have done the call-

ing, or, in other words, what did the

word, vocation, really mean for him?
The truth is, vocation is primarily a

religious word, and indeed more than

that a theistic, religious word, and in-

deed more than that, again, a Biblical

religious word. In so far as it is still in

general use on unbelieving lips, it is

really an attenuated survival, a hang-

over, from the specifically Biblical-

Christian way of understanding man’s

situation in life. God then is the caller,

the active subject of the verb “to

call,” in this context, and if you

do not really believe in a God who
can and does call, the word “voca-

tion” is no more than a dead husk, and

the only excuse for using it is the lack

of anything better. A pantheistic re-

ligion cannot consistently speak of

vocation, nor can a deistic religion, no

can a humanist religion, if there cai

properly be said to be such a thing. Bu
Biblical religion can, and must, S'

speak, as the Bible itself impressivel

shows. In the Bible, from the first pag

to the last, the word, or the idea, of th

active, divine call or calling to me:

meets you at every point, and that i

because it is dominated throughout b

a living sense of the personal God-
one who, transcending the world, never

theless is active in it and in huma:

history, and discloses himself through

his acts, and calls men into the servic

of his purpose. And, of course, it i

because of God’s supreme historic ac

of self-giving and self-disclosure i

Christ that the word “call” or “calling

is supremely, and very especially,

New Testament word in a way fo

which there is no parallel, so far as

know in any other religious writing.

“Called to be Saints.” “Called to be a

apostle.” “Called with a holy calling;

“Walk worthily of your calling,” and s<’

on, in numerous other instances.

“Vocation,” then, we must maintair

is pre-eminently a Biblical-Christia:

category and “the sense of vocation” i

a Biblical Christian religious sense. X

has all the weight and amplitude of th

Christian revelation behind and withii

it. But it is important to note that th

sense of vocation, of a divine calling, i

not, according to the New Testament

;

peculiarly ministerial word, exclusive!}
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appropriate to the work and office of

the Christian ministry. Every Christian

man is Christian by virtue of vocation,

by virtue of his having been called of

God, called out of darkness into Christ’s

marvellous light, by virtue of “election,”

in this sense of the term. But what is

perhaps not so obvious, and indeed has

often been lost sight of in the history

of the Church is that according to the
1 New Testament, this divine vocation

of any Christian man takes up into itself

his everyday status and work within

society—yes, even if it be the status and

work of a slave—and imparts to them

also the significance and dignity of a

divine calling. This New Testament

teaching, it is hardly necessary to say,

is of the highest importance and has,

when properly understood, far-reaching

meanings and bearings on Christian

living and witness, but it is beside my
purpose to go into that. The point I

am leading up to is this, that in spite

of the truth of what I have just been

saying there is still a very real and im-

portant sense in which the idea of voca-

tion and of a sense of vocation are

peculiarly and distinctively appropriate

to the Christian ministry. There was a

time when it would not have been neces-

sary to say this, for it was generally

realized by Christian people, if not

always for the right reasons
;
but it does

not appear to be so any longer, if one

may judge from a recent article in the

New York Times a few weeks ago on
the decline in numbers of candidates

for the Christian ministry. I quote two
sentences from the article, sentences

which for slick superficiality it would
be hard to beat. “The kind of dedica-

tion demanded by the ministry is now
demanded by science.” “The Church’s

recent emphasis on the ministry for the

laity has backfired. The student asks,

‘if I can be a full-time servant of the

Lord in any profession I choose, and at

the same time earn my $15,000 a year,

why should I go into the ministry?’
”

What then is the very real and im-

portant sense in which the idea of

vocation is peculiarly appropriate to the

Christian ministry? Well, it has to do

with the distinctive heart and essence

of the Christian revelation and faith,

namely, God’s great act of self-giving

and self-disclosure in the Incarnation;

his coming in Christ into human history

and human life in a once-for-all revela-

tion of himself “for us men and our

salvation”
;
his “calling” into being of

the Church in the midst of mankind as

the special agent and instrument of this

saving purpose in the world. I do not

for one moment depart from what I

have just said, namely, that a Christian

storekeeper, say, if he is to rise to the

full height of his calling as a Christian

man, must learn to comprehend his

store-keeping in that calling. His store-

keeping must be his calling from the

Lord and in the Lord. That may be

very difficult to learn and to live up to,

but the obligation is undeniable, and if

Christian men had remained more
aware of it and obeyed it more faith-

fully, the history of the Western world

might well have taken a better course.

Nevertheless, the business of the minis-

try is different. It is different for this

reason, that it can only be defined in

terms of the Christian vocation itself,

in terms of the great saving act of God
in Christ, without which there would be

no Christian vocation for any one at all.

You can define the business of store-

keeping without any reference to God
or Christ at all. But you cannot so

define the work of the ministry. It is
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impossible to think of the work of the

ministry without thinking of the work
of Christ, of God’s great saving act in

him. All our ministerial work finds its

source, its focus, its perspective point,

in the revelation in Christ, in confront-

ing men and women, in one form or

another, with the final question, the

supreme crisis and decision of human
existence—What think ye of Christ?

All of which lends a seriousness and

weight, a gravitas, to our calling as

ministers which cannot attach to store-

keeping, a gravitas which is further

enhanced for us when we remind our-

selves that God’s question concerning

Christ confronts and challenges and

judges not only individual men and

women but also peoples and nations and

civilizations and cultures.

This may appear to be a rather ob-

vious conclusion to come to and a rather

roundabout way of coming to it. Surely,

it may be said, the immense seriousness

of the ministerial calling is self-evident

at any rate to people like ourselves who
have committed themselves to it (and

are preparing for it). But that is rather

to miss the main point, which is not to

emphasize the seriousness of the voca-

tion, but rather the reason for that

seriousness, namely, that (as I have

said) it is a vocation which unlike the

vocation even of the most devout and

devoted Christian storekeeper can only

be defined in terms of Christian voca-

tion itself
;

it can only be defined and

described theologically by direct and

immediate reference to God’s great

saving act in Christ, to that “saving

history,” as the theologians call it, in

which the minister is caught up, and of

which he is made a part, even in this

present year of grace, 1961. All this

seems to me to have important implica-

tions and applications in relation to the

sense of vocation in the ministry
;
about

some of these I want now to speak foi

a little. I make three points.

I

The first and main point springs

directly from what I have just been

saying. It is that it is very important

that our sense of vocation in the min-i

istry should be consciously and contin-,

uously grounded in, and sustained by

this thought of God’s own great act ol

self-disclosure and self-giving in Christ,

For only thus, it seems to me, can the,

minister’s work and witness be giver

poise and integrity and dignity anc<

patience in the face of this terrible

modern world in the midst of which,

and in relation to which, his work has

to be done and his witness made; only

thus can he be on the one hand pro-,

tected against a sentimental optimism

which does not face the facts, or on the,

other hand against a despairing pessi-

mism which threatens him as soon as he

does face them. The important phrase

is once again “God’s own great act of

self-revelation in Christ.”

Let us focus our minds on that

central affirmation about God on which

everything else in the distinctive Chris-:

tian message and style of life in one

way or another depends, the affirmation!

namely, that God, the Sovereign Power
1

the Creator, the Lord of all Being, is

Love, Holy Love. What we have tc,

realize (though it is perhaps not always,

easy for those who have been reared in<

the Christian faith to realize it) is that

this is, in view of the facts of nature

and history, just about as incredible a

doctrine of God as anybody could be

called upon to believe or to preach. It

has little intrinsic credibility. It cannot
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t
te inferred or substantiated from or read

but of the facts, even as a fairly probable

lypothesis. As a recent writer has said

:

‘Let us be honest, the case against the

Creator is a pretty mountainous one.”

I suppose the most that can be asserted

with confidence from the facts is that

God is power. But that God is love in

the specifically Christian sense of that

-multivalent word, that is another matter

altogether. No, what the Christian faith

says is that the truth that the Power
which creates and sustains the cosmos

is sovereign, personal love is, so far as

the evidences go, a hidden truth, a

secret truth, which we only know or

can know with any assurance because

God has himself disclosed it to us in

Christ. It is a revealed mystery, in the

New Testament sense of the word
mystery, one which remains a mystery

even whilst revealed. It is light shining

in the darkness and out of the darkness,

and shining out of darkness, it makes

plain, as light shining out of darkness

always does, how very great the dark-

ness is.

So then, this secret, this mystery of

divine love, revealed in Christ, is the

ultimate source and ground of our voca-

tion as ministers
;
apart from it we have

no firm standing ground for our dis-

tinctive calling. We are not in the

ministry because someone at some time

thought up, and thought out, the idea

that God is Love as a feasible phi-

losophy or world-view for which more
or less convincing arguments can be

adduced, and because we ourselves have

been persuaded by these arguments.

We are not in the ministry because we
have come to the conclusion that Chris-

tianity is the best of the religions which

are competing for men’s allegiance.

We are not in the ministry because

there is a possibility that if men can

be brought to believe that God is Love,

they will be constrained to live by an

ethic of love at least sufficiently to make
the world a very much better and

pleasanter place for us all. We are not

in the ministry because we happened

to be born with nice, generous, human-

itarian instincts and for one reason or

another came to feel that the Church

as a society dedicated to the proposition

that God is love, and a proved center

of social concern and service, affords

a good way of giving those instincts

significant and creative expression. I

am not suggesting that these considera-

tions, or something like them, have no

place or weight at all
;
but I am suggest-

ing that both singly and taken together

they form a very insecure foundation

in face of the facts either for believing

and preaching the doctrine of the love

of God or for those costing choices and

decisions in which that doctrine, if taken

seriously, will sooner or later involve

both us and others. No, we are in the

ministry because, as we believe and as

I have said, God Himself has revealed

the secret, the mystery of his nature

and purpose as Love, in Christ, and

has called us through that revelation.

II

The two other points follow on from

this : by taking our stand clearly and

firmly on revelation, we are in a posi-

tion to repudiate once and for all the

accusation so often levelled against us,

which indeed is sometimes levelled

against us by the doubts and scepticisms

and hesitations of our own minds, that

the Christian assertion of the love of

God is sentimental and unrealistic, a

taking refuge from the facts in a roman-

tic cloud-cuckoo land of wishful think-
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ing and phantasy, only to be defended

in face of those facts by making so many
interpretive glosses upon it that it is

evacuated of all meaning,—it dies of

a thousand qualifications, to use Profes-

sor Anthony Flew’s phrase. Such an

accusation, if it is valid, obviously leaves

no solid standing ground for our min-

isterial vocation, brings it tumbling to

the ground, casts over it an atmosphere

of feeble make-believe unworthy of

mature and masculine minds. But the

edge of this criticism is largely turned

if we take our stand in this matter on

the thing called revelation. If we do

this, and insofar as we do this, we
ministers can face all the facts, the

whole mountainous case against God,

with clear and open-eyed honesty and

realism, evading nothing
;
for in a very

real sense it does not now matter what

the facts are. No matter how perplexing

and daunting they may be, they do not

and cannot threaten the self-disclosure

of God in Christ, the disclosure of the

otherwise hidden secret of the Love of

God.

But, it may be said, is not the use of

the idea of revelation itself merely a

way of escape, escape from the challenge

and pressure of dreadful facts? The
answer is, that is not so, if the revela-

tion is given in and through the chal-

lenge and pressure of the facts, above

all in and through those facts in which

such pressure and challenge are at a

maximum. One could say a good deal

about this if we had time. But I con-

tent myself with making one simple but

important point, namely that a quite

overwhelming realism does characterize

the medium through which, according

to our faith, the revelation of the mys-

tery of the Love of God is given, a

realism which we must never minimize,

or lose sight of, or sentimentalize. Tht

revelation in Christ emphatically doe;

not by-pass the dread facts but come;

to us through them. The story begin;

with the birth of Christ almost into the

midst of a ruthless massacre of little

children by a bloody-minded tyrant anc

his brutal soldiery—-Rachel weeping

for her children and refusing to be com-

forted—and it ends in the agony in the 1

Garden when a man’s sweat was as

blood, and in the obscene cruelty oi

crucifixion, and, in that dreadful cry oi

unsuccored loneliness and desolation. I

repeat, we must not ignore or minimize,

or sentimentalize these things, as I am.

afraid some of our hymns do. Of course

we must not forget the Resurrection as'

an essential element in the revelation.

But the Resurrection sheds no light on

the actual processes of nature and

history
;
these still remain confused and

dark. The Resurrection reasserts and

underlines the secret, the mystery, that,

within the confusion and darkness there

is at work a regnant divine love whose

victory in spite of all is assured ; but

the way of that working still remains ob-

scure, it is still a secret, a mystery. The'

Cross and the Resurrection together

lift the veil, display the otherwise,

hidden secret to us, and then the veil,

drops again
; it is like a ray of the sun

which penetrates the dark clouds, and

then the clouds close up again, but that

ray suffices to tell us that the sun rides

the heavens, even when its light is

almost blotted out.

By grounding his vocation, con-

sciously and deliberately and all the time

in God’s act of self-revelation in Christ,

the minister is given some protection;

against those despairs and desponden-'
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* :ies of spirit which so easily beset him,

jeset him the more easily perhaps, the

nore seriously and sensitively he takes

iis vocation and seeks to do his work,

rlere again the emphasis must be on the

paradox that what has been revealed in

Christ still remains largely hidden so

’ar as external evidences and verifica-

tions in human life, in nature and

history, are concerned. It remains a

revealed-mystery.

I speak here of a real hazard of the

ministerial vocation : I mean a certain

despondency and depression which can

arise when a sensitive man sees the

enormous disparity between the seri-

ousness of his calling and the apparent

results which are achieved by it. I

sometimes meet men in the ministry,

now in their middle years, who give

the impression of somehow having lost

heart. Of course, impressions may be

misleading, particularly as these men
do not as a rule talk about the matter;

: but their verve and resilience seem to

have departed. Just occasionally one

has met men who are openly and vocally

disgruntled, even at times cynical, about

the whole business of the ministry to

which they have given their life and

from which it is not now financially

possible for them to escape ; but I am

I

not thinking of such mercifully rare

instances. No, those of whom I am
thinking are not cynical and they are

in the main silent about it. But they

somehow seem sad men
;
the high sense

of vocation with which they set out,

and which indeed is still in a measure
there, has run out into a dull and flat

mediocrity of ecclesiastical routine, a

repetition of prescribed duties, a per-

petual adaptation of themselves to the

established ministerial stereotype, and it

all seems to them at times to accomplish

so little, to be so merely tangential to

those urgent affairs of mankind which

occupy men’s minds and absorb their

energies and fill the headlines of the

newspapers.

Now, I want to suggest the quite

simple thought that it is a strong de-

fence, a defence too we must always

keep in repair in our thinking and

working and praying, a strong defence

against this creeping paralysis of min-

isterial despondency, to remind oneself

again that what has been revealed to

us in Christ, and is the source and

origin of our vocation, is a hidden

mystery so far as evidence, other than

the evidence given in the revelation

itself, is concerned. If the significance

of the events of nature and history in re-

lation to the divine purpose of love

disclosed in Christ remains, must re-

main, hidden from our eyes, by the

same token the significance of the life

and work of a single faithful minister

in relation to that purpose of love must

in large measure remain hidden also.

The Christian minister must continually

put it to himself that his life and work
are not in principle self-justifying or

self-explanatory either in terms of im-

mediately observable results in indivi-

dual lives or in terms of their remoter

impact on public events and affairs. I

say “in principle” because I am not

wanting to suggest that evidence of a

more immediate fruitfulness to a min-

ister’s work is necessarily and wholly

lacking
;
the point is simply that a min-

ister is in an extremely insecure posi-

tion if he allows his sense of vocation

and of the worthwhileness of his work
to become dependent on such evidence.

The minister’s life and work are part

of the total mystery of God’s presence

and providence and power in the world,
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revealed indeed in Christ but only to

be fully known and understood at the

last when all things will be summed up

in him. In other words, the minister

must at all times interpret his work
eschatologically

;
his must be an eschat-

ological faith. “Now we see through

a glass, darkly
;
but then face to face

:

now we know in part
;
but then shall

we know even as also we are known.”

In this connection perhaps I may add

this : we ministers need to be on the

watch lest a deep and genuine sense of

vocation may not precisely at this point

of despondency, be entering into a

secret and unholy alliance with an

unredeemed egocentricity. It is so easy

for amour propre to lurk under a quite

genuine concern about the success or

non-success of our work for Christ. We
must be on the watch for this. I will

hazard the generalization that the dis-

heartened and dispirited minister is

always in some measure the victim of

his own ego. The Bible gives us a

classic example of a zealous minister of

God, truly zealous and committed with

a passionate desire to serve God’s will

in Israel, who falls into a despair which

is clearly rooted in part in self-reference

and injured pride. Elijah, you remem-
ber, sat in the cave in Horeb complain-

ing to God and asking that he might die.

“I have been very zealous for the Lord

God of Hosts
;
for the children of Israel

have forsaken thy covenant, thrown

down thine altars, and slain thy prophets

with the sword
;
and I, even I only am

left, and they seek my life to destroy

it.” I, I, I. And God’s answer is that

things have been going on in Israel

and are going on, which Elijah had nol

seen, and could not have seen. Sever

thousand had not bowed the knee tc

Baal. In other words, Elijah, nol l

taking account of his own limitations

was exhibiting that most easy and insid-

ious of all prophetic and ministerial

failings—an irreligious solicitude for

God
;
and this as often as not means an

egocentric solicitude for God. Neverthe-

less, it is solicitude for God and for his

cause
;

it is not false and insincere, and

perhaps therein lies a good deal of its

peril.

There are two sentences in the

Second Epistle to Timothy which in a

striking way stand almost alongside

one another. “That good thing which

was committed unto thee keep by the

Holy Ghost which dwelleth in us.” “I

am persuaded that he is able to keep

that which I have committed unto him

against that day.” What is committed

unto you is simply the faithful, humble,

patient, daily discharge of your vocation

as ministers of Christ
;
but all the effects

and consequences of your ministry in

the lives of men and in the world you

must commit wholly, and without any

sort of calculating anxiety, unto him

who called you, whose sovereign love

rules over all, and who has once and

for all revealed that sovereign love in

Jesus Christ our Lord.



A THEOLOGIAN’S MONTHLY DATE
WITH PSYCHIATRY

Seward Hiltner

((TT that in the world do you do for

VV four days each month at the

Menninger Foundation?” This question

was put to me since my arrival at

Princeton Seminary in early September.

It is a good, American, activist way of

putting the question of how a theologian

dares to take on psychiatrists part-time.

Of course the asker recognized that the

continuing service of a chaplain in a

\ mental hospital is important both for

the welfare of the patients and the

i
witness of the Church. What rightly

bothered him was that I, in too brief

a time to give responsible direct service

to patients, might nevertheless feel it

important to spend my four days a

month in Kansas. The penetration of

the question has led to this article.

But before the apologia and herme-

neutics of my situation become too

! stratospheric, perhaps it would be as

well to give a few facts, both about how
I fell into these regular visits to the

Menninger Foundation and concerning

the Menninger Foundation itself.

Good fortune had brought me into

personal friendship with Dr. Karl

Menninger, beginning more than twenty

years ago. Both before and after this

acquaintance began, I followed the

course of his scholarly and imaginative

writings, a combination that is rare

among psychiatrists anywhere. In the

course of regular travels, and on occa-

sion by special invitation, I made brief

visits to the Menninger Foundation.

These were all “quickies” or one-night

stands. Even then I was convinced that

there was something unique about the

Menninger Foundation. But it was not

until four years ago that I stayed long

enough to find out what this was.

In 1957 I had the great honor of

serving as one of the first Alfred P.

Sloan Visiting Professors in the Men-
ninger School of Psychiatry, which is

the educational arm of the Menninger
Foundation that takes qualified young
physicians (more than a hundred of

them at any one time) and puts them
through a three-year postgraduate

course in psychiatric theory and prac-

tice. I spent the better part of four

months in residence in Topeka. I

acquired at least some measure of

acquaintance with more than half of the

young doctors who were then in train-

ing, and with probably an equal propor-

tion of the professional staff that

includes psychiatrists, other physicians,

clinical and research psychologists,

social workers, chaplains, and many
others. My main job during the tenure

of the Sloan professorship was with

the young physicians. To my surprise

and gratification, a considerable number
of them was interested enough to take

the time to talk with me, to participate

in some informal evening discussions

about the place of religion in psychiatry,

and to push me about the clinical sig-

nificance of religious factors in their

patients. To say that I enjoyed this

warm reception would be an under-

statement. I can say truthfully that
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some of the most gratifying hours of

my life have been spent in a mental

hospital, and mean it.

Partly, I hope, as a result of the testi-

mony I gave after my Sloan professor-

ship, the Danforth Foundation gave

the Menninger Foundation a grant in

i960 for a five-year program in religion

and psychiatry. If this program proves

to be successful, the Menninger Foun-

dation has in effect pledged itself to its

continuation provided the needed funds

can be found.

Even before the Danforth grant was

assured, the Doctors Menninger (Karl

and Will are now the seniors, although

three psychiatrists sons are also now
on the staff) and their associates had

asked me to consider administering the

proposed program on a full-time basis.

With this invitation I was greatly

tempted. Yet I said no very quickly,

for I felt my central vocation lay in the

education of theological students and

ministers, then centering at the Uni-

versity of Chicago and now at Prince-

ton Seminary. But I had become deeply

involved in Menninger affairs, con-

cerns, and activities, and was eager to

keep my finger in the psychiatric pie

in some fashion transcending occasional

visits.

My problem was solved through the

medical precedent of “consultant.” In

general medical work a consultant, who
is at least supposed to be expert about

something in particular, is a physician

who is called in to assess and appraise

the overall situation of the patient, his

diagnosis, his treatment, and his prog-

nosis. He is, so to speak, a checker-up

on the regular doctors as well as on the

disease, the therapy, and the patient.

His position is highly responsible and

certainly not casual. He is a kind of

superior court. In psychiatry the mean-
ing of “consultant” is similar, but the

subject matter gives it a new twist. The
presumed expertness, the responsibility

for overall appraisal, and the check-up

on the regular activities are all identical.

But the crucial subject matter on which

the consultant is presumably expert,

about which he is responsible for ap-

praisal, and about which he is to check «

up, may be program as well as individ-

ual patient, or professional education

as well as clinical treatment, or research

method as well as therapeutic appraisal.

The consultant is a visitor (in the sense

that, by agreement, he does not super-

vise the regular course of events) but

a responsible visitor, a visitor with a

specific task. A psychiatric consultant

always has these general characteristics,

but his specific task may focus on in-

dividual patients, on clinical or research

programs, or on professional education.

My consultantship focuses around the

last.

Ecclesiastical life has no real equiva- ,

lent of the medical consultant. We may 1

have superiors, we do have colleagues,

and we may develop professional f

friends with whom we may consult on l

occasion. But responsible consultation

involving appraisal of what we are do-

ing is not institutionalized with us, the

efforts of church boards to the contrary

notwithstanding. We have lots of ap-

praisals, but where we balk is building

them in. Perhaps this means that we ;

fail to understand the real nature of

appraisal. In medicine, such appraisal

may criticize the physician negatively— 1

en route—but its aim is to help the

patient not to nail the doctor. For the

sake of the patient even his doctor may
have to swallow some pride. It is a

great deal easier for very human doctors
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to do so if the appraisal system is built

into the institution of medical practice.

We do need to be willing to accept some

such system in the church. Not the

superior who can tell us off without

knowing the real inside situation, not

the committee that may be competent

on general policy but is incompetent to

perform the spiritual equivalent of a

surgical operation, and not the poor

board secretary who, competent or not,

has to “win” us before we listen to him

at all. If we Presbyterians could dupli-

cate Hermann N. Morse a few hun-

dredfold, we might realize that institu-

tionalizing consultants would be a good

thing.

So I became a consultant to the Men-
ninger Foundation. At the same time

the full time of some persons, notably

of Thomas W. Klink who administers

all aspects of the religion-psychiatry

program, and the part time of several

others including psychiatrists, psycholo-

gists, and social workers, was assigned

to this program. If it were not so, I

should have no one to consult. Some
one has to remain thirty days a month
and see the patient or the program

through, whatever his consultants may
do to assist him.

Some comment is now needed con-

cerning the Menninger Foundation.

This is a non-profit corporation dedi-

cated to research and professional

education in psychiatry and disciplines

allied to psychiatry. The famous Men-
ninger Clinic, including the C. F. Men-
ninger (the founder, and father of Karl

and Will) Memorial Plospital, gives

clinical service on both an out-patient

and in-patient basis, depending on the

needs of the patient. This part of the

total activity is kept on a self-supporting

basis. If there were not this clinical

core, the Foundation would have noth-

ing to teach or research about. But

education and research are expensive

;

and so, even though the clinic activities

support themselves, more than a million

dollars each year (apart from buildings,

which are extra) must be collected from

contributions and grants by Doctor

Will Menninger for the support of ed-

ucation and research.

There are about twice as many young

physicians in training to become psychi-

atrists at the Menninger School of

Psychiatry as at any other single center

in the U. S. A., between one hundred

and one hundred and twenty. What
do they do in their minimum period of

three years ? First, with the help of the

Menninger School they find a way to

support themselves and to have regular

clinical psychiatric responsibilities un-

der supervision. For men who are

starting, this usually means their be-

coming resident physicians in either

the Topeka State Hospital or the

Veterans Administration Hospital in

Topeka. Some of them, in subsequent

years of their training, may become

residents in other nearby institutions or

agencies that have affiliations with the

Menninger Foundation, such as the

Boys’ Industrial School, the local guid-

ance center, or the student health

department of Washburn University.

Their total program of education in

psychiatry is built upon and around

their continuing professional experi-

ence as resident physicians under super-

vision.

Not so very long ago this supervised

residency constituted the entirety of

postgraduate (post-M.D. and post-

internship) training in psychiatry, in

Topeka and elsewhere. Central as it

is, however, the Menninger School has
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taken the position that it needs supple-

mentation by other content and other

educational methods. So the School has

a formal curriculum over and above,

but related to, the supervised clinical

work the students are doing. There are

lectures, seminars, and an unusually

effective series of “reading groups.” In

these last the students carry out a stiff

program of reading, very wide in its

scope, and come together for a couple

of hours each week in groups of six or

eight to discuss this and be checked up

on it by a competent member of the

faculty. Many things in the curriculum

must of course be required. But there

are voluntary or elective seminars as

well. For example, an outstanding

elective seminar on law and psychiatry

has recently formed the base upon

which a bold and imaginative program

in this area has been started. Similarly,

there is an elective seminar on religion

and psychiatry. No one has to attend

it. But a number do so, recognizing

that, whatever their personal religious

views, they must learn how to under-

stand the religious dimensions of their

patients’ lives.

In addition to the primary educa-

tional job with psychiatrists, the Foun-

dation has several other programs of

professional education. The post-doc-

toral program of training in clinical

psychology contains a small but very

able group of students. They all have

Ph.D.’s in psychology before arrival.

But the intricacies of clinical psycholo-

gy, especially in a team operation with

psychiatrists and others, have become

so great that the best professional

practice demands training and educa-

tion beyond what is required for the

doctor’s degree. Similarly, there is a

small postgraduate program of training

for social workers. The Menninger
Foundation has pioneered in the educa-

tion of psychiatric aides, and has made
notable contributions to the education

of what Topeka calls “adjunctive thera-

pists.” These latter are still known in

most places as occupational therapists.

The Menningers give them a more focal

position, require more breadth and

more training of them, and regard them

as crucial members of the wider psychi-

atric team. This list, incidentally, does

not exhaust the programs of profes-

sional training.

Then there are clergy and theologi-

ans. The first program is for theolog-

ical scholars, actual or potential, men
who have either completed the work for

the earned doctorate in theology or who
are engaged in it. Fellowships are

available for six such men each year,

who study psychiatric theory in relation

to their theological concern, and who
are free to orient their program on a

project basis. By coincidence, three of

the five men spending the current year

at Topeka in this program have come,

at some time, from Princeton. One is

writing his Princeton doctoral disserta-

tion in pastoral theology. A second

holds a Princeton doctorate in biblical

studies. The third has a Princeton

B.D., and is completing doctoral work
at Harvard.

A second program is a year’s inten-

sive training in pastoral care and

counseling with particular reference to

marriage and family situations. Up to

six men each year are accepted in this

program. Pastoral counseling is done

under supervision, both pastoral and

psychiatric, in local churches and other

appropriate settings. And there is

theoretical study both about counseling

and about marriage and the family.
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At the Topeka State Hospital and

the Boys’ Industrial School, there are

excellent programs of clinical pastoral

training that are affiliated with the

Council for Clinical Training. To these

programs, which the Menninger Foun-

dation does not administer, special

resources are made available by the

Foundation’s program in religion and

psychiatry. For example, every one of

my consultation visits to Topeka in-

cludes an extended seminar with these

groups, in which I try to supplement

what the students are getting in their

regular clinical course from their well

qualified supervisors.

Perhaps it is clear by this time that

my monthly Topeka visits are not a

matter of idling in an office hoping

someone will call me up and ask to

consult. During an average four-day

visit, for example, I conduct six to

eight hours of formal teaching sessions

for the several groups of clergy and

theologians alone. My principal “teach-

ing” of the other groups (which is

properly not so labelled) comes through

my participation, on request, in case

conferences. At such staff-student

meetings, the detailed material about

the patient under consideration is ordi-

narily presented by one of the young

physicians in training, who is super-

vised, corrected, encouraged and helped

by the comments of senior psychiatrists,

psychologists, and other staff members
including chaplains. The intense and

sympathetic concentration upon the best

possible treatment for each individual

is as fine a demonstration of true

person-mindedness as I have ever

witnessed. Quite often religious factors,

or even their absence, when understood

by the staff and students, may prove

more important in the case than has

previously been recognized. My four-

day visits always include at least one

or two such case conference consul-

tations.

Every other visit or so some group

of staff or students will have become

concerned about an issue involving

religion in some way, will know about

me, and will set up a special meeting.

Recently a staff-student conference put

this question to me, “Why are so many
people religious in this Bible-belt

country? What does it mean, and what

should members of a psychiatric team

know about it?” A little earlier a group

of social workers wanted to discuss

their cooperative relationships with the

clergy, and wisely elected to do so by

beginning from an actual case in which

there had been some confusion in this

relationship. A time or two before that

an able group of clinical psychologists

asked me to discuss the understanding

of sin in theology. They knew about

guilt, they said (and they did), but the

meaning and connotations of sin baffled

them. These are, needless to say, edu-

cational opportunities of great signifi-

cance that would not come about unless

my relation to the Foundation were on

a fairly regular basis.

Needless to say, the Menninger
Foundation can have no particular view

of religion. Roman Catholics, Jews,

and others are as welcome to the clergy

training programs as are Protestants.

As a Protestant consultant, I have

Roman Catholic and Jewish opposite

numbers, Father Charles A. Curran of

Loyola University in Chicago, and
Rabbi I. Fred Hollander of Yeshiva
University in New York. Some one

has suggested that the atheists and
agnostics interested in religion should

be represented among the consultants,
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and the rest of us do not consider this

notion fantastic. But it will be hard to

find an atheist or agnostic who is as

ready to put self-imposed limitations on

his work in this setting as are we
theologians.

My principal activities in Topeka
are, then, educational in nature. In

addition to the concentration on profes-

sional education, as indicated, the Foun-
dation has brief programs of orientation

for various groups. For example, last

year a special course lasting a week was
made available to the seniors of nearby

St. Mary’s Seminary, the theological

school of St. Louis University, operated

by the Society of Jesus. This year a

special course is being offered for the

students of St. Paul, new Methodist

seminary, and Central Baptist Sem-
inary, both in Kansas City

;
and, in

addition, a series of three evening sem-

inars is being made available on request

to the entire faculty of that school. Each
year the Edward F. Gallahue confer-

ence on religion and psychiatry is held

over a period of two or three days, in

which some vital issue in this area is

discussed in general evening sessions

open to the entire psychiatric commu-
nity, and which is then followed up in

smaller groups. At their request, a

special conference for officials of a

church board is soon to be entered upon

experimentally.

I have found my Topeka experience

fascinatingly instructive about what a

“pastoral approach’’ is. When I first

arrived as Sloan professor, I was asked

if I wanted to meet the young students

of psychiatry by having them called in

individually to talk with me, or at least

to declare formal interviewing hours for

those who were interested. This would

have been standard procedure in that

setting, and would no doubt have had
values. But I had the wit to demur.

I elected instead to carry out a form of
,

“pastoral calling,” not so much seeking

out individuals by calling on them at

home or in their clinics but making my
j

contact with them just as a pastor in a

local church does with most of his
|

people, by chatting before and after

meetings where they are gathered any-

how. Once made, contacts could be
,

followed up as interest was expressed
,

along any line. Through this experience -

I have become more convinced than

ever that our pastoral getting around,

making ourselves accessible to people

wherever they are, makes us more and

more unique in the modern world, and
that no amount of time set aside for

formal interviews can possibly replace

it.

Since I have some interest in re-

search, I try also to keep in touch, in

a general way, with the fascinating and

multi-faceted program of research that

goes on at the Menninger Foundation

under the direction of Gardner Murphy.

I do not know enough to be a consult-

ant on research. But by keeping in *

touch, I find surprisingly often that

issues and questions emerge that touch

my areas of competence and make pos-

sible a mutually profitable exchange.

As every pastor knows, if you are >

around long enough and your errors

have not been too obvious, you will

eventually be consulted about all kinds

of things the relationship of which to

your area of expertness may be very

tenuous. In Topeka, for example, I i

have been consulted about what to name
a building, how to write an appeal to

a philanthropic foundation, how to

present the report of a vital research

study, what should be said about
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existentialism in a research report on

suicide, how to deal with a particular

personnel situation, and how to change

some administrative structures so as to

facilitate program concerns. I find all

this of great interest. And I think it

all helps my being a kind of tarnished

Daniel in a den of not-so-fierce lions.

In reading over what I have written

up to this point, I see that I have done

more than describe the Menninger
Foundation and my relationship to it. I

have also expressed appreciation to the

point of enthusiasm. In my sober

judgment, such a response is justified.

The quality of the Foundation merits

such praise. But this is of course not

a negative comment on other excellent

centers of psychiatric education and

research, of which there are several.

I hope these remarks may give my
original questioner some notion of what

I do in four days a month at Topeka,

and also why. When first invited to

join the Princeton faculty, I indicated

of course that I had made a five-

year commitment to serve as part-

time consultant to the Mennineer Foun-

dation. But I said also—and I believe

—that this relationship could be good

for Princeton by being good for me. My
contact with the world of psychology

and psychiatry (which of course now
also includes the Princeton area) has a

certain basic minimum of regularity,

continuity and structure. As a theolo-

gian concerned with dialogue with these

important modern disciplines, it pre-

vents my retreating to some fixed posi-

tion. I not only see the changes and

advances in psychiatric thought and

practice
;

I am inescapably involved in

them, even consulted in advance about

some of them.

But is it possible, some alert critic

may ask, that I may be corrupted by

all this psychiatric contact, that the very

factor I have been pointing to as helpful

—my being admitted inside the psychi-

atric portals—may prevent me from

applying searching Christian criticism

to what is going on there. I can not

deny categorically that this could be a

temptation, sin being what it is in all

our lives. But I believe there are some

built-in protections against such a pos-

sibility. For one thing, I am accepted

and billed in Topeka as minister and

theologian, not as some peculiar kind of

psychologist. For another, I am asked

more crucial and penetrating questions

about religion and Christian faith in

Topeka than is usual within the church

or theological seminary. For a third,

and most important of all, I am spend-

ing twenty-six days a month at Prince-

ton and only four at Topeka. Surely

Princeton should be able to hold its

own

!

In conclusion, I believe it is true that

I am more valuable to Topeka because

I am based at Princeton. If I am to

serve as consulting theologian in a

psychiatric community, that community
rightly wants to be sure I do not freeze

my theological learning at some particu-

lar point, failing to replenish it by inti-

mate contact with all that is going on

in the theological world. And so I con-

clude by being immensely grateful to the

unique Menninger Foundation for risk-

ing a theologian as consultant, and to

the President and Board of Princeton

Seminary for actively encouraging me
to continue the Topeka relationship. As
communities, a good mental hospital

and a good theological seminary have

more in common than meets the casual

eye.



THE CREATIVE PREACHER
Donald Macleod

G eorge Jackson, in a book entitled

A Parson’s Log, has said, “It was
preaching that founded the Church, and

it is preaching which again and again,

in its periods of flatness and failure, has

renewed and restored it.”
1 Every con-

temporary gathering of Christian lead-

ers shares a common concern : the

Church is in need of renewal. And more
than a few possess the growing and

healthy conviction that renewal can

come only by the Word of God. This

does not imply, however, an urge to

return to bibliolatry or to a sterile

biblicism, but to, what Visser ’t Hooft

has called, “the dynamic situation in

which the Holy Spirit opens up the

Bible anew .” 2 The Church cannot renew
itself, but “if it allows the Word of God
to do its creative work, there is always

hope for its renewal .” 3

Here is set before us a tremendous
task. And here are suggested the means
to accomplish it. But who will bring

this “clear Word of God to the world” ?
4

We need, what Douglas Webster has

called, “an instrument releasing the

power of the Holy Ghost.” 5 The Word
of God is destined to do its creative

work, but it requires a preacher who is

himself creative and who is able to

interpret it to the world.

Ours is an age in which creativity is

1 George Jackson, A Parson’s Log, Ep-

worth, 1927, p. 96.
2 W. A. Visser ’t Hooft, The Renewal of

the Church, SCM, 1956, p. 80.

3 Ibid., p. 84.

4 Ibid., p. 1 15.

B Douglas Webster, What Is Evangelism?

Highway Press, 1959, p. 107.

at a premium. At no previous time in

history have nations and individuals

vied with one another in such a com-
petitive race in the areas of science,

industry, and the arts, although the

struggle in the latter is less enterprising

than in the other two, and certainly the

stakes are not as high. The creation of

some novel and ingenious space object

or the discovery of a more efficient

method of processing food stuffs, for

example, are far more likely to capture

popular attention than the appearance

of a new school of poets or playwrights,

or the production of a musical sym-
phony, or indeed a work of love done

for love’s sake. Moreover it is implied

that currently in the scientific field a

state of emergency exists and therefore

the prior claim must be given to the ugly

race for armaments and the greedy

passion for mass production which

demands from men every ounce of

creativity they possess.

Now this imbalance in creativity, this

unevenness in which some areas of

man’s endeavor have a consistently

growing edge while others are some-

what blunted or stagnant, presents one

of the most alarming situations in the

Western world today. And the problem

comes into sharpest focus when we see

these impressive strides being taken

mechanically and scientifically while

morally we haven’t moved very far out

of the jungle
;
and indeed there are times

when the jungle shames us by its vir-

tues. Every day the common man
handles the most delicate precision in-

struments that creative minds have
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produced, but in the art of living he

shows not only a moral clumsiness but

also an absence of fresh enterprise, and

is inclined therefore to carry on accord-

ing to old maxims that are devoid of

religious sanction altogether : “Business

is business”
;
“Make hay while the sun

shines”
;
“Take care of yourself, for if

you don’t who will?” The picture then

presents a ticklish situation in which

the world of things has been rocketed

into the ascendancy, but unfortunately

its control remains in irresponsible

hands.

Few writers have described our con-

temporary predicament and the serious

implications of it more plainly than

Archibald MacLeish, the distinguished

man of letters and author of J. B. In an
article on “National Purpose” in the

New York Times (May 30, i960), he

writes

:

We have advanced science to the

edges of the inexplicable and hoisted

our technology to the sun itself. We
are in a state of growth and flux

and change in which cities flow out

into countryside and countryside

moves into cities and new industries

are born and old industries vanish

and the customs of generations alter

and fathers speak different languages

from their sons. In brief, we are

prosperous, lively successful, inven-

tive, diligent—but, nevertheless and
notwithstanding, something is wrong
and we know it. . . . We feel that

we’ve lost our way in the woods,
that we don’t know where we are

going—if anywhere.

In these words, Dr. MacLeish lays

his finger upon what should be the area

of our greatest concern: that level of

existence where we seem to have lost

the sense of moral purpose, and hence

the thrust of some redemptive creativity

out and into the affairs of men has been

stunted or has operated feebly. Indeed

it is disturbing to consider how much
excitement there is today in the region

of the mind : the ferment of ideas, the

thrill of new invention and discovery,

the visions of what is yet to be, as com-

pared with so few exploits in the arena

of the moral will, the enlightened con-

science, and the sober business of living

in our workaday world. The brand new
world of the mind is not matched nor

controlled by an equally brave new
world of the heart. Romano Guardini

had this in mind when he wrote, “Man
today holds power over things, but we
can assert confidently that he does not

yet have power over his own power.” 1

It can mean only an ever-deepening

bewilderment for men to go on living

in a world of unprecedented scientific

wonders from which the patterns of

meaning have been slowly erased. John
Osborne, in his play Look Back in

Anger,

2 has Jimmy Porter describe our

prevailing mood in this way:

I suppose people of our generation

aren’t able to die for good causes any

longer: We had all that done for us,

in the thirties and forties, when we
were still kids. There aren’t any

good brave causes left. If the big

bang comes, and we all get killed off,

it won’t be in aid of the old-fashioned

grand design. It’ll be just for the

Brave New Nothing-very-much -

thank-you. About as pointless and
inglorious as stepping in front of a

bus.

1 Romano Guardini, The End of the Mod-
ern World, Sheed & Ward, 1956, p. 109.

2 Quoted by D. Webster in What is Evan-
gelism f p. 46.
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In view of this mood and of the

human predicament it creates, several

questions would seem to be appropriate :

Can man be directed then to convert

the spectacular products of his mind
into good, or will he pull them and his

world down in ruin around himself?

Or, to put it more provocatively, can

he be turned to some wisdom outside

himself by which he will see what his

basic trouble is and through which his

sense of motivation will be restored,

his purpose sharpened, and his twisted

standards of value made straight? Is

there a fellowship or community of

persons whom the outsider recognizes

as knowing where they are going or

what they are doing as having ultimate

meaning?

It is not unusual that some of the

people who are caught up in these

exigencies are turning to the Church.

They are neither apathetic nor suspi-

cious but basically they are for the

Church in a ,very realistic way. And
therefore they are putting to the Church
some probing questions because they

want to be informed and convinced.

With a measure of genuine and sym-

pathetic interest they ask, “Is anything

really happening in the Church?”

I suppose the most obvious reply to

this question is to point out that the

Church is a hive of humming activity

today. To prove this by statistics would

be a simple matter. But somehow mere

numbers, totals, and net gains, impres-

sive as they may appear, do not seem

to be convincing in these times
;

in

fact they have about them an aura of

suspicion that is not without some
justification, especially when our favor-

able situation is referred to as “a re-

ligious boom.” It is painfully true that

in our effort to operate our churches

more effectively and efficiently—and

goodness knows, it was needed—we
have capitulated in many instances to 1

the tyranny of the machine and have
i

undercut our integrity by seeming to

enter into competition with secular

schemes and organizations. Paul Clif- ;

ford, in his recent book, The Pastoral

Calling

,

x quotes this piece of doggerel

verse

:

i

Like a corporation

Works the Church of God;
Brothers, we are treading

Where Henry Ford has trod:

We are all mass-minded,

One huge body we,

Planning world salvation

Through the hierarchy

!

Perhaps then our question should

be reframed in order to probe deeper

:

Is anything happening in the vital areas

of the Church’s life? Underlying all

this busyness, is there a stirring that

is creative? Is this religious renaissance

an indication of some real inner fer-

ment or genuine contagion that is about

to affect the world? Granted that the

programming of the Church had lagged

and limped far behind the progressive

methods of the world of business, and

science, and was patently in need of

re-vamping, yet in our pre-occupation

with appropriating these new methods

and skills, have we compromised un-

wittingly with our motivation and re-

sponsibility ?

This brings us to the place where

we begin to see more clearly that the

situations inside and outside the Church

have much in common. The world can

boast of great creativity among the

things men can handle and see, but it

1 Channel Press, 1961, p. 7.
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suffers from a dearth of fresh and de-

terminative departures in the region

of high principles and moral adventure.

The Church too is caught up in an

intensive program of events, but the

relationship of these activities to the

one Event of history that gives meaning

to all these other events has been either

weakened or missed entirely. Both the

world and the Church are affected by

a common ailment that has been vari-

ously described as short-sightedness or

a muddled sense of priorities or the

loss of a clear purpose, but chiefly it

has been a case of clever means becom-

ing inferior ends.

The grim tragedy, moreover, is that

the answer to the world’s need was once

entrusted to the Church, but is con-

tinued now in so many instances as a

mere potential that is respected but not

permitted generally to operate. Indeed

sometimes the Church gives the im-

pression that it is not clear about its

purpose. Douglas Webster has re-

minded us of what ought to be the

underlying thrust of the Church’s life

and of what is today far from a realized

ideal, when he said that “the Church
is called to be Christ’s working body
in today’s working world,” and P. T.

Forsyth described the strategy needed
for church leaders in the world of his

time when he wrote, “You are to preach

to the Church from the Gospel so that

with the Church you may preach

the Gospel to the world .”1 This is

spiritual creativity in a real sense, and
it is in an “inside” job. It must begin

from within among those who are

within, and through them emerge as

a creative force in the world.

Now in these times the inclination

1 Positive Preaching and the Modern Mind,
Independent, 1949, p. 53.

is to put the responsibility almost en-

tirely upon the laity, and in many re-

spects this is good and indeed necessary

if our distinctive tradition is to be

fostered and maintained. Margaret

Frakes in her book, Bridges to Under-

standing, names “the laity as the pri-

mary agency through which the Church

witnesses in the world .” 2 But the initia-

tive in this matter of creativity lies

with the ministry. The so-called re-

surgence of the laity today will get

nowhere unless it consists of laymen

who are grounded and articulate in

their knowledge of their faith. At the

same time, however, this is not intended

to downgrade the primary work of the

Holy Spirit either, but simply to point

out that the initiative lies with the min-

ister in the sense that Paul indicated

in Ephesians 2:12: God gave the min-

ister to the Church to be its servant.

Or, as Charles S. Duthie described it,

“He [the minister] does not derive

his authority from the Church, but from

God
;
but the Church is the sphere of

his service, so that, under Christ, he

is the servant of the Church. If the

Church is the body of Christ, then the

minister is called to make it the effective

Body.” 3 And Forsyth declared again

and again that the Church will be what
the minister makes it. “The ministry,”

he wrote, “has not to reform the world,

but to create a Church for the world’s

reformation .” 4 Or again, he declared,

“If a Church has not its chief believers

in the pulpit it is unfortunate.” 5 And
again, “If the Church is to be saved

2 Muhlenberg Press, 1961, p. 8.

3 Duthie, God in His World, Independent
Press, 1954, p. 88.

4 Forsyth, The Church and the Sacraments,
Independent Press, 1947, p. 122.

5 Positive Preaching and the Modern Mind,
p. 129.
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from the world it is the ministers that

must do it.” And this is substantially

where the modern ministry has fallen

somewhat short of its responsibility.

Indeed it is just here we find that in-

dividual ministers have ceased generally

to be creative. In many instances they

have been taken captive by the lines

of mass production and consequently

some of their most urgent assignments

are performed on “a catch as catch can”

basis. This is one reason why some
ministers are miserable and unhappy
most of the time. They are restive and
restless. Indeed the Moderator of the

United Church of Canada, addressing

the graduating class of one of the

seminaries last year, indicated that as

he visited presbyteries during his term

of office, the thing that disturbed him
most about the ministers was “a loss

of a sense of who and what they are.”

And what has happened to the min-

ister has cast its reflection across his

worship and preaching, and inevitably

upon the Church. His worship is no

longer an experience; nor is it shaped

to accommodate the normal movements
of the human soul. It lacks meaning.

Moreover the capacities that make
preaching real preaching—original,

dynamic, engaging, prophetic—are the

exception today, and therefore the

twenty minutes on Sunday morning,

which should be the event to initiate

other events, has lost its motivated

thrust, not really through any fault of

the pew, but through the preacher him-

self. He has ceased to be creative.

More than a few preachers, especially

those in middle life, acknowledge

frankly and with some little despair that

“they are licked.” They say they are

beaten by the system. But if a preacher

can justify his challenge to John Smith

to change his mind, to have done with

the thraldom of sin by a revolutionary
:

turn of the tide, surely he ought to ask t

himself: Can I get the best of the

system? If not, what right have I to

preach the evangel of the changed life? i

Both the beginning and the death-knell

of creativity lie here. And therefore i

every preacher, for the sake of the

Gospel he represents and the world in 1

its desperate need of it, must take fresh

and deliberate action or else be himself

a castaway.

I

To be creative the preacher must
establish his own identity.

It is true to say that we are now in

a period of transition in preaching. In

fact more things are happening today

to preaching than in preaching. In

some quarters unfortunately preaching

has only relative value in the pattern

of the Church’s activities
;

it takes its

place along with raising the budget or

programming the youth activities. With
others the emphasis is upon liturgical

forms almost exclusively and the result

is “the slow murder of the sermon.”

And with some others preaching is

just another chore among the miscel-

laneous and multiple responsibilities of

the “pastor-director’s” weekly agenda.

Not generally do all these understand

that as goes preaching so goes the

Church.

But the initial fault in this potentially

dangerous situation lies with the

preacher himself
;
somehow he has lost

his true identity, if indeed in some cases

he had ever had it. In The Christian

Century (June 22, i960), Edward U.
Stein of the San Francisco Theological

Seminary discusses modern man, but

his description applies with equal fitness
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, to the ministry : “Willie Loman in

Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman

si ‘lives in the past and the future but

loses the present.’ Because he sees him-

t» self in external terms, essentially in the

light of his market value, his own son

remarks after his death, ‘He never

it knew who he was’” (p. 746). When-
it ever there has been a slump in the

quality or significance of preaching and

a consequent weakening of the Church’s

redemptive thrust out into the world,

it has been due to the preacher’s own
inability to answer adequately the

question Who am I? Imagine putting

such a question to a Chrysostom, a

Thomas Chalmers, or a Phillips Brooks,

to name just a few? They knew who
they were, and that is why in the long

and exciting history of preaching their

names are among the most determina-

tive and focal. But whenever the min-

ister has lost his real identity and has

become in the eyes of men merely a

harassed peddler of temporary pan-

aceas, a patcher-up of quarrels through

methods of expediency, or a psychology

neophyte without a couch, then his

message has ceased to count. Preaching

is in fearful jeopardy when the raison

d’etre of the preacher is inarticulate.

But what if the preacher be the

Servant of the Word, to use Herbert

H. Farmer’s phrase? Unfortunately

through over-use this term has become

a cliche, although its tremendous sig-

nificance has been lost for another

reason also
;
we have overlooked the

bi-polar character of the phrase : we
have here both Servant and Word. And
the essence and implications of both

ought to be re-captured as well as our

seeing just their affiliation. We must
have done with the concept of the

Servant as a time-serving flunkey, and

embrace that principle suggested by the

lofty imagery of the Deutero-Isaiah

and realized finally so splendidly in

the face of Jesus Christ, namely, self-

investment in another’s moral and

spiritual self-realization. To be Servant

of the Word means that the preacher

so give himself to others that the

creative Word in and through him may
be formed in them. This is what Paul

meant when he wrote to the Galatians,

“My little children, with whom I am
again in travail until Christ be formed

in you” (RSV, 4:19).

This is the preacher’s real job. He
must effect a meeting of God and man
in the realm of grace. This is the

essence of preaching. This gives preach-

ing its unique quality and the preacher

his motivation. He loses these when
he downgrades his office and thinks

it is enough for him to deliver snappy

pep-talks on how to care for one’s

religious life, which after all can be

simple subjectivism. But the preaching

of the Word has its objective side. To
quote Forsyth again, “We do not stand

on the fact of our experience but on

the fact which we experience.”1 It

means bringing to men through the

preacher something which they do not

have, something which cannot be

produced from human resources, some-

thing which points them to the realiza-

tion of the new humanity. And only a

genuine Servant of the Word can enact

this thing, because the communication

of the Word demands as its medium
not only human words but the whole

man.

Now God’s Word is God’s Deed. 2

1 Forsyth, The Principle of Authority, H. &
S., 1912, p. 178.

2 See Donald Miller, Fire in Thy Mouth,
Abingdon, 1954, pp. I7ff.
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His Word declares what he has done

in creation and redemption, of which

the Bible is record and witness. And
in all this is seen the promise of what
man shall be when all believers are

gathered up into Christ. The preacher

is one who Sunday by Sunday presents

a rehearsal of what God did once and
for all on Calvary and which he will

bring to fruition at the end of the age,

of which the resurrection was the fore-

cast. Between these two points of the

divine drama, between the open tomb
and the parousia, the preacher makes
plain the Word-Act of the living God,

which is not just an idea but an en-

counter with a Person who is the in-

carnation of the grace that redeems.

This is not just a Word about Christ

from the preacher
;

in his preaching

men encounter Christ. And as he keeps

this Word consistently central to his

message, through its own inherent

relevance it will come down into the

earthly life of his people and then, as

the New English Bible puts it, they will

take “the shape of Christ.” This will

be their highest self-realization. This

is the consummation of the creative

Word. This is not to say, however,

that the Church is an extension of the

Incarnation, but with D. T. Niles we
assert that “the Body of Christ, the

Church, is Christ present in his on-

going work.” And the preacher as

Servant of the Word is part of this

dynamic event. Through him God re-

produces his redemptive act in an en-

counter with humanity. In this prima-

rily does the preacher find his real

identity.

II

To be creative the preacher must

preserve the integrity of his message.

Joseph McCulloch, in The Listener

(February 19, 1959, p. 333), made
this comment, “The problem of the

preacher’s life today is supremely a

question of integrity.” People make all

kinds of silly demands upon a preach-

er’s energy and time that try to draw
him into a dozen directions simultane-

ously, but more than all these is the

temptation of their unspoken wish, “Let
Christ come down from the Cross.”

This is part of that great invasion of the

Church by the secular mind. Men and
women live six days a week in close

sight of the machinery of clever deals,

quick compromise, and temporary ex-

pedients, and in this atmosphere the

pattern of the fabric of their life is

woven. The preacher, therefore, is

confronted with a nagging temptation

on Sunday morning when he sees on
the faces of these people a strange

blending of protest and anxiety as they

react to his message in this way

:

“Bring Christ down from that Cross.

Put him among us as a regular guy
and we’ll accept him as one of us.”

And more than a few preachers, espe-

cially under the pressures of modern
suburbia, have forfeited their hard won
integrity by capitulating before this

demand.

The outward features of this secular

invasion are obvious : option, compro-
mise, activism, and expedience—to

name just a few. Every congregation

has members who come with the op-

tional approach to matters of belief

;

they “pick and choose” as their fancy

moves them. Augustine laid bare their

secret fault when he said, “If you
believe what you like in the Gospel

and reject what you don’t like, it is

not the Gospel you believe, but your-

selves.” Or those who compromise

:
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* James S. Stewart refers to people who
: “patch up some sort of working ar-

rangement by which a less strenuous

line of conduct is accepted without

offending the conscience unduly.” 1 And
I

then he goes on to remark that “the

snare of compromise has always been

religion’s most serious enemy, and the

higher the religion the greater the

danger.” Or the activists : the organiza-

tion man of society brings his “know-
; how” into the area of religious devotion

and very soon the Church ceases to be
; “the place where one would naturally

look for spiritual happenings” (A. J.

Gossip). Or those who are slaves to

expediency: they have the notion that

Christianity is somewhat of a stimulant

that can be administered in order to

buttress our sagging democracy or

activate our liberty and therefore it

is most expedient to be on its side.

They are wholly unaware of the pri-

mary axiom that “morality consists in

doing what is right for its own sake,” 2

and if done for any other reason, so

that it becomes a means to an end,

the net result is immorality.

These are some of the popular modes
and philosophies of living that are

present to a greater or lesser degree

in every worshipping congregation to-

day. And those who hold to these

points of view will continue as just so

many pious barnacles upon the organ-

izational side of the Church unless and
until they experience an arresting en-

counter with the essence of Christianity

through a preacher who knows who
he is and what his business is. It is

1
J. S. Stewart, A Man In Christ, H. & S.,

1954, p. 94.
2 A Faith T0 Proclaim, Scribner’s 1953,

p. 40.

for him to declare without apology

or qualification that the center of his

message is the Fact of Christ, the most
creative reality in all history. As R.

W. Dale once expressed it, “Christ

came not primarily to preach the

Gospel, but that there might be a

Gospel to preach.” And this Gospel
was Good News, not about men, but
about God. Moreover, its authenticity

was endorsed by Jesus’ life who was
“the image of the invisible God.” In
him the Word became flesh. Preachers,

therefore, who dilute their pulpit mes-
sages to become little essays about
being good and about the need for

dropping bits of kindness here and
there, and who scramble frantically to

get something to preach instead of de-
claring the Word that is given, forfeit

the opportunity to be creative and
identify themselves with the common
predicament of the men and women in

the pew. And since they try to say what
people want to hear, they blunt the

creativity of that Word which once
startled scribes and pharisees out of

their comfortable patterns and turned
a world upside down.

The creative preacher, on the other

hand, distinguishes between what his

people want and what his people need,

which is after all one of the main differ-

ences between a television audience

and a worshiping congregation. As
long as he keeps his focus upon human
need, the preacher is less likely to put
himself above the Word, i.e., to manip-
ulate it in order to make it read what
people want. If, however, he sees him-
self as a Servant under the Word, its

integrity is assured when he reproduces

a message that judges, promises and
summons.
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III

To be creative the preacher must

interpret the response of the worship-

ing congregation.

Biblical theology has done two im-

portant things for preaching:

First: it has defined its context.

The Servant of the Word is never a

solitary figure speaking into a vacuum,

because Christianity is not and can not

be an individual matter. The teller of

the Good News does not engage in

a protracted monologue nor proceed

along a dead-end street. Daniel Jenkins

has reminded us that “the preaching

of the Word is a public act. It is ad-

dressed not only to the individual but

to the Church as a body, and through

the Church to the world on whom
Christ sets his claim .”1 Indeed there

is a sense in which real preaching

creates its own context which, one

might say, is not true of that type of

preaching that invites men to come to

Christ but omits any reference to

Christ’s Church. The “Come to Jesus”

routine of much of mass evangelism

is a truncated form of preaching, chiefly

because it lacks a continuing context.

Biblical theology has re-defined for us

the only thorough-going response to

preaching, namely, that “to be in Christ

is to be a member of his Body, and

that is to be in his Church.” 2

Second: it has described its character.

Preaching is not just another address

to an audience which has come to hear

a speaker; nor is it a matter of giving

1 The Strangeness of the Church, Double-

day 1955, P-

2 D. Miller, Biblical Theology and Preach-

ing, Scottish Journal of Theology, XI, p. 401.

a “name-person” a rostrum upon which

to perform. In preaching a peculiar

and unique activity is involved
;
there

is a redemptive encounter between God
and the hearers through the preacher.

As William Niesel has put it, “The
good news of Jesus Christ orally pro-

claimed by the Church captures our

attention and arouses in us the response

of faith .” 3 What goes on is described

strikingly in a passage by Kierkegaard

in Purity of Heart where he says that

people usually think of a church service

in the same terms as an audience in

a theatre. The preacher is the actor

and the congregation the audience.

This, he claims, is a wrong casting of

the parts. In the theatre there is hidden

in the wings a prompter who remains

unseen but who assists the actors in

playing their parts well. In a church

service, however, this is the role of the

preacher. The congregation are the

actors whom the preacher prompts to

right action. And the audience? The
audience is God. He scans the congre-

gation (the actors) with a critical eye

and evaluates the quality of their re-

sponse to the prompter .

4

These fresh conceptions provide a

total transformation and re-orientation

of our usual ideas of what an act of

worship is and of the place of preaching

in it. Here we see the truth of Niesel’s

remark that “right worship is the

gathering together of the congregation

under the Word.” Now right worship

is not a matter of outward form
;

it is

a matter of meaning. And here the

creative preacher must come in to give

direction and focus to the tremendous

spiritual potential a congregation repre-

3 The Theology of Calvin, Westminster,

1956, p. 183.
4 See Miller, op.cit., p. 402.
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sents. To be true to his calling, he must

offer everything to God’s glory, but

that glory includes also the eventual

difference worship makes in the lives

of the Christian community. What are

the marks then of meaningful worship ?

(a) Objective: it must be directed to

God and not to ourselves.

In a little book called The Centrality

of Worship, O. G. Whitfield asks,

“Would an outsider coming into an

average congregation at an ordinary

service feel that something great was
happening? Would he gather the im-

pression that he had joined a company
of people pledged to a tremendous task,

and seeking inspiration for it? Would
it seem to him that he had come to a

center of pulsating life and power?”

These questions are pertinent because

subjective worship has been the bane

of the devotional side of the majority

of Protestant churches and therefore

the reality men seek in worship has

been absent. What is said and done

in too many churches has been directed

not towards God but to man. In some

services of worship, the hymns and

prayers are man-centered and little in-

dication is given of that farther horizon

where the things of earth are touched

by the things of heaven. Moreover,

the only discernible intention of this

kind of service appears to be to create

a vague sense of good fellowship which

differs from the secular only in a cer-

tain piousness that is attached to it and

of which the by-products are generally

negligible. The order of service is

formless in liturgical shape and uneven

in devotional quality. Indeed some of

the “items” on the program are not

very much above the level of “sacred

vaudeville.” Everything is selected with

the hope of making people feel better

and of demonstrating that worship is

divinely intended to be primarily a

therapeutic experience. Such worship

may tickle the emotions or stir human
fancy superficially, but it cannot chal-

lenge the mind or arouse the will.

Thomas Morrow wrote recently that

“the goal of worship is the glory of

God and the result of worship must be

the expression of that glory in trans-

formed and transfigured lives .” 1 Wor-
ship then is not a matter of majoring

in minors or of making by-products

into primary objectives. “Worship is

the all-pervading recognition of the

absolute worth of God.” To be worthy

and sincere it must be “Godward and

God-honoring.” In other words, belief

is at the basis of worship. And worship

is what we do in response to our aware-

ness of the revelation of the love of

God that comes to us in the preaching

of his Word. It is what we believe

that excites our worship. It is what

we believe about God that determines

the quality of our worship and of the

life that results from it. Modern people

have lost the “God-dimension” and

exist therefore in merely a two-dimen-

sional world. And this accounts for so

much of the flatness and meaningless-

ness and way-out-less-ness of our every-

day life. But when God becomes the

one object of our thought and adoration

in worship, we are lifted out of our-

selves and we become creative through

our nature sharing his redemptive na-

ture. We are in touch with reality,

an experience beyond which we can

never be the same again. As the hymn-

1 Worship and Preaching, Epworth, 1956,

P- 15 -
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writer William DeWitt Hyde, worded

it:

Since what we choose is what we
are

And what we love we yet shall be.

F. H. Brabant once said, “God must

come first, or man’s edification will not

follow.” And John Calvin has written,

“Man is capable of receiving God and

of union with him.” Our adoration

must be directed to an object and only

as we embrace the source of all our

being whom we call God will something

creative result in us.

(b) Faith: Worship induces and

establishes faith.

In his thoughtful book on prayer,

The Secret Place of the Most High,

Arthur J. Gossip deplored the notion

that lack of attendance at worship is

due to a lapse or weakening of faith.

He indicated that the reverse is more

true : that worship is not the result of

faith but that right worship is the means

by which God creates and nourishes

faith in us. And therefore Gossip de-

clares that “our supreme need is to

learn to worship.” Moreover this learn-

ing process is helped by the objective

character of meaningful worship. It

had long been hindered by our dispro-

portionate emphasis upon the subjective

side of worship by which the matter

of receiving something crowded out the

offering of something. Worship is

offering. And this, by the way, exposes

and points up for us the weakness of

many contemporary efforts to remedy

the poverty of Protestant worship

through psychological means alone.

The feeling is all too general that if we
create the right atmosphere through

colored lights, dramatic movements,

and handsome preachers, our worship

will be enriched and our people im-

pressed, if not deeply moved. Never
mind the rightness or wrongness of the

preacher’s doctrines as long as he uses

the right psychology, someone urges.

But the motivation of this school of

thought is always suspect because it

implies that worship is a means to an

end—it makes people feel better or it

provides peace of mind. The former

notion regards God as a good asset

rather than as Sovereign Lord; and

the latter is not much more than a cult

of selfishness.

The terrible harm in this point of

view is what it does to the uniqueness

of the Christian revelation. It suggests

that it differs not at all in essence from

other revelations except it is a bit

higher. And hence R. H. Thouless in

his Psychology of Religion can define

worship as “a group of persons trying

to get into relationship with God”

(p. 159). The nature of the being of

God does not seem to count. Revelation

is considered as something people can

handle and manipulate as if it were of

the world rather than given to the world.

How very different in its basis and

character is Richard Davidson’s defini-

tion of worship : “Worship is what we
say and what we do when we stand

together before God, realizing in high

degree who He is and what we are.” 1

Note the phrase, who He is. The pre-

supposition of right worship is a revela-

tion. This, for the Reformers, was the

abiding objective element in Christian

worship. There was a given revelation.

No one therefore can worship “an

unknown God.” Paul reminded the

Greeks of this when he referred to the

1 Quoted by A. G. Reynolds in The Living

Church, Ryerson, 1949, p. 78.
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idol on Mars Hill as one “whom ye

ignorantly worship.” And Lovell Cocks

has commented, “Christian worship is

response to the revelation in Jesus

Christ, a communion with God, medi-

ated by the incarnate Word.” And this

response is faith. Right faith, however,

comes from right worship. And strong

faith issues from regular and sincere

worship. Worship is not something

added to or appended to faith. Other-

wise the old adage is true, “I can be

a Christian without going to Church.”

That is belief without surrender, and is

therefore a heresy. It is a far cry from

that worship in which the soul of man
responds to what is given and the life

he lives is the fruit of God’s act of grace.

Now it is here again the creative

preacher must come with the sincere

faith that God may use his words in

order to communicate with his people.

Here he must be, what Dean Hom-
righausen called, “the faith-filled

preacher.” This is what gives preach-

ing its soul. Preaching can not be

merely the declaration of some truth

about God and/or man. It must be

truth energized with life. Now God’s

truth has in it divine potential, but its

efficacy among men depends upon its

having been absorbed and lived by the

preacher himself. This is why the

prophet Ezekiel was commanded “to

eat the roll” (Ch. 3:1). On the other

hand, this is why little men rarely

produce great sermons or stimulate a

ground swell of faith. Preaching is not

merely communicating a thought
;

it

is the transfer of a vital force. This

cannot be done by words and sentences

alone
;

it requires the whole man. As
W. M. Macgregor has reminded us that

preaching is not entirely a matter of

making a sermon and delivering it, but

of making a preacher and delivering

that. Preaching is a living Word to

living men. It is an exchange of mind
with Mind. And it evokes faith, faith

as a personal encounter with God who
is declared. It lays a claim upon the

worshiping congregation and demands
of them nothing less than their whole

existence. And this is the highest form

of faith. This is why the Reformers

returned to the preaching of the Gospel.

They told of a God who came to men
in Christ, through whose death they

received atonement for their sins and by

whose resurrection they had been given

eternal life. This was the declaration

of God’s grace and whenever it was
sincerely made before the great congre-

gation, men answered in faith. And
the more informed and wholesome their

response, the more sound and qualita-

tive was their faith. Preaching kindles

faith in a Person. Its context is wor-

ship which should focus human emo-
tions and aspirations upon this Person.

And the whole act results in a fresh

loyalty to him who is Redeemer and

Saviour.

(c) Shared: Worship involves a

special type of experience.

Every congregation, whether it be

suburban, downtown, or frontier, is

made up of individual persons. In

manners, moods, and complexes they

resemble any other audience. Ted
Willis, the distinguished English tele-

vision writer, describes the peculiar

character of the T-V audience as a

scattered multitude of people who pass

through “an unshared experience.”

The worshipping congregation, how-
ever, ought to be a gathered company
who share a common experience in the

same place. But on more occasions
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than we dare to estimate this is the

exception rather than the general rule.

How frequently it does happen that

several hundred people come from the

atomistic and fragmentary life of the

outside world and after an hour in the

sanctuary they go out exactly as they

came in? The blame can be placed

variously; there are always those who
refuse to be made whole. But more

often than not, it is due to the lack of

their involvement not only in things

that are done but with that integrative

factor without which any service of

worship is not distinctively different

from a secular meeting or benevolent

rally.

In every service of worship there

ought to be “something in which we

all take part,” whereby we bring to

God “the whole individual man in the

whole Christian community.” But the

matter of prayer or two in unison and

a few vocal responses do not necessarily

convert a collection of individuals into

a Christian community. The early

Christians were able to be “with one

accord in one place” because they were

eV Xpicr™ (in Christ). God has done

something for them in Jesus Christ and

their new fellowship was dependent

upon this great act and resulted from

it. Their worship was “an experi-

ence of togetherness with one another

and with Christ.” He was the Head

of the Body. They were involved in

him. They were one in him. At the

heart of their fellowship was a dynamic

principle, a new reality by which they

were united and grasped, and therefore

as a contagious corporate personality

(if such a term can be used) they were

able to move out with creative force

into the secular world. Moreover, each

of them could point undoubtedly to

some “faith-filled” preacher whose
preaching was a mirror reflecting the

essence of God’s Word and who him-

self had shared in their concern.

(d) Action: worship must emerge
in a way of life.

If a new way of life is to be created,

it must begin in the Church. Indeed

it must begin in the worship of the

Church, in the fellowship of that com-
munity of persons where praise, con-

fession, testimony, and dedication are

sincerely made. Here, as we have al-

ready seen, the preacher’s role is crucial

and determinative, because through his

leadership, inspiration, and liturgical

creativity the intentions of the group

are cleansed and redirected. The out-

come of worship then cannot be merely

emotional anarchy. At the same time,

if commitment to Christ is to be desired

and aimed at above everything, it can

not take place in isolation. The worship-

ping group must become, we said

earlier, a living, organic body that will

move out into the life of the world and
redeem from the inside. If the preacher

presents the Sovereign and Redemptive
Lord through the proclamation of the

Word and the testimony of his own
life, and if it takes place within the high

experience of an act of common worship

that unveils reality, then the congrega-

tion will carry the obedience they have

pledged in the sanctuary into the

activities of their daily program. The
prayer of St. Richard of Chichester

sums up the matter

:

“
. . . that we may know thee more

clearly
;
love thee more dearly

;
and

follow thee more nearly day by
day.”
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Worship and life belong together.

Separation spells sterility for one and
impoverishment for the other. As George

MacLeod has said, “The ultimate

worship of God is what we do in the

realm of service and obedience in the

market place.” Here the work of the

creative preacher finds its inevitable

expression. Here the preacher as

j>
Servant of the Word rounds out the

! whole worship enterprise to the glory

of God. As Alfred R. Shands put it

so well, “He [the minister] has been

given the privilege of forming and as-

sembling the Body of Christ. And the

price which he must pay in order to

receive this gift is the total gift of him-

self to them. ‘For their sakes I sanctify

myself’. . . . The existence of a holy

people, a militant laity, is within his

hands.” 1 The creative preacher is in

effect, a spiritual pioneer, the extent

of whose surrender to God and involve-

ment with his people determines the

fruit of worship in life.

In the sense that worship is intended

for God’s glory alone, it is an end in

itself, but like every human encounter

with the Unseen there are inevitable

by-products and corollaries that are

significant in and indeed saviors of life.

If there were not, then its whole
relevance to life would be destroyed.

As long as worship has meaning—that

is, as long as it has an object in God,

1 The Liturgical Movement and The Local
Church, SCM, 1959, p. 22.

is a shared experience in Christ, and
calls forth an act of faith—then it will

have a shape and a claim that will em-
brace and eventually change the charac-

ter of our common life. William Temple
once said, “This world can be saved

from political chaos and collapse by

one thing only, and that is worship .” 2

The shape of that worship, as we have

seen, results simply from a Word of

redemption declared and the congrega-

tion’s response and surrender to it. But
this Word by its very intensity implies

extensity. When people hear it and
accept it, they are carried by its moving
contagion out into society, and then

others feel its presence and claim and
they offer their labor, their possessions,

and their abilities for the fullest use in

the realm of God. The form of our

worship becomes then the shape of our
common existence also, namely, God
ever speaking to man, and man return-

ing an adoring response. This response

involves offering; it implies sacrifice.

According to an age-old practice, man
brings his gifts of bread and wine—the

symbols of all life—and God gives them
back to him to nurture him so that man
will be spiritually competent to do his

holy Will. All life becomes a partner-

ship with God. And the creative preach-

er with his church is the living organic

community who serve as co-workers
with their Sovereign Lord in his plan

for the redemption of the world.

2 The Hope of A New World, SCM, 1941,
p. 27.

1



THE FELLOWSHIP OF HIS SON
Paul E. Scherer

I Cor. i :g—God is faithful, by whom ye were called unto the fellowship of

his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord.

F
or a few moments here at the begin-

ning of the year I want you to think

of the true nature of that fellowship. In

addressing this little congregation at

Corinth—or I may say, in the strange

kaleidoscopic manner of Scripture, in

addressing us—Paul is doing an ex-

traordinary thing : he is telling them

that what they seem doesn’t really rep-

resent what they are. There was shock-

ing immorality among them. There were

bitter factions—what looked almost like

chaos. Yet he called them “the church

of God which is at Corinth.’’ Indeed,

the chaos itself found its way into his

prayer of thanksgiving. “I thank my
God . . . that in every thing ye are

enriched by him.” The only trouble

was that they were sure of it, and had

been boasting about it ! “In all utter-

ance”—that’s what he said of their loud

talk, and their speaking with tongues

!

“And in all knowledge”—what a word

it was for their intellectual arrogance

!

And he wasn’t being sarcastic. You
don’t indulge in a great deal of sarcasm

when you’re on your knees. He wasn’t

trying simply to look on the bright

side of things, and be an optimist about

it, tearing out the silver lining so that

he could throw the cloud away. He
was writing as he did because he saw

the story of Creation repeating itself.

Blowing through all that intractable

stuff, he felt the winds of God in his

face

!

I

And so let me say first what was so

utterly obvious to him : that the dimen-
sions of the Christian community are

never to be found in space, this way
and that way

;
they can be found only

in God. At the very outset you have to

take account of what the Bible from
beginning to end calls his faithfulness.

You can’t secularize the whole thing

and think of the Christian community
as little more than those who live with

us in the church and work with us,

wherever we happen to be, the world

around. For the most part no doubt

they are cheerful and friendly people,

a kind of larger family like this in which

each of us finds some room, close to a

few, not so close to many others, but

saying a sort of peripatetic, ambulatory

“Hello” to everybody—and meaning it,

whatever it means ! There is a sense

of belonging wrapped up in the words,

com and munis, a readiness to be of

service, and alert and genuine concern

which shows itself most when anything

goes wrong with anybody. But is that

all there is? Here we call it a com-

munity of learning, and that helps to

define it. We are bound by a common
task, moving toward a common goal,

periodically refreshed by common wor-

ship. God pity us if we ever begin to

think that these human dimensions

don’t matter, and so quit doing any-

thing about them ! If that should
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,
happen, even our voices would soon

pay each other no attention

!

But what about those who somehow
can’t feel themselves to be a part of

what we try so hard to create? They
come with some idea of their own
about what it’s going to be like. They
won’t run into so many of the sharp

edges which men wear out yonder in

\ the world. There will be the intimacies

of friendship on much higher levels,

the opening of the mind to far horizons,

the zest of commitment. Do you know
what Luther called them? He watched

them turning around three times like

that, getting ready to sit down among
the roses and lilies—not with bad
people, but with good people-—and he

called them “blasphemers and betrayers

of Christ.”

Maybe all of us should pray God to

disillusion us ! Dietrich Bonhoeffer

insists that the sooner the shock comes
at this human level to the individual

and to the community alike, the better

for both. “God will not permit us,”

he says, “to live even for a brief period

in a dream world.” He who loves his

dream becomes a destroyer. He “de-

mands that” his dream “be realized

by God, by others, and by himself . . .

sets up his own law, and . . . when
things do not go his way, he calls the

effort a failure . . . becomes first an
accuser of his brethren, then an accuser

of God, and finally the despairing ac-

cuser of himself.”

It is God who fashions the fellowship

and offers it to us. We either receive

it and share in it, becoming what we
are—and if the sharing is effortless

it will fall apart as quickly as a marriage

will !—or we want something else so

much more that we refuse and betray

it. A faithfulness not their own was

behind these incredible words of St.

Paul, “the church of God which is at

Corinth.” Back of them was that single-

hearted constancy which had come
marching up out of the past with all

the rigors of the Old Testament in it:

dreadfully fixed, as the law of gravity

is fixed, so that every time you fool

with it you only prove—which I sup-

pose is what fool-proof means
;
so ter-

rifyingly steady that even when the

foundations are shaken, you can go

ahead and build on that steadiness. It’s

a faithfulness which feels sometimes

like hostility, with nothing to say to

our human hopes
;
but precisely in that

it holds out to us a mercy written

boldly across the face of a ruined world,

ready at any time to break through

into the loneliness of your frustration

and mine to interpret and to shape for

us if we will every day of our living

together.

II

“God is faithful.” That’s the first

dimension of the Christian community.
The second is the measure of that faith-

fulness in the cross and resurrection.

There for Paul lay the final contradic-

tion of all their contradictions in

Corinth ! “For as often as ye eat this

bread, and drink this cup,” he will

write a few chapters farther on, “ye

do shew”—and he uses there the very

word he uses for proclaiming the

gospel !
—

“ye do shew the Lord’s

death ...” They were a redeemed
community, no matter how they looked

!

It was the truest, deepest knowledge
he had of them. It was the truest, deep-

est knowledge they could have of them-

selves.

The question is, Can we read tonight

as he read it the riddle of our being

here ? Listen to Kierkegaard : “What
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we have before us is not Christianity,

but a prodigious illusion,” where “the

people are not pagans, but live in the

blissful conceit that they are Chris-

tians.” How could it ever occur to any-

one that this is what Jesus Christ talked

about?! Said a French skeptic, “Jesus

announced the Kingdom of God, but

it is the church which has come.” This

theological seminary is not the church

;

but we can’t hide behind such theolog-

ical refinements : the church is here

!

While there on the streets, to shame
every one of us, is what one recent

novelist has called “the anguished cry

of modern man seeking to discover his

own identity” in the “bloody, festering

tangle.” If we leave him to find by him-

self the only secret he ever can find that

way, will it be more than the mind
can bear?

You’d better not read the riddle of

our being here without that handwrit-

ing on the wall of our troubled times.

But is there nothing anywhere that

can make of the handwriting itself a

footnote? This that we see, which

God has done, and now he has it on
his hands, is the fellowship of his Son

;

and the one thing that has to be said

about it is that it’s at home in tragedy.

It’s at home in the very death that

haunts its life. It got its start there,

where the worst in man met the best

in God and said No to it unmistakably

;

only to have God “pound the table

hard” with his Yes, and set about

fashioning the future out of it.

“God is faithful, by whom ye were

called”
;
but the calling is through death

to resurrection. We are a redeemed

community set here to redeem as God
enables us, without having the cost

of it marked down. That’s what in fact

they were there at Corinth, and Paul

held it up in defiance of what they

seemed to be. Arnold Toynbee thinks

it’s presumptuous and impudent for us

to make any such claim. What’s pre-

sumptuous about thinking of ourselves

as the frontier, the very invasion point,

the beach-head of God’s history of

salvation, where he lands first? There
is nothing here, mind you, about his

having to look out for us ! What is

impudent about knowing that we are

not the elite, hand-picked for heaven,

but the elect, hand-picked for responsi-

bility and peril? Walt Whitman even

hints at that: “I must be a-foot with

my vision.” Pouring out these lives

of ours, as Christ’s poured out, that

there may fall on this place some
shadow of what our torn earth could be

in his terrible and healing hands ! What
kind of answer would that be to the

questions life keeps putting to us ? And
what other answer is there for us to

make in the face of that question which

God put to us on Calvary?

Ill

But there is still another dimension

of the Christian community: the faith-

fulness of God, the measure of that

faithfulness in the cross and resurrec-

tion, and after that the consummation

his faithfulness in the coming of Christ.

Let me finish now that sentence I

quoted a moment ago: “For as often

as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup,

ye do proclaim the Lord’s death till

he come.” We are the community that

lives in anticipation of the end. But

never think that’s a grim kind of mood,

with its eyes fixed on another world

!

It is no eschatological foxhole from

which you may look forward, in George

MacLeod’s phrase, to some “celestial

concert in thin air” after the last cobalt
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bomb has exploded ! While now and

then you are persuaded to scramble

out of it in order to force the Lord’s

hand a little, and do his Kingdom some

gentle violence

!

What do you think Paul means when
he talks here in verse 7 about “waiting

for the coming of our Lord Jesus

Christ”? From his own Hebrew in-

heritance he had in mind not a mere

sitting about under the shelter of that

hoped-for divine event. It was the kind

of waiting that knew itself to be stand-

ing now under the judgment of God,

which is so often the only way he has of

being merciful, as his mercy is just

as often the only judgment a man needs

to break his heart. Yeats perhaps caught

something of the strenuousness of it

when he wrote of the rough beast

somewhere in the desert, with its slow

thighs, and blank and pitiless gaze,

slouching toward Bethlehem to be born !

It meant the kind of waiting which

knows that what is asked of us now
has acquired another character, and

exigency which we had not dreamed of

before
;
because the powers of that life

to come have already invaded the life

that now is. That doesn’t just enhance

our moral idealism, or underscore our

Christian principles, as Professor Dodd
has said; it moves in on our morals

with the Kingdom of God, and casts

his fire on the earth ! Only to unshackle

in the midst of it his love—the love

we’ve got to answer for now, and here,

where he is
;
the love that he himself

defined for them: “As I have loved

you”
;
and the next day they watched

him die.

So we come to his table, with the

bread and the wine. That night, with

death at the door, when he said “Do
this as oft as ye do it in remembrance

of me,” was it simply that they

shouldn’t forget? That Peter and James
and John, every once in a while, should

call him to mind? It was the pledge

of his presence moving down the years

with them, and everything that meant

about their life with one who never

had seen anything in heaven or hell

but human faces ! In our remembering,

you see—why don’t you look up the

word?—God acts, and this whole

gospel, which is Christ himself catches

up with us

!

O God, who hast never yet lost hope for any one of us, seal upon us

the image of him whom we worship. Gather up our lives into the

meaning which Thou alone canst give them, and bestow upon us that

peace which can be ours only as Thy will becomes our will in Christ

Jesus. Amen.



THE WINTER OF OUR DISCONTENT
Ernest Gordon

D uring the summer that is now past

I visited the local bookstore in the

village where we seek refuge. The lady

of the store came forward to sell some
of her wares. The particular book she

happened to be pressing at that time

was John Steinbeck’s Winter of Our
Discontent. “Have you read this?” she

asked me.

“No,” I replied, “I haven’t. It has

been so poorly reviewed that I don’t

feel like parting with any of my hard

earned money for it.”

“Don’t worry about the reviews,”

she said. “The setting is Sag Harbor.

You’ll enjoy reading it.”

Overcome by her high pressured

sales talk, I reluctantly took out my
wallet and made the necessary payment.

Once I had overcome my dislike of

Steinbeck’s opening gambit or tech-

nique for catching the reader’s attention,

I found it to be a book well worth
reading. In fact, I found it refreshing.

From time to time I’ve read books that

reviewers said had a religious quality

about them only to be disappointed

because they were nothing but the

chronicles of sin without redemption

;

and I see plenty of that every day of

the week.

There is a genuine spiritual longing

or quest expressed by John Steinbeck.

His book is more a parable or a fable

than a regular novel. It orbits around

a man named Ethan Hawley. To all

intents and purposes he is a good man.

He is reasonably honest, loving and

kind. He is an ideal family man, an

exemplary citizen, and a member of

the Episcopal Church. He is very re-

spectable and comes from an old and
wealthy family. He is a veteran and
hero of World War II. And he is a

graduate of Harvard.

“He’s got everything—or almost

everything—you may say. What then is

his problem—or is this a story of man
without a problem for a change?”

No, it isn’t!

This eminently worthy American has

one serious flaw, one grave defect—he

is a failure. The ancestral home in

which he lives haunts him with the

memories of the past glories of the

family—past glories which his father

had squandered with the family fortune.

Ethan Hawley had failed too. He had

gone into business as a grocer when he

returned from the war. And he had
ended up in bankruptcy. At the time

the story opens he is the paid helper

of an immigrant Sicilian—a man who
can hardly speak English, but who
knows how to run the business that he

bought from our hero.

He is middle-aged, his two children

are at high school, but he has no money
of his own. He doesn’t even possess a

car or a T-V set.

Tragic isn’t it?

He is poor, but he is honest—at least

he is until he becomes trapped in a

web of intrigue woven by his wife and
friends. Intrigue is perhaps the wrong
name to use, because his wife, and

the friends who are involved are only

attempting to work out ways of having

him re-established as a man of sub-

stance.
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Egged on by his sweetly ever-loving

wife, he allows a sexy witch of the

, twentieth century variety to tell his

fortune from a pack of Tarot cards.

The cards, naturally, declare that he

is going to be a success. His friends

join in the chorus so that he hears

|
the word “success” all around him. It

begins to control him until it becomes

> his god. He sees it eventually as a

j.
kind of magic that puts everything

right—even things that are wrong and

. always wrong.

At one point we are permitted to look

into his mind as he muses over a busi-

ness proposition.

“To most of the world success is

never bad. I remember how, when
Hitler moved unchecked and trium-

phant, many honourable men sought

and found virtues in him. And Mussolini

ii made the trains run on time, and Vichy

: collaborated for the good of France,

I
and whatever Stalin was, he was strong.

1 Strength and success—they are above

|i morality, above criticism. It seems, then,

that it is not what you do, but how you

do it and what you call it. Is there a

j

check in men, deep in them, that stops

: or punishes ? There doesn’t seem to

be. The only punishment is for failure.

In effect no crime is committed unless

a criminal is caught.

Success is right and failure is wrong
—that is his conclusion. And remember
it is not only his conclusion.

Part of the irony of this parable is

that many of the readers will rejoice

in Ethan Hawley’s social redemption,

because they will identify themselves

: with his hopes and goals.

There is a price to be paid, however,

for his success. That price is the betrayal
1 of the trust of two friends.

He betrays his elderly Sicilian em-

ployer Marullo by informing the im-

migration authorities secretly that he

had entered this country illegally.

Marullo is deported. Out of gratitude

for the friendship of Hawley he deeds

him the store for a mere song. The
betrayer is rewarded by the betrayed

in much the same manner that Judas

was rewarded by Jesus with a kiss in

the Garden of Gethsemane.

Another friend of his—a friend of

his boyhood—is an alcoholic, so he gives

him enough money to drink himself

to death. As a reward for this betrayal

he inherits a piece of land important

to his plans.

Very rightly our hero recognizes

that money makes success. Money is

essential to privilege and prestige. In

order to assure his success he plans

to rob the local bank. At the last mo-
ment he is accidentally prevented from

putting his plans into effect. Thus he

remains within the law as a respectable,

honest, forthright, wise and successful

citizen.

He makes the grade. Society rejoices

that he has become a success. No one

blames him for the betrayal of his

former employer or for bringing about

the death of his old friend. He is near

the top of his particular dung heap.

He has achieved—or is achieving

—

what he set out to do. He is happy now,

you may think. Is he? No, not at all.

He looks around him at his friends

in the business world. He looks at his

wife and children. He sees mirrored

in their lives the deception, the lies,

the dishonesty, the corruption, the

smallness, the meanness, the selfishness

which are all part of the unhealthy

moral climate of the mid-twentieth

century. He sees at work in them the

forces which have brought about his
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success, and left him with nothing.

Within this order of things there is only

one way of escape, one way of fleeting

redemption. That is through sexual ex-

perience with the lovely, accomplished

and talented mistress of an ancient trade

—the blonde witch, who was respon-

sible for initiating his ascent on the

ladder of success. The salvation she

offers him is so tawdry and so trans-

itory that he flees from her welcoming

arms into the dark night of despair.

There is nothing left now but the

will to die. He walks into the waters

of Gardiner’s Bay to end his life and

to acknowledge the true measure of his

success. While the water is receiving

him, he touches an old family talisman

that is in his pocket, the symbol of

tradition. He remembers his daughter,

the symbol of hope. Because of tradition

and hope he returns to bear the burden

of success, and, we hope, to learn from

these two intangibles that have recalled

him to life.

So far, Steinbeck has done two

things. He has reminded us of the

righteous demands God has made upon

us. Through his words we can hear

those of Amos complaining that prop-

erty and possessions mean more than

people, or those of Isaiah, “Your rulers

are unruly men, hand in hand with

thieves, everyone fond of his bribe,

keen upon fees, but careless of the

orphan’s rights, and of the widow’s

cause.”

He has stated the parable of the rich

man and his possessions. You remember

that business man who cornered the

grain market and made a killing? His

great granaries were so filled to capacity

that they couldn’t hold any more. He
had to build new and bigger ones. As

he surveyed his fortune he said to him-

self, “Man, I’m keen. I’m a huge suc-

cess. Now I can get down to the job

of whooping it up with my boozing

comrades and my luscious blondes.

Man, that’s living.”

No sooner had he said that, however,

than he felt an explosion of pain in his

stomach ulcers and a sudden restriction

of his heart muscles. God nudged his

soul and said to him gently, for that is

his way, “Poor fool, you’ve had it. Your
life is over. You may be a rich man
in your own eyes, but you’re only a

miserable pauper in mine.”

So far that is good, and soundly

biblical. But he goes further than that.

He goes straight to the heart of Chris-

tianity. He goes to the Cross.

The book was written between Good
Friday and the Fourth of July, and

the action in it takes place during this

period. Ethan Hawley’s rise to success

occurs between these two special days.

As our hero begins his climb up Mt.

Mammon, you can still see in the back-

ground the cross, a man dying on it,

the silence of mystery, the Christian

ethics of self-sacrifice, and the absolute

moral demand of the God who proves

the greatness of His love by dying

for those who hate him.

Let’s face it : we don’t want to look

for long upon that scene. It is out of

keeping with our times. We don’t like

suffering and death, so why should we
look at a man suffering and dying.

We don’t like to think we are so sinful

that God had to suffer for us in the

death of His Son, so why should we
look. We don’t like the harsh light and

shadows, and so we turn away from

them quite naturally.

On Good Friday our hero is sitting

in the delicatessen store waiting for

the three hour vigil to come to an end
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i so that he can commence selling his

wares. Rightfully he recognizes that

the observance of the Christian faith

is bad for business. As the vigil is

)

nearing its end, he says to a friend,

“'I hear those lonely lama sabach thani

words.”

But not for long, however
;
the three

hours come to an end, and his friend

f says with relief, “It’s over now . . . It’s

all over—for a year.”

Yes, “It’s all over.” The lonely figure

on the cross is left there to bear the

burden of the world’s sins, and we turn

delightedly to the Fourth of July.

It’s a gay scene. The sombre shadows

i
of Good Friday have gone and with

1 them the haunting consciousness of our

i sins. Now we have sunshine and color

and laughter and beach picnics and

coca cola and Rheingold’s beer and
Miss Rheingolds in plenty and convert-

ibles and motor boats and fireworks

and hot dogs and noise and tired sticky-

faced children and back seat romances

and giggles and gambols and full

stomachs and more hot dogs.

What’s that I hear you think

—

“Nothing wrong with that is there?”

I never said there was. Just let me
finish the scene will you

!

Here we have people pursuing hap-

piness and celebrating their independ-

ence to do what pleases them. We know
this scene

;
we are accustomed to it

;

we live in it.

We are not ashamed of it, we like

it. We can look around us and say

we’ve done well. The flesh pots are

full. There isn’t anything we cannot

buy, we can even buy consciences, for

every man has his price. Whatever
spoils the turgid placidity of the scene

can be purchased. We can buy adver-

tising space to tell ourselves that we are

good and not sinful. We can pay

prophets to tell us that we are getting

better. We can have our doctor pre-

scribe Miltown for our anxieties at a

reasonable fee. We can buy education

by the yard without having to suffer

any agony of mind and spirit.

That scene is really a market place

where people come to buy happiness.

You can buy it from the golden girlie,

or the soothsayer, or the broker, or the

divorce court judge, or from the brewer,

the distiller, the T-V man, the auto-

mobile manufacturer, the beautician,

the astrologer, the politician. It’s all

there in the market place—and all one

needs is money—that’s all—money for

our salvation.

Wait a minute the scene is changing.

Good Friday and the Fourth of July

are not separated by space and time

any more. They are coming together.

They are together. I can see the cross

against a background of shadows. I can

see the Christ. There’s a spittle on his

face—people spat on him—remember.

And there’s blood—blood from his

thorn torn forehead. And he’s whisper-

ing something—he’s saying, “Father

forgive them, for they know not what
they do.”

There, in front of the Cross I can

see the Fourth of July. The lonely

figure is ignored. The people in their

pursuit of happiness are gambling for

a robe—the robe that belonged to the

crucified carpenter.

If there is a sermon in this, it isn’t

mine. It is Mr. Steinbeck’s; it is the

Bible’s
;

it is God’s.

As I look at the picture he has

painted for our twentieth century eyes,

I cannot but repeat with you our re-

sponse to our Lord’s assurance of for-

giveness.

Father forgive us, for we know what
we are doing.



THE GOSPEL EMPOWERING THE
TEACHING CHURCH

D. Campbell Wyckoff

O ccasionally acute difficulty is ex-

perienced in performing a task that

promises at first not to be too exacting.

Dealing with the gospel empowering
the teaching Church has been one of

these occasions. Having written on the

subject, having made the gospel the

very guiding principle for an entire

view of Christian education, and having

insisted that the Christian fellowship

provides the only context in which

Christian education is possible, the

serious blockage at point after point

in considering and developing this

subject was entirely unanticipated.

The Gospel and Christian Education

was written four years ago. Since that

time the events to which the gospel

witnesses have not changed, nor have

the relationships which the gospel bears

to the objective of Christian education,

the curriculum, and the administrative

implementation of the Church’s teaching

function. The gospel is still the one

truly adequate guiding principle for

Christian education.

But the conditions for communicat-

ing the gospel, and the circumstances

within which this communication takes

place, have changed. Perhaps it would
be more accurate to say that they are

changing rather than that they have

changed, the transitional character of

our present situation thus further com-

plicating our understanding of the

gospel empowering the teaching Church.

By the changing conditions for com-

municating the gospel I mean two

things in particular : the changing con-

ceptions of how learning takes place,

and the changing understanding of what
the Church is and how it performs its

functions as communicator.

Learning theory is in ferment, with

new ideas giving rapid rise to new
practices of every kind. New ideas in

learning, whether they were passing

fads or of permanent value, used to

come along slowly enough for the

Church to become acquainted with

them, try them out, refine out the real

values in them, and assimilate those

values. True, the Church has in some

quarters been notoriously resistant to

new ideas in learning, but has usually

managed finally to assimilate them.

Today these ideas are coming too fast

'

for the Church to handle them in her

old casual way, especially when her

casual approach is coupled with the

extreme caution we build up for fear of

alienating those who make up recal-

,

citrant pockets of resistance. Teaching

machines, television, learning laborato- -

ries, learning therapy, and completely
,

new concepts of readiness, individualiza-

tion, sequence, and learner-leader re-

lationships are upon us and demand
attention and action. Coping with them

with intelligent discrimination is our

challenging task, so that we may not

be left attempting to communicate the

gospel in ways that are archaic, obsolete,

and ineffective.

The significant literature in Chris-

tian education for some years has

focussed upon the church as the fellow-
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ship of faith, the communicator of the

gospel, the dynamic center for the

maintenance and transmission of a

Christian culture, the base for mission

and social action, and the womb for

the new life. In this it has largely, and

I believe accurately and appropriately,

mirrored current critical and construc-

tive theological thought. Christian ed-

ucation has seen real promise for insight

and guidance in its task in theology’s

attention to the Church. Older individ-

ualistic notions of the Christian life

have waned before the rebirth of the

idea of nurture within the fellowship of

Christ’s love. This fellowship has been

localized in relationships between per-
1

sons, in the family, in the neighborhood,

in the small group, in the congregation,

in the Christian fellowship as it lives

within the larger community, and in

a denomination or group of denomina-

tions working within a given society

and culture. At the same time, the

Church ecumenical has begun to come
into its own as a supranational and

interconfessional reality, manifesting

itself both locally and on a world scale,

united in her diversity. The Church
has also been challenged to see herself as

“a servant people” under her “servant

Lord.” Thus concern has grown that

the Church give up her preoccupation

with her own life and internal affairs

and that she become a training ground
for Christian vocation in the world.

This has created a major change in

the Church’s thinking about her min-

istry, the function of her clergy, and
: the ministry of her laity. Repercussions

have been felt in the centering of in-

terest upon the Church’s sacramental

duties and her responsibilities for wor-
ship. With all this, a kind of theological

and ecclesiastical imperialism has crept

in, insisting that Christian education

theory become utterly theological, not

allowing itself to be swayed by the

assumptions of other disciplines, or

that it become the educational ideologue

for a particular ecclesiology.

With the conditions for communicat-

ing the gospel changing so radically

in learning theory and practice and in

the Church’s conception of her life and

work, it is little wonder that one has

difficulty in coming to terms with the

gospel empowering the teaching Church.

But if the conditions for communicating

the gospel are changing rapidly, so

are the circumstances within which the

gospel is to be communicated.

By the changing circumstances with-

in which the communication of the

gospel takes place I refer particularly

to the changing secular community,

culture, and world. The nature of

change in community, cultural, and
world circumstances may be hinted at

by what is taking place in counseling,

in home missions, in the scientific and
intellectual world, and in international

affairs.

By counseling is meant the whole

contemporary emphasis upon under-

standing and helping the individual

as an individual. The picture called up
is that of a trained but permissive

guide working with a particular person

for several sessions over a sustained

period in order to help the person to

gain self-understanding. The process

has been referred to as re-education,

an apt term since what is involved

is an amalgam of cognitive, affective,

attitudinal, and value learnings, all

focussed upon the achievement of

personal identity and integrity. The
challenge to Christian education in the

rise of counseling is two-fold : Christian
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education is forced, to the extent that

it takes this need seriously, to deal

thoroughly with the doctrines of man
and redemption, and with the processes

of personality and nurture
;
Christian

education is also forced to rethink and

redesign its patterns of interpersonal

educational relationships so that more
individual work may be done when
appropriate, and so that group educa-

tional experiences may be redemptively

therapeutic. This means real readjust-

ment for us
;
we are not accustomed

nor trained to working this way. I do

not pretend that the counseling move-

ment is a newcomer on the scene, but

I include it as an indication of the cir-

cumstances to which Christian educa-

tion has had recently to adjust since

it is only in the last few years that

this movement has been seen to be

more than an adjunct to Christian ed-

ucation, if related at all. Recently,

however, those who represent this

movement have been powerful enough

to call into question in some quarters

the very existence of Christian educa-

tion as a discipline.

Scarcely thirty years ago in home
missions the church was ministering

to relatively stable and permanent pop-

ulation groups in fairly definable com-
munities. A depression, a war, the ad-

vent of the nuclear age, and the penetra-

tion of the mass media into every corner

of society has changed all that. Home
missions finds itself serving fluid “need-

groups” rather than stable community
groups. Migrancy and mobility, the

class-segregated suburban enclave, and

the chaos of the inner city are only a

few of the new types of situations to

which home missions is having to

adjust. Today it is a real question who
“we” are, where “we” are to be found,

who it is to whom we are communicat-

ing the gospel, and where he (or they)

may be found. James E. Sellers, in

The Outsider and the Word of God
(Abingdon Press, Nashville, 1961)

has analyzed this situation with the-

ological and sociological savoir faire

combined with cold realism, and has

suggested “a practical approach to the

outsider.” His ten steps in approaching

the outsider are : 1 ) Admit there is

an outsider. 2) Look for the point

of contact and conflict. 3) Cultivate

secular symbol and myth. 4) Avoid
homiletic style. 5) Avoid journalistic

content. 6) Choose media wisely. 7)
Respect the secular journalist. 8)

Know the limits of the mass media.

9) Don’t seek the lowest common
denominator. 10) Follow through. To
use the practical approach suggested

here in the field of Christian education

would mean major surgery. Can Chris-

tian education find and train the

surgeons and set up the clinics to cut

away infection and dead tissue and to

restore it to useful life in the church’s

service in the new social and community

situation? In a somewhat similar vein,

Richard Shaull has suggested that our

emphasis upon the family in the con-

temporary church is anachronistic. He
holds that during the Reformation

period the unit of social contact was

the family, and that the Reformers

rightly put their emphasis here. But

today the point of social contact in

many cultures and societies has ceased

to be the family, and has become the

industrial, business, educational, or

political group. The implication for a

changed point of emphasis is clear

enough, but how may Christian educa-

tion follow through on it with any

sense of knowing what it is doing?
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In the scientific and intellectual

world there exists a radical cleavage.

C. P. Snow, in The Two Cultures and

the Scientific Revolution (Cambridge

University Press, New York, 1961),

characterizes the scientific and the in-

tellectual as two separate cultures

whose members, even when they live

and eat together, have lost the ability

to communicate with one another. He
warns that the scientific revolution,

with its whole new world view, is

here to stay and that failure to recog-

nize and come to terms with it on the

part of intellectuals can only lead to

disaster in culture and society. Yet in

the contemporary Church there is a

tendency to vaunt these very intel-

lectuals as understanding our tragic

situation and our redemptive faith

better than the church herself does.

Laura Thompson, in Toward a Science

of Mankind (McGraw-PIill, New
York, 1961) serves notice on us that

“a conceptual metamorphosis is taking

place in our thinking, attitudes, and

values—a change in our assumptions

about the very nature of reality (the

universe, man, relations between man
and nature, and interpersonal relations

—between sexes, classes, minority

groups, castes, and races). New ways
are emerging of organizing ourselves,

our ideas, and our values.” Pointedly,

she suggests that we think of mankind
as “a transactional event moving in

its own direction and at its own pace

in the multidimensional space-timed

manifold, whole and parts being inter-

penetrable.” What is Christian educa-

tion’s response to such warnings and
challenges emanating from the culture

to whose members the gospel is to be

communicated? Is it possible for us

to wrench ourselves loose from old

intellectual and cultural assumptions

and to so accustom ourselves to the new
that, even as the new is internally split

and in transit, we may be able to de-

velop a “language” integral both to the

gospel and to the culture, and that we
may become skilled in ways of using

that language in communicating the

gospel ?

The world of international affairs

is more urgently demanding than any

other world with which we have to deal.

This fact starkly emphasizes the new
circumstances to which the gospel is

to be addressed. Looming over us as in-

dividuals, as communities, as churches,

as nations, is a threat which none can

evade and that binds us into a “com-

munity of fear.” And it is not as if we
could even have the comfort of some
Patmos from which to contemplate

our apocalypse. There is no island in

the world any more, and even if there

were the seething demands of new
nations would require all of our con-

structive thought and action. The gospel

is not adequate unless it can cope with

this situation. The Church is not ade-

quate unless she can so communicate

the gospel that its adequacy is tellingly

felt and the community of fear eradi-

cated and supplanted by a community

of love. Christian education is not

adequate unless it provides the Church

with an effective instrument for under-

taking this reconciling work.

Here, then, are some of the sources

of the acute difficulty in dealing ade-

quately with the gospel empowering

the teaching Church. The conditions

and circumstances for communicating

the gospel have become, even in four

years, so complex and demanding as to

challenge our ability as educators in
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the community of God’s people to the

utmost.

* * * * *

At this point one has severely mixed
feelings. The conditions and circum-

stances of communicating the gospel

today leave a sense of despair and a

feeling that if it could be done decently

the sensible thing would be to steal

away silently, do something else, and

pretend that all this did not exist. At
the same time there is an exhilaration

attendant upon tackling the almost

impossible. Both of these are human
feelings, very real but probably very

untrustworthy. The trustworthy feeling

is the Christian conviction (held in

a way that is not at all sentimental)

that as needs exist there is power
available to meet those needs. This is

a faith directly derivative from the

Christian’s faith that God has in Jesus

Christ redeemed the world. These con-

victions, the one central and the other

derivative, allow us under today’s con-

ditions and circumstances to talk about

the gospel empowering the teaching

Church.

For the necessity for coping with

these conditions and circumstances is

clearly imperative. The very idea of

the gospel empowering the teaching

church contains, as has been hinted,

important assumptions that need to

be spelled out and used. There are at

least five such assumptions

:

The Church is in the world to

serve God and man.

The Church serves God and man
chiefly by delivering God’s mes-

sage, the gospel, to the world.

As the Church herself accepts the

message and lets it guide her,

God provides her with the power il

to serve.
j

The services of the Church are

worship, preaching, teaching and
j

healing.

Teaching, to single out one of the

services, is for the Church her-

self, including her children, and

for the world.

The Church is in the world to serve

God and man. This assumption echoes

H. Richard Niebuhr’s great insight that

the purpose of the Church is the in-

crease of love of God and neighbor.

The purpose and task are firmly

grounded in the fact that God is at

work
;
that he has always been at work

;

that he intends that his loving will be

done
;

that he has come, lived, died,

and risen again in the person of Jesus

Christ to redeem the world
;
that this

redemption makes possible the doing

of his loving will, even in our world

under the present circumstances
;
and

that he has established and continues

to maintain his Church, infused with his

Holy Spirit’s power, to work on his

behalf. The service of the Church to

God and man is a response to his love

and an act of obedience to his will.

The Church serves God and man
chiefly by delivering God’s message,

the gospel, to the world. The guarantee

of the Church’s faithfulness, obedience,

usefulness, and effectiveness is the

authenticity of the message that it is

its task to deliver on God’s behalf, and

the relevance of the way in which she

delivers it. God intends that man shall

know, believe, and be reconciled. This

becomes the Church’s intention in her

acts and life of faithfulness and obe-

dience. But her task is to catch the ear,

command the attention, and enable the
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i world to come to sustained awareness

of the gospel. She does not proclaim

the gospel effectively, of course, if she

attempts to do so with some abstract,

generalized “mankind” in mind. Effec-

tive proclamation depends upon seeing

the world accurately, differentiated as

persons, groups, families, minds, spirits,

cultures, and peoples. As the Church

delivers the message to her world she

is witnessing, pointing beyond herself

to the God whose message is given into

her hands. When she has brought the

gospel to persons so that their aware-

ness of it is keen and sustained, they

become members of the fellowship,

join with others in discovering the

current implications of the gospel, and

follow through on these implications

in the world. The attempt throughout

is to maintain an authentic and relevant

witness.

As the Church herself accepts the

message and lets it guide her, God
provides her with the power to serve.

The living presence and power of God
is the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit

guides, sustains, corrects, directs, and

comforts. He is the gift of God to the

Church, not given as a reward, and

certainly not as the Church’s “prop-

erty,” but given because in accepting the

gospel the Church and its members
have accepted life responsibilities and

mission and need God’s power to live

that life and fulfill that mission.

The services of the Church are

worship, preaching, teaching, and heal-

ing. In worship, the Church serves

God by glorifying him and by putting

herself at his disposal to know and to

do his will. In preaching, the Church
is corrected, judged, led, and encour-

aged by hearing the Word of God
interpreted anew. At the same time

that Word is communicated to those

within earshot who have not heard

it before, or who have not come to a

realization of its significance. In teach-

ing, the Christian faith is taught and

learned and the Christian life is nur-

tured. In healing, the brokenness of

the person and the world are ministered

to that wholeness and health may be

restored. The world’s brokenness may
be disease, misunderstanding, injustice,

tension between groups, international

conflict, or any other of the shattering

experiences or circumstances that re-

quire Christ’s restoring truth and love.

In all of these, the Church as Christ’s

Body is but continuing in her day and

place the ministry that was his during

his earthly years.

Teaching, to single out one of the

services, is for the Church herself, in-

cluding her children, and for the world.

The Church’s teaching ministry is a

life-long service that begins with the

entry of the person into the world

in the Christian family. The teaching

ministry from the beginning is a ful-

fillment of the Church’s responsibility

to the child and to God in light of the

child’s baptism. This ministry contin-

ues in the enlarging circles of influence

bearing upon the child, especially in

the local congregation of the people

of God. Nurtured in the fellowship of

love, he learns to see his life’s relation-

ships brought together and refined in

light of the gospel. He also sees the

gospel’s judgment upon him and his

relationships, so that a realistic estimate

of self makes possible the personal

acceptance of the gift of new life. Teach-
ing must open the Word of God to

him, and enable him to see the bearing

of the Word upon all his concerns.

Thus the purposes and ways of the
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Christian life are offered to him, as

gifts of life within the fellowship and

out from that fellowship into the world.

All of the Church’s life and work are

made available, that he might become
responsibly involved in them.

As the person matures the teaching

ministry takes on ever enhanced sig-

nificance and meaning. The exploration,

discovery, and personal appropriation

of the Christian faith, and the increas-

ingly responsible living of the Christian

life are concerns which deepen through-

out maturity. To carry on in Christian

learning throughout maturity is likely

to involve personal reading and study,

group study, participation in groups

for worship and action, and on-the-spot

discovery of the implications for the

family, community, and job in the

Christian faith. For many mature per-

sons, the teaching ministry comes to

include teaching and leadership as well

as learning and participation, but their

learning continues to be a lifelong

matter.

For those outside the fellowship,

the Church seeks to make her teaching

ministry available within and outside

her accustomed place, so that each per-

son may hear the gospel, sense the

meaning of the Church’s life and work,

hear the call to discipleship, respond,

and enter upon a life of membership
and mission.

These five assumptions undergird

the teaching Church in taking on this

task, even under the conditions and
circumstances that prevail today. I

believe that they have been common
to the Church throughout her whole

history, under whatever conditions and
circumstances she has labored. This

fact implies that they need to be inter-

preted afresh in light of today’s situa-

tion. It is not enough that they be

stated; their specific application to our

need must be elucidated.

i

i

* * * * *

I have tried so far to indicate some
of the sources of difficulty that have

impressed themselves upon me as cru-

cial in dealing with the gospel empower-
ing the teaching Church, difficulties

'

that have tended to be so critical as to

obscure the matter for me. I have also

tried to lay a basis for dealing with

the matter anew by setting forth the 1

timeless assumptions upon which the

teaching ministry of the Church de-

pends. But specificity for today is still

lacking.

This is most urgent and demanding'

for us. Analysis is difficult, and so is

identification of basic principle. But
to see what needs to be done right

now in concrete terms presents the

most challenging task of all. In my own
"

grappling with the problem, the source

of difficulty was finally located in

three key problems arising directly

from the idea of the gospel empowering
the teaching Church. First, the gospel

communicates through representation.

What exactly is the process of com-

munication through representation?

Second, the image of the teaching

Church is not clear. What precisely do

we mean by “teaching Church” ? Third,

the significant power of the Church

is mediated to her by the Holy Spirit.

How does the Holy Spirit work in the'

Church ?

The gospel communicates through

representation. What exactly is the

process of communication through

representation? To represent is, in the

sense in which we need it in our work,

to present over again. Something has 1
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taken place that needs to be brought

anew to our attention; someone lives

whom we need to meet again. In every

contemporary moment and situation

there is required a most crucial trans-

action in which God, the culture, the

Church, and the individual re-present

themselves to each other all over again.

The gospel is the medium for that

re-presentation. As God the Holy

Spirit represents the gospel to the

i
culture, the Church, and the individual

he is actively, redemptively, and de-

mandingly present. As the culture

presents itself before the gospel it is

i
judged and corrected, informed and

enlightened. As the Church presents

|
itself before the gospel she also is

judged and corrected, informed and

enlightened, then empowered and com-

missioned to communicate the gospel

to the culture and to the individual.

As the individual, whether within or

outside the Church, presents himself

before the gospel he brings with him
all his culture and values

;
there God

meets him and he begins to “know
who he is and what his human situa-

tion means, grow as a son of God
rooted in the Christian community,

live in the Spirit of God in every re-

i lationship, fulfill his common disciple-

ship in the world, and abide in the

Christian hope.”

The gospel is a message from God
through the Church to the culture and
the individual. But it is not just a

statement or formulation. The gospel

may be communicated through a creed,

:
but even so that creed does not do

more than approximate the gospel it-

self. The gospel is a coming into con-

tact with a personal spirit, a savior,

and a fellowship. This is why the only

appropriate approach to the gospel is

to “listen with growing alertness and

respond in faith and love.”

The fellowship and her functions

are central in this communication

through representation. The Church as

a fellowship of persons must first be

receptive to the communication of the

gospel herself. She is then most truly

characterized by attention to the means

of grace: the ministry of the Word,
the sacraments, and prayer. In order

that her members individually may be

aware of the gospel and respond to it,

the Church herself must attend to her

corporate faithfulness in listening and

responding. A Church receptive to the

gospel will, in turn, be a Church that

is critically interpretative of the world

around her, engaged in the nurture

of the Christian life with persons of

every kind throughout the life span,

concerned for authentic and meaning-

ful witness to the gospel as a people

and as individuals, and active in

remedial and constructive work in every

social relationship and at every point

of individual and social need. The
Church on the one hand may be seen

as a people called of God, and on the

other hand as a fellowship of indivi-

duals, engaged in perceiving, accepting,

and fulfilling the implications of the

gospel as a God-person-church-world

transaction.

At the heart of the transaction itself

are certain past events. God has created

and revealed. Man was created by God
in his image, and utilized his freedom
to become a sinner against God. God’s
response was a whole series of recon-

ciling and redemptive acts, combining
the granting of power and the making
of demands, through a people chosen

to accomplish his loving purpose in the

world. That people recognized them-
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selves as his chosen people, knew their

responsibility, responded with various

degrees of acceptance and rejection of

that responsibility and the relationships

involved, but ultimately failed.

God then acted in supremely redeem-

ing love by coming in the person of

Jesus Christ to reconcile the world to

himself. Incarnation and atonement are

together the meaning of the gospel. God
has completely transcended the com-
munication barrier from the divine

side by the loving act of entering human
life and living and dying as a man.

God has completely transcended the

communication barrier from the human
side by the fact of resurrection: the

God-man lives, and thus human life

takes on an unmistakable eternal di-

mension.

Past event, and its significance as

God’s redemptive self-disclosure, is to

be represented in the “now” of every

man, every community, every people,

the whole world. The gospel is the

medium for that representation. God
himself has provided a witness to these

events, his own Holy Spirit. The record

of these events was produced by men
within the Church, under the guidance

of the Holy Spirit. They used their

own language, which we do not use,

and their own thought forms, many of

which we have discarded. Yet even as

the Holy Spirit attested to the truth

and significance of these events to those

who recorded them, it is as if he whis-

pered convincingly today to the Church
and to the believer recounting these

events, “I was there. I saw. It is so.”

Thus the past event is recorded, then

represented in and by the contemporary

Church, and witnessed to by the Holy
Spirit. The gospel is dynamic, living,

and as real as the present moment.

The Church and the Holy Spirit make
it so. In the gospel God in Christ is

in reality present in the world and with

us. The focus of the Word of God,
spoken in and to the Church, and to

every Christian in every generation

in every place in every moment, is the

gospel.

What this means is that the gospel

is the Word of God spoken to man in

every today. In his personal life through
the whole span of years from infancy

to old age, the gospel is the Word of

God spoken to the individual. In his

corporate life, his culture, his philos-

ophy, his world view, his politics, his

work, his family life, and his leisure,

the gospel is the Word of God spoken

to mankind. As the familiar statement

puts it : “Through Christian education

the fellowship of believers (the Church)
seeks to help persons become aware
of God’s seeking love as shown espe-

cially in Jesus Christ and to respond
in faith and love to the end that they j

may develop self-understanding, self-

acceptance, and self-fulfillment under
God

;
increasingly identify themselves

as sons of God and members of the
'

Christian community
;
live as Christian

disciples in all relations in human
society

;
and abide in the Christian

hope.” (Foundations of Christian

Teaching in Methodist Churches. '

The Board of Education of The Meth-
odist Church, Nashville, i960, p. 31.)

The conclusion at this point is that i

the gospel reaches and takes hold of

persons and the Church, on behalf of

God and his self-disclosure, in the >

most contemporary and vital way. It

does this by communicating through
j

representation. In concrete terms, this
j

means that Christian education needs
J

to center down right now on

:
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,

I. Living in today’s world, in order

to clarify the emerging world view,

the situation of living in a “com-

munity of fear,” and the changing

scene in national and world pol-

itics.

2. Living as a person in today’s

world, in order to clarify the mean-
ing of personhood, the image of

the individual held by himself, and
the specific ways in which he is

attempting to live out his personal

and social relationships.

3. The representation of the gospel

to the Church, so that in receiving

it her witness to the world and
to the person may be authentic

and clear.

4. The representation of the gospel

to the world by a Church that has

learned the language of the gospel,

the language of the world, and
the art of translation.

5. The representation of the gospel

to the person in terms of his

common humanity, his individual-

ity, and the continuum of change

through his life span.

6. A curriculum whose continuum is

the Church’s concerns emerging out

of her relationships with her Lord,

her message, and her world ; whose
goals spell out a series of tasks

that give promise of adequate and
productive encounter with the

gospel and with the world
;

a

curriculum that represents the

gospel in authentic, fresh, and
relevant ways; a curriculum that

encourages a variety of creative

response appropriate to the gospel

and adequate to the needs of the

individual and the world
;
and a

curriculum that is not fearful of

objective description and evalua-

tion of its results.

What is clearly implied is a keen

sense of the reality of God and the

continuum of his creative and redemp-

tive work
;
a Church listening with ever

growing alertness to the gospel and

representing the gospel in the fullest

sense
;
a personal and social life that

is full, adequate, and corrected in light

of the gospel
;
a continuous God-person-

church-world encounter and transac-

tion. Also clearly implied is the teach-

ing Church.

Here the second of the key problems

presents itself. The image of the teach-

ing Church is not clear. What precisely

do we mean by ‘teaching Church”?
This is the problem of visualizing what

the teaching Church ought to be, or

in what the program of Christian

education ought to consist. The fact is,

of course, that there are many teach-

ing churches doing superb work, and

that the work they are doing can be

described and shared. My point is,

however, that even when this is done

(and the pages of The International

Journal of Religious Education, Reli-

gious Education, and a multitude of

their denominational counterparts show
that it is being well done), one is still

left without an adequate image of the

teaching Church. Many excellent pos-

sibilities are presented, many valid ele-

ments are delineated, yet a clear and
convincing image does not emerge.

What is the image of the teaching

Church in light of the necessity for the

Church to lose her life in the world ?

What is the image of the teaching

Church implied in the Church’s various

responsibilities in higher education?

What is implied for an image of the
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teaching Church in the insistence for

priority on adult education’s part?

What is the image of the teaching

Church implicit in the movement for

Christian education in the family?

What image of the teaching Church

is called up when we are reminded of

our responsibility for the re-education

of the person through counseling?

The teaching Church is the Church in

which everyone, regardless of age and

experience level is in some integral

way involved in the vital tasks of

worship, study, fellowship, action,

stewardship, and creative expression

;

what program image does this call up?

What have audio-visuals done to our

image of the teaching Church? What
image of the teaching Church is

suggested by the advent of teaching

machines, educational television, and

the school as a learning laboratory?

This is enough to indicate the prob-

lem. One is sore pressed to meet the

challenge to describe a satisfactory

program of Christian education in

really adequate or comprehensive terms,

or to draw his image of the teaching

Church today.

My suggestion for the moment is

that we cease the attempt to create

such an image. I have become con-

vinced that such an image might do

real damage at the present time. What
is needed is rather an idea of the teach-

ing Church which may be translated,

with the help of image-elements drawn
from the Church’s educational experi-

ence throughout the world, into essen-

tially local images of the teaching

Church, which will serve the local need

adequately and concretely, and which

will be readily changeable, since they

will not have been erected into general

image-types throughout the whole

Church.

The realization that this was so,

that an idea might do where an ade-

1

quate image was not available, was the

breakthrough for me in dealing with

the whole question of the gospel em-

powering the teaching Church.

By an idea of the teaching Church

I mean a basic guide to Christian edu-

cation that will serve to suggest and

to evaluate what the teaching Church

may become, without binding the

Church to any particular concrete

image of its task. To suggest such an

idea: The teaching Church is the

worshiping, witnessing, working com-

munity of persons in Christ so involving

persons of every age and experience

level in her life and work that they

are vitally aware of the gospel and

respond in faith and love, their whole

field of relationships being seen in a

new perspective made possible by this

awareness and response.

I believe that such an idea of the

teaching Church is applicable to any

parish, any community, any denomina-

tion, any place in the world, and that

it is not only pregnant with possibilities

for the teaching Church but is also a

major yardstick by which the teaching

Church may judge its effectiveness.

But what of the translation of such

an idea of the teaching Church into the

concrete image that the local Church

or the denomination needs ? Such trans-

lation requires

:

i. A continuous prayerful considera-

tion by the whole Church (local,

denominational, and ecumenical) (Si

of the possible meanings and im- itr

plications of the idea.
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2 . A vast “brainstorming” in all

quarters, the results being shared,

weighed, refined, and put to work.

3. A vast experimentation, in which

images of the teaching Church are

systematically tried out in various

places, weighed, and the results

shared widely. Such experimenta-

tion should include everything

from the simple trying out of a

new image to the most carefully

controlled and fully reported re-

search.

4. Courage on the part of local

Churches and denominations to

launch out in new directions,

depending upon their particular

situation, opportunities, and in-

sights
;
with encouragement, over-

sight, and evaluation on the part

of their parent and sibling ecclesi-

astical bodies.

5. A new emphasis upon the im-

portance of skilled supervision

—

local, regional, national, and world,

with a heightening of the role of

interdenominational as compared

with denominational supervision.

6. Stewardship, in the sense of assay-

ing accurately the job to be done,

the resources available, and the

plans that give promise of effective

work, plus surgery, in the sense

of skilled and willing elimination

of the unnecessary in order that the

body, the teaching Church, may
have the health and vigor to ac-

complish its task.

One’s hunch is that so far as the

institutional, staff, and budgetary im-

plications of such a proposal are con-

cerned the idea, as it is translated into

specific images, will so convincingly

challenge the Church that her steward-

ship will be equal to the need.

The third key problem, following

upon that of the communication of the

gospel through representation and that

of the gaining of new images of the

teaching Church, is that of the sig-

nificant power of the Church mediated

to her by the Holy Spirit. How does

the Holy Spirit work in the Church?

We have a theology of the Holy Spirit

and we call upon the Holy Spirit in

the Church. Yet the reason that this

is a key problem is that we lack the

power that we know the Holy Spirit

has to bestow.

Lewis J. Sherrill, in The Gift of

Power (New York: Macmillan, 1955),
maintains that “the Christian religion

can teach men how to receive a gift of

interior, spiritual power sufficient to

enable them to cope with the gift of

exterior, physical power which has

been granted” (p. ix). Further, he says

that “the Spirit of God is present and

participant in the interaction between

selves with the koinonia. . . God con-

tinues to impart himself in love and in

power to those who respond with the

‘Yes’ to his disclosure of himself”

(p. 160).

The Holy Spirit, then, is the power
by which the gospel works in and

through the teaching Church. And the

Holy Spirit is the very reality of God
himself, given universally and per-

manently that the Church and its

members may be directed, corrected,

supported, accompanied, informed, en-

couraged, and united. As noted above,

when God the Holy Spirit repre-

sents the gospel to the culture, the

Church, and the individual he is

actively, redemptively, and demand-
ingly present. His presence is power,
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a power that is communicated as a

gift to a receptive, responsible, willing

people.

The difficulties confronting the teach-

ing Church, both in the changing

conditions for the communication of

the gospel and in the changing circum-

stances of the world to which it is to

be communicated, are so profound as

to be almost too challenging even for

our most alert, informed, straining

imagination. Yet there are assumptions

upon the basis of which we may “take

on” the challenge of the times and see

in a concrete way what it means that

the gospel empowers the teaching

Church. The gospel as representation

takes on flesh and blood and con-

temporaneity. Even though no one

image of the teaching Church presents

itself convincingly, there is neverthe-

less an idea of the teaching Church

that may be translated into a variety

of useable images in various situations

and settings. The challenge of the con-

ditions and circumstances of the times

brings home vividly to us that the only

power by which the gospel may be ad-

equately communicated to and through

the teaching Church is the power of

God himself, given by him to empower '

his Church. The Church might despair

did not the Holy Spirit give her the

power to pray in Words that Nels

F. S. Ferre has paraphrased

:

Come, Holy Spirit, come.

Come as the fire and burn.

Come as the wind and cleanse. >»

Come as the light and reveal.

Convict,

Convert,

Consecrate,

Until we are wholly thine.

“The Christian places his Christ-inspired imagination at the service of his fellowmen to^
determine more creative patterns of human life together which commend themselves then

to all men. Other ways failing, he may be called to demonstrate his faith and imagination in

self-sacrifice and suffering. This is not a substitute for the direct preaching of the Gospel.

It is rather a way of doing so. Because all men are in the hands of a redeeming God, a

secular human culture and society are possible and creative not only as instruments of justice

and freedom but as a context within which the claim of Christ on man can best be heard

and understood.”

—Charles C. West, in “Christ The Light of The World,”' !

Theology Today, XVIII, 3, p. 295^
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The Semantics of Biblical Language,

by James Barr. London: Oxford

University Press, 1961. Pp. 313. $6.00.

It is a pleasure to review the work of

Professor James Barr who is the newly ap-

pointed William Henry Green Professor of

Old Testament at Princeton Thological Sem-
inary. Formerly Professor of Old Testament

Literature and Theology in the University

of Edinburgh, Dr. Barr was minister at

the Scottish Mission in Tiberias, Galilee

(1951-53), from which post he was called

to the Presbyterian College, Montreal,

Canada, as Professor of New Testament

Literature and Exegesis, where he served

for two years before going to Edinburgh.

The purpose of Professor Barr’s provoca-

tive work is to “criticize certain methods in

the handling of linguistic evidence in theolog-

ical discussion.” One of the basic problems that

arises in dealing with ancient texts is that

of semantic transference. That is, how may
we come to understand the original meaning
and intent of the author whose work has

filtered down to us through several transla-

tions and cultures which may reflect as many
different psychological, philosophical, and

theological points of view? This problem

becomes especially acute for the Biblical

scholar who believes that he is dealing with

the record of God’s revelation of himself and
his saving purpose for mankind. To assess

and use correctly the linguistic material of

the Bible is of primary importance for the

understanding of the literary sources of our

faith.

What Professor Barr does in this book
“is to survey and to criticize certain lines

on which modern theological thinking has

been assessing and using the linguistic mater-
ial of the Bible,” with the hope that “such

a survey and criticism may help to clear the

way for a re-assessment of Biblical language,

of the use that may be made of it in theology,

and of the possibility of understanding the

language of the Bible to-day.”

Three main areas of lexical studies come
under the critical eye of the author. First,

certain theories concerning the Hebrew verb

and its relation to the nature of Hebrew

language and thought are considered. In this

discussion the work of Thorlief Boman,

Hebrew Thought Compared with Greek

(London, i960), is especially criticized. The
idea that Hebrew is a more “dynamic”

language than Greek because the verb in

Hebrew “always expresses a movement or

activity” is found to have little basis in fact.

There are many stative, intransitive verbs

in Flebrew which do not express action, and

the forms yesh “there is” and ’ayin or ’cn

“there is not” “come near the significance

of absolute existence and non-existence in

certain contexts.” The aspectual system of

the Hebrew verb Boman believes to be

distinct from the “time” system of the Indo-

European verb, yet in Greek, for example,

“an ‘aspect’ system for verbs is strongly

represented.” It would therefore be difficult

to see how the differences between the Greek
and Hebrew views of time could be traced

back to their respective verbal systems. In

conclusion it must be said that there is little

evidence that the Hebrew verbal system is

a “correlate or reflection of certain modes
of Hebrew thinking as a whole.”

Although the reviewer is in general agree-

ment with the author’s conclusions in this

section, there are several minor criticisms

which one might make regarding the tech-

nical discussion of the Hebrew verbal system.

For instance, when Professor Barr argues

rightly against the view that the “time”

system of the Indo-European verb and the

Semitic “aspect” system are basically differ-

ent and strange to one another (p. 74), he

might have pointed out that the so-called

“perfect tense” of the active verb in Hebrew,
which is a rather late and superficial devel-

opment, is more nearly related to the “time”

system of the Indo-European verb than the

so-called “imperfect tense,” which is aspec-

tual in character. Then too it is by no means

certain that the perfect form qatalta arose

from the combination of a nomen agcntis

form qatal, “killer”, and the pronominal

element ta, “you” (p. 82), as Driver suggests,

especially since an agent noun form qatal

has not as yet been identified in our literary

sources. It is rather striking that in this

discussion of the verb the author has failed
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to note any works written by American
scholars in this field.

The second area of lexical studies which
the author treats is that of etymologies. Here
he gives several shocking examples of how
etymologies are improperly used as guides

to the semantic value of words in their

current usage (e.g., pp. 116, 119, 130). The
knowledge of the etymology of a word is no
infallible guide to its present meaning. With
this observation one heartily agrees, and
the strong warnings of the author against

pure etymologizing without reference to

actual usage should be heeded by all Biblical

scholars. Yet one has the feeling that the

author has overstated his case at this point. A
few bad examples of relating etymologies

to the meaning of words as used in the Bible

do not vitiate the correct use of etymologizing

by which we may not only gain a better

understanding of the meaning of the word
itself, but also come to understand why the

author selected certain words in preference

to others to express his thoughts. In some
cases the “root meaning” of a word may
have little or nothing to do with the meaning
of its derived forms (cf. pp. 100-106), and
it may be admitted that this kind of etymolo-
gizing has been overworked with harmful
effects, but this should not blind us to the

fact that there are many words whose mean-
ings are more clearly understood in the

light of the root meaning.

Finally, the author’s most devastating

criticism is directed against Kittel’s The-
ological Dictionary of the New Testament
{TWNT), the most ambitious lexical study
in the Biblical field in our time (pp. 206-262).

Dr. Barr questions whether it is possible

for a dictionary, which purports to deal

with Greek words, to treat the “concept
history” or “inner lexicography” of these

terms. “External lexicography” is either pre-

supposed or given the briefest consideration,

whereas the religious, philosophical and the-

ological usages of the terms are emphasized.

Exact semantic values of words in their

contexts are often passed over, with the

result that TWNT tends to become “a series

of theological essays on the doctrines associ-

ated at certain points with certain words.”
The main error of TWNT lies in the attempt

“to use a lexical method for this aim of pass-

ing from the detailed linguistic material to

the ‘inner world of thought.’ ” Many ex-

amples are given throughout the discussion

to show how faulty methods lead to incorrect

and unsubstantiated meanings of words. Yet,

in spite of these severe criticisms, one has

the feeling that the author has again over-

stated his case. No one can deny, for instance,

that certain words had different meanings
in their Christian context from those which
they had in their classical usage. And in the

1

New Testament, as well as in the Old, many
words have different shades of meaning de-

pending upon the context in which they are

found. Where else but in a theological “word-
book” should these semantic variations be

pointed out and discussed? To say with the

author that “the real communication of re-

ligious and theological patterns is by the

larger word-combinations and not by the

lexical units or words” may be correct, but

after all it is the word, or lexical unit, which
gives sense to the sentence, and it is the

word which ordinarily serves as the basic

tool of the lexicographer.

Professor Barr has raised some important

questions in this book which cannot be ig-

nored. Every Biblical scholar who tries tc

interpret the text of Scripture should avoid

the pitfalls of lexical study which this book

so clearly points out. In discussing the un-

sound method of using linguistic evidence in

theological thinking the author has necessarily

had to stress the negative side of the argument
We hope that in his next book on the words
for “time” in the Bible he will show how
lexical studies should be done.

Charles T. Fritsch

The Bible and the Ancient Near East.

Essays in Honor of William Foxwell

Albright, ed. by G. Ernest Wright.

Doubleday & Co., Inc., Garden City,

N.Y., 1961. Pp. 409. $7.50.

t

When fourteen scholars contribute to a

Festschrift honoring one of the greatest

living authorities in Near Eastern studies.,

one expects an exciting work of sterling

quality. Unfortunately, however, the present

volume, with the exception of a few articles,
1

falls far short of the kind of work one would
like to see written in honor of Professor

Albright. According to the editor, G. Ernest
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I Wright, who also contributes a chapter on

“The Archaeology of Palestine,” the purpose

of this volume is to describe the course taken

by scholarly research since World War I

in the various areas of Near Eastern study

to the end that a perspective may be gained

of the progress made and of the problems de-

manding solution. Yet, since World War I,

at least a half a dozen survey volumes of this

type have been published in order to keep

the scholarly world abreast of the advances

made in Old Testament scholarship and re-

lated fields.

The surveys of Old Testament literature

and history in this volume are particularly

j

disappointing, not because of the quality of

their content, but because most of the material

discussed has been available to the student

in excellent textbooks and monographs for

a number of years. Orlinsky’s article on

“Textual Criticism of the Old Testament”

turns out to be mainly a discussion of some
textual problems in the Dead Sea Scrolls,

without a word about the important work
which is being done today on the manuscripts

of the Received Text of the Hebrew Old
Testament.

Summary discussions of South Arabian
history, Sumerian literature and religion,

: Egyptian literature and culture, and Hittite

. studies are also included in the volume. By
far the best three chapters are, “The Hebrew
Language in its Northwest Semitic Back-
ground,” by William J. Moran, S.J., of the

Pontificial Biblical Institute
;
the exhaustive

treatment of “The Development of Jewish
Scripts,” by Frank M. Cross, Jr., of Harvard
University

;
and Professor Albright’s own

revision of his article on “The Role of the

Canaanites in the History of Civilization.”

A complete bibliography of Prof. Albright’s

works from 191 1 through May, 1958, adds

greatly to the value of the Festschrift.

Charles T. Fritsch

The Theology of Luke, by Hans
Conzelmann. Trans, by Geoffrey Bus-

well. Harper & Brothers, New York,

1961. Pp. 235. $5.00.

Literary criticism of the Bible has led to

a type of exegesis in which the interpreter

intends to grasp the meaning of the earliest

63

sources of a given book, thereby implying

that in the process of composition the orig-

inal meaning had been more or less lost.

But gradually the conviction triumphs that

even if it were possible to reconstruct the

sources of a Biblical book it would be more
than difficult to discover their original mean-
ing, because we do not possess them in their

totality, and we are ignorant of their original

setting. Thus it seems to be advisable to

interpret a book first in its present form,

that is to say in the state in which the author

or editor left it, before engaging in literary

and source criticism.

Following this line of approach as others

had done previously for Mark and John, Dr.

Conzelmann finds a topographical pattern

underlying the whole of Luke’s work. Galilee

and Judaea form the geographical area in

which Jesus performs his miracles and there-

by wins and trains witnesses to himself,

whereas Jerusalem, and particularly the

Temple, is the place in which Jesus by means
of his preaching manifests his kingship on

earth. The topographical pattern is inter-

twined with a typological one, in which the

history of Israel is introduced at the period

preparing the ministry of Jesus. His earthly

work is that phase of redemptive history, in

which Satan is subdued and a short period of

blessing is established on earth. What follows

is the period of the Church in which Satan

rages again. Yet by the power of the Holy
Spirit the believers are enabled to endure

suffering and persecution until the time of

the Parousia.

While most readers will gratefully follow

the author in his clear outline which brings

out in a masterful way the intrinsic relation-

ship of numerous seemingly unrelated details,

not everybody will agree with his view of

the role of Jesus. Notwithstanding the fact

that he goes beyond his teacher Bultmann
in that he ascribes to Jesus a place in re-

demptive history he denies him any redemptive

function. Rather Luke would treat him as

belonging to the Church’s past, and his

significance would lie in his being the type

of the new life that comes to light in the

Church. There is an element of truth in such

a view, for Luke treats the history of the

primitive Church after the pattern that he
has followed in describing the ministry of

Jesus. But as the introductory verses of
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Acts show the Disciples will be privileged

to bear witness to their Master. The meaning
of that promise is unambiguously stated in

the speeches of Acts. Therein Luke character-

izes the primitive Church as expecting sal-

vation from Jesus on account and in the

power of his earthly life (cp:e.g., Acts 2:36).

It is true that Luke writes his gospel from

the perspective of the Church, and thus

views the ministry of Jesus as a matter of

the past. But it is not considered the temporal

antecedent or the type of the Church only,

but rather the originating event ( arche )

that has given life to the Church and con-

tinues to be at work in it.

Otto A. Piper

The Epistle to the Hebrews : An
Introduction and Commentary, by

Thomas Hewitt (Tyndale Bible Com-
mentaries). Eerdmans, Grand Rapids,

Mich., 1961. Pp. 217. $3.00.

This commentary continues the tradition

of the Tyndale series which is so ably edited

by Dr. R. V. G. Tasker. Based mainly on

the works by Westcott, Moffatt, and William

Manson, it represents British tradition and

soundness. The introductory portion (pp. 13-

45) provides a useful, non-technical survey

of scholarly opinions about the author, place

and character of the readers, and date of

the book. Silas is held to have had a share

in the writing
;
the letter was addressed to

Jewish Christians of the right wing (“Judais-

ers”), perhaps living in Rome, and probably

written around A.D. 65. The author of the

commentary is Secretary of the Church
Society, which according to the publisher’s

information is “an organization devoted to

defending the Church of England against

Catholic and Liberal tendencies.”

While fully aware of recent modern
scholarship on Hebrews, the author neverthe-

less concentrates in his exegesis on those

problems which have a practical significance

for the reader. Various views are aptly yet

succinctly stated and the reader is never

left in doubt as to the author’s own judgment.

There are points where the reviewer would
adopt a different interpretation. In the well-

known passage, Chap. 11:1, for instance,

where faith is defined as the hypostasis of the

things hoped for, ‘title-deeds’ seems to intro-

duce unnecessarily a legal connotation. More
likely, faith is here described as the ontic •

;

foundation of all the goods of salvation. For 1
.

as the first gift of the Holy Spirit it will

necessarily entail everything else God has

promised to his people. The course of the ;

argument is illumined by brief summaries
at the end of chapters or sections. The work
is primarily destined for the use of lay people,

and should prove to be of considerable help

to Bible study circles and advanced Sunday
School classes.

Otto A. Piper .

Kerygma and Mythos: A Theological

Debate, by Rudolf Bultmann and

Five Critics, edited by Hans Werner
Bartsch. (Harper Torchbooks) Harper

& Brothers, New York, 1961. Pp. .

XII-f-228. $1.45.

This paperback edition is a reprint of the

English edition (SPCK) of 1953, which was
a selection made from the first volume of

Kerygma und Mythos, a collection of German
articles. The main significance of this edition

lies in two facts : First of all, it contains

an English translation of Bultmann’s famous !

article “New Testament and Mythology”
which started the whole debate on de-

mythologization. Secondly, the British added

to the original articles by Schniewind, Loh- \

meyer, Thielicke, and Schumann, all of whom
took issue with the Bultmann article, the

most stimulating and refreshing critical re-

marks by Austin Farrer, entitled “An
English Appreciation.” Not much of any

weight has since 1953 been added to the

arguments advanced in this volume. Both
the relative right of Bultmann’s attempt to

make the Gospel contemporaneous, and the

principal criticisms of his method are repre-

sented by scholars of various schools. The
reader should keep in mind, however, that

the center of discussion has shifted in recent

years. The problem of demythologizing is

in itself an epistemological issue, whereas
what makes Bultmann’s position theologically

questionable is his substitution of existen- 1

tialist philosophy for the New Testament
'

message.

Otto A. Piper
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^
Gnosticism: A Sourcebook of Heret-

ical Writings from the Early Christian

Period, by Robert M. Grant. Harper &
Brothers, New York, 1961. Pp. 254.

$5.00.

Students of early Christianity who are not

familiar with the Greek language will be

grateful to the author for this instructive

collection of texts in English translation.

The book consists mainly of information

about gnostic teachers provided by Irenaeus

and Hippolytus. Added are portions of some
of the recently discovered Coptic-gnostic

documents and excerpts from the Corpus
Hermeticum, which, however, are neither

gnostic nor heretical, unless that term is

applied to all non-Christian views of antiquity.

The reader will also learn what Plotinus

thought about Gnosticism. One wonders why
the ancient Christian criticisms are not

included. Dr. Grant’s book will give the

reader an idea of some of the problems

with which the gnostics wrestled and will

illustrate the difficulties the modern scholar

has in interpreting their ofttimes rather

obscure language. The translation is in places

open to question.

Otto A. Piper

Jewish Gnosticism, Merkabah Mys-
' ticism and Talmudic Tradition, by

Gershom G. Scholem. Jewish The-
ological Seminary, New York, i960.

Pp. 126. $4.00.

With the studies contained in this slender

but weighty volume, Dr. Scholem, Professor

of Jewish Mysticism at the Hebrew Univer-

sity of Jerusalem, and well known for his

volume on Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism,

throws new light on an aspect of Jewish
religious speculations that is equally im-

portant for the later developments in Jewish
mysticism, and for the understanding of

Christian literature, both in the New Testa-

ment and Gnosticism. By re-examining the

Hekhaloth or Merkabah literature, so called

for its description of the heavenly temple
( hekhalah ) or the mystical ascent to heaven
in Elijah’s chariot {merkabah), the learned

author reaches the conclusion that its most

characteristic elements antedate the origin of

Christian gnosticism and provide evidence

of the influence Jewish gnosticism had upon

Christian speculations. This result agrees in

part with Robert M. Grant’s studies in

Gnosticism and Early Christianity ( 1959 ).

But Grant relies mainly on ideas found in

Jewish apocalyptic literature, whereas the

documents discussed by Scholem belong to

a mysticism, which was orthodox though

esoteric in character.

Applying the designation “gnostic” to his

documents Scholem uses it in a rather un-

conventional way. For from his investigations

it is evident that the Merkabah literature

aims at the knowledge of God in his aseitas,

whereas the commonly called gnostic one

betrays its Hellenistic origin by the fact

that in it the devotee strives after knowledge

of himself in the depth of his origin. Hence
the pre-requisite for knowledge in gnosticism

is the gnostic’s separation from the material

world, whereas in the corresponding Jewish
literature it is absolute purity as prescribed

by the Torah that makes him fit for the ascent

to heaven. The author points out that Paul’s

reference to his “ascent” (2 Cor. 12:2-4)

is purely Jewish in character, and as further

proof of the priority of the Jewish writings

he offers parallels from the Excerpta ex
Theodoto and other Christian works of the

third century. While the Jewish scholar is

particularly interested in the relationship

between the hekhaloth literature and gnostic

or magic writings in the Hellenistic world,

it is safe to assume that this group of Jewish
writings will also throw valuable light on
the New Testament. I am referring to such

ideas as the silence of God (Rom. 16:25),

the heavenly worship as basis of the earthly

one (esp. in the Apocalypse), the Father’s

House (esp. John 14:1-7), all of which show
Jewish ideas in characteristic transformation.

As a particularly interesting case I mention
the idea of the heavenly high priest (pp. 43-

51 ). In several of the Merkabah documents,
the angel of Israel, Michael, or that of the

universe, Metatron, is said to officiate as

heavenly high priest. This would explain

the otherwise bewildering fact that prior

to describing the celestial ministry of the

Son, the author of Hebrews dwells for two
chapters on the superiority of the Son over
the angels. These instances will suffice to
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show that far beyond its significance for the

study of the Jewish early thought, Dr.

Scholem’s study will prove to be of con-

siderable significance for a deepened under-

standing of the Jewish background of the

New Testament.

Otto A. Piper

Patrology, by Berthold Altaner.

Trans, by Hilda C. Graef. Herder and

Herder, New York, i960. Pp. 660.

$10.00.

Patrology

:

vol. Ill, The Golden Age

of Greek Patristic Literature. The
Newman Press, Westminster, Md.,

i960. Pp. 605. $6.50.

Altaner’s handbook of Patrology has long

been a standard vade mecum for students

of the literature of the early Church. The
present English translation is based on the

completely revised fifth German edition pub-

lished in 1958. Some three thousand new
bibliographical references are given in this

edition. Lest these be regarded as a mere
bibliography of patrology, Altaner has as-

sembled the references according to subject

matter and, as far as possible, has indicated

the authors’ points of view and the results

of their researches.

The extensive range of information, em-
bracing as it does all of the important authors

and many, many minor figures down to the

eighth century, has been enlarged still further

in this English edition. Some twenty new
authors have been included and treated in-

dividually, among them the author of the

History of Joseph the Carpenter, several

anonymous Arian texts, and Rufinus Syrus

and Cosmos Vestitor, neither of whom has

been thus far mentioned in any patrology.

For one volume which covers the whole

field, embodying the distilled wisdom and

research of a veteran scholar whose work
has proved its worth in earlier editions,

Altaner’s Patrology has no equal.

The projected multi-volume work in

patrology by Johannes Quasten, professor of

ancient church history and Christian archae-

ology at the Catholic University of America,

has now reached the period which he aptly

terms “The Golden Age of Greek Patristic

Literature,” namely the years from the

Council of Nicaea (A.D. 325) to the Council

of Chalcedon (A.D. 451). Like his earlier

volumes (which were published in 1950 and
in 1953 and which deal, as their sub-titles

indicate, with “The Beginnings of Patristic

Literature” and “The Anti-Nicene Literature

after Irenaeus”), this third volume combines

in judicious proportions information and

evaluations of the literature and theology of

the writers who fall within the period. Since

he has more space at his disposal, Quasten ^

is correspondingly richer in bibliographical

detail than Altaner, as well as more circum- i

stantial in his analyses of the patristic works r

which are surveyed. One of the features

which serves to lighten as well as enlighten

his pages is the presence of an occasional

choice quotation from the ancient document
that happens to be under consideration.

Both serious student of the period and

casual reader alike will find Quasten to be

a balanced and eminently reliable guide to

the highways and byways of patristic litera-i

ature. Many will await eagerly the publication

of subsequent volumes.

Bruce M. Metzger

On the Road to Christian Unity, by

Samuel McCrea Cavert. Harper &
Brothers, New York, 1961. Pp. 192.

$3 -75 -

In his Hoover Lectures on Christian Unity'

Dr. Samuel McCrea Cavert has produced an'

appraisal of the ecumenical movement from

its official beginnings early in this century

up to the eve of the Third Assembly of the

World Council of Churches. If the terrain

he has covered seems familiar, perhaps it is

because no other five decades of Christian

history since the first century have been cul-

tivated quite so intensively. And, whether

the terrain be familiar or foreign, one could

not ask for a more capable cicerone than the

author of this survey. There are few living

today who have had the intimate involvement

in the ecumenical movement that has been Dr.

Cavert’s, first as an executive in the Federal

Council of Churches and, later, in both the

National and the World Councils.

The opening chapter is historical, describing

the avenues of mission, life and work, and
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faith and order that led to Amsterdam and

the formation of the World Council in 1948.

Chapter two is a survey of the present scene,

a report both on the burgeoning programs

under the aegis of the Council and on the

widespread confusion as to whither the

ecumenical movement is tending. Subsequent

chapters deal with the shift in the Council’s

balance, away from preoccupation with the

Western churches and toward increasing rela-

tions with the so-called “Younger Churches”

of Asia, Africa, and Latin America; a deep-

ening understanding with Eastern Orthodoxy

as the ecumenical movement has grown
beyond pan-Protestantism

;
Protestant groups,

such as the Southern Baptists, the Lutheran

Church, Missouri Synod, and the Pentecostals,

who for reasons of doctrine or polity have

not associated themselves officially with

church councils
; and Roman Catholicism

with its ever-increasing sensitivity to the

Protestant movement toward unity.

The last two chapters contain the heart

of Dr. Cavert’s argument. His discussion

of “the ecumenical congregation,” the point

of convergence between particularity and

universality, is especially helpful and should

point the way toward the next stage of

ecumenism, its living embodiment in the life

of the congregation of God’s people. Until

this is done, it will be fruitless to devise

schemes for accomplishing the ultimate goal

of the unity of Christ’s Church, whether this

be corporate union, federation with inter-

communion, or some new form of church life

that the Holy Spirit has not yet disclosed.

Here is a volume that will give its readers

a context for a better understanding of the

proposed four-way union among Presbyte-

rians, Episcopalians, Methodists, and the

United Church of Christ, of the theological

conversations between Lutheran and Re-
formed representatives soon to begin, and of

the union schemes of North India and Ceylon,

as well as for a realistic appraisal of some
of the problems involved and of some of the

hurdles to be overcome.

Jas. I. McCord

The English Bible, A History of

Translations, by Frederick F. Bruce.

Oxford University Press, New York,

1961. Pp. xiv -f 234. $3.75.

The influence of the Bible on Western
culture admittedly has been enormous. Equal-

ly significant is the history of translating

the Christian scriptures into the mother

tongue of the English speaking peoples. One
of the most fascinating aspects of this history

is the way it illuminates the motives as well

as the passions of men. For example, it shows

how and why some men have sacrificed

everything, even their lives, to provide their

people with the Oracles of God in their own
tongue. It also reveals how deep-seated are

the prejudices of other men, and to what
lengths they have gone to exterminate the

translator, as in the case of Tyndale, or to

suppress his work.

The present volume covers somewhat more
than a millennium within which the Scriptures

have been translated into the English lan-

guage. Dr. F. F. Bruce, the Rylands Profes-

sor of Biblical Criticism at the University

of Manchester, traces the history of these

translations from the first beginnings in the

seventh century A. D. to 1961 when the New
Testament of the New English Bible was
issued. The story begins with the time when
the Gospel was told to the people orally, or

was taught by means of decorations and

relief carvings at York and Wearmouth. It

is fascinating to observe how Caedmon trans-

lated the Gospel story into rhyme and song

;

how Aldhelm phrased it into metrical para-

phrases, and how King Alfred (871-901)

translated the Ten Commandments, parts of

the Book of Exodus, parts of the Psalter

and the Acts into the vernacular. Wycliffe,

Tyndale and Coverdale each received appro-

priate attention, while the Great Bible, the

Geneva Bible and the Bishops Bible, all

precursors of the King James Version, are

described and characterized. Dr. Bruce tells

the story of the King James Version as well

as that of Roman Catholic Versions, and the

English and American Revised Versions. He
also describes and assesses early twentieth

century versions, together with the names
and works of the greater and lesser individ-

uals connected with one-man translations,

leading up to the publication of the Revised
Standard Version, and the New English
Bible.

This is by far the best and most compre-
hensive, up-to-date treatment of the history

of English translations now available. Yet,
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one wishes Dr. Bruce had been more explicit

in discriminating between a version and a

translation. He does show why the combined

judgment of a company of scholars working
under a mandate, carries with it a weight

of conviction hardly possible to the one-man
translation. This is well illustrated in a

remark said to have been made by James
Moffatt to a member of the Revised Standard

Version Committee, concerning a rejected

rendering: “That phrase was right for my
translation, but it will not do for this.”

One feature which adds immeasurably to

the unity, as well as to the instructive value

of this treatment is the repeated use of

three well-known passages : The Lord’s

Prayer, The Parable of the Good Samaritan,

and Hebrews i :i-4, to provide concrete ex-

amples of the rendering given in succeeding

translations. No better way could be found

to illustrate the value of a given translation

and commentary on a single passage of

Scripture.

Among other attractive features of the

book which enhance its readability as well

as its usefulness as a text is the attractive

format and type, the eight full-page black

and white photographs, and a splendidly pre-

pared index.

Howard Tillman Kuist

Wyclif and the Oxford Schools, by

J. A. Robson. Cambridge University

Press, Cambridge, 1961. Pp. XIII-}-

268. $6.50.

Wyclif is usually known as one of the

“Advocates of Reform,” if we may borrow
this expression from the title of vol. XIV
of the Library of Christian Classics. And
he is not too well known at that. The study

of J. A. Robson, recently published in the new
series of the Cambridge Studies in Medieval

Life and Thought, presents us with quite

a different picture : not Wyclif the would-be
Reformer, but Wyclif the Oxford don. The
book is divided into two parts : the first one

deals with the background of Oxford scho-

lasticism between 1330 and 1370. It concen-

trates on Thomas Buckingham, the fellow

of Merton, an Ockhamist, whose Quacstiones

are a formal critique of Augustinianism as

formulated in Bradwardine’s De Causa Dei,

*1

3
and on Richard FitzRalph, an eclectic and
moderate. The second part of the book giv<

an analysis and an evaluation of Wyclif
Summa de Ente, in which he holds a media

position, equally opposed to the ideologic;'

phantasmagory of the Ultrarealists, an

to extreme Nominalism. The author draws n 1

conclusion. As a matter of fact, his book i

not one thesis, but rather the welding of tw f

loosely related studies, one on the Oxfor
schools, the other on the Summa de EnU
The last chapter points to the next item t

be docketed, namely Wyclif’s interminglin

of academic speculation and polemics, an

the gradual increase of the latter. The wor
done, and the work still to be done, will, i

is hoped, help bridge the gap between Lat

Medieval theology and the New Look in doc

trine, characteristic of both the Renaissanc 1

and the Reformation.

Georges A. Barroi

i

d

A Study of History, by Arnold J

Toynbee, Volume XII, Reconsidera

tions. Oxford University Press, Nev
York, 1961. Pp. 740. $10.00.

In 1934 Arnold J. Toynbee published th

first three volumes of his monumental work 1

A Study in History. In 1939 Volumes IV-V
were issued

; and the final four volumes

VII-X, appeared in 1954. While this worl

has elicited high praise from some critics

it has drawn sharp criticism from others

particularly professional historians and Chris

tian theologians. A succinct summary of sucl

criticisms is Lowith’s statement that Toynbe<

is “neither an empirical historian nor a gooc

theologian.”

Since Toynbee believes that “the purpose

of publishing books and reviewing them, i

not to defend and attack personal positions

but to cooperate in working for the advance'

ment of knowledge and understanding” (p

574) ,
he has searched out the criticisms which

his work has elicited—he has in fact exhibited

an almost masochistic delight in seeking them

out—and has sought to re-examine his work
in the light of them. The present volume

represents the fruits of this re-examination

with respect to “topics which seem likely

to be of general interest” (ibid.).
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What modifications does Toynbee consider

that his critics have compelled him to make
in his presentation? To begin with, he thinks

that some criticisms would not have been

made at all if the critics had understood

with sufficient clarity what he was trying

to say. So he proceeds to clarify certain terms

which he has used. For example, he explains

that he employs the word “myth” for the

same purposes as Plato did, namely, “to get

some inkling of Reality beyond the range

of logical thinking” (p. 252). Again he has

been vigorously, almost savagely, criticized

for calling his analysis of civilizations “em-
pirical.” But in this book he explains that

in using this term he does not mean that he

approaches the historical record of human
experience without any presuppositions, but

rather that he has sought to test his theories

and hypotheses by reference to the facts, in

an objective and scientific manner.

Again, Toynbee admits that he has been
inclined to drive some of his hypotheses to

excess. For instance, concerning his concept

of “withdrawal-and-return,” he now says

that “on reconsideration I find myself still

holding that withdrawal on one plane, fol-

lowed by return on another plane, is one of

the patterns that individuals lives may take,

but I no longer think it as important or

pervasive as I once thought it” (p. 265).

Once more, Toynbee now concedes that

he has drawn some distinctions too sharply

—for example, those between leading minor-
ities and the masses, between minorities

that are creative and those that are merely
dominant, between creativity itself and un-

creativeness, between inspiration and mimesis,

between originality and diffusion. “These
distinctions,” he now says, “are . . . indis-

pensable instruments for mental operations

with human affairs. I also believe that they

are valid as far as they go, but I admit to

having sometimes pushed them further than

is legitimate” (p. 149). He also admits that

the distinction between “primitive societies”

and “civilizations,” which he drew in the first

volume of his work, “is too sharp, because

it is too simple” (p. 327).

A more substantial modification of Toyn-
bee’s original position is to be found in his

admission in this book that his “pilot model”
for the analysis and interpretation of the

development of civilizations was not in itself

adequate, and must be supplemented. Previ-

ously he had held that the Hellenic model

was the standard pattern, and he sought to

employ this as the key by which to unlock

the story of the universal development of

human civilizations. On reflection, however,

he now considers that his Hellenic model

is widely applicable and relevant only to the

earlier phases in the development of civiliza-

tions. The model for the later phases is to

be found in the Chinese civilization. So he

now states that “an improved model can be

constructed by combining the later phase

according to the Sinic model with the earlier

phase according to the Hellenic” (p. 197).

He even suggests a further refinement when
he says that for a diaspora a Jewish model

is necessary. He summarizes his suggested

new pattern thus: “We need our Jewish

model for a diaspora, as well as our Hellenic

model for the transition from local states

to a universal state, and our Chinese model

for the alternating rhythm of a universal

state’s successive lapses and rallies” (p. 217).

This modification of the “pilot model”
carries with it some implications for inter-

preting the historical development of civiliza-

tions. These are summed up by Toynbee as

follows : “It still seems to me that there is

a common pattern in the post-breakdown

phases of the histories of those civilizations

that have broken down up to date; and I

also still think that the first stock episode

after the breakdown in this recurring pattern

of events—namely the bout of anarchy that

I have called a ‘time of troubles’—has had

an approximately uniform duration as well as

an approximately uniform plot. But I no
longer think that this uniformity of duration

extends to the subsequent episodes in the

common pattern of disintegration as this has

now been revised in the light of my replace-

ment of my former Hellenic-Western model
by a new Helleno-Sinic one. Thus I have
retained my previous belief that the sequel

to the breakdowns of civilizations follows a

standard pattern, but I have abandoned my
previous belief that it also has a standard

time-span” (pp. 304, 305).

With these not very substantial alterations

and modifications, Toynbee seems to think

that the main positions which he has taken
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up and expounded throughout his ten volumes

are unshaken and unassailable. That is to

say, he still maintains that the course of

human history is governed by laws, that

these laws can be discovered, analyzed and
described, and that he has accurately charac-

terized them by saying that “In all this

welter of life and this tempest of action we
can hear the beat of an elemental rhythm
whose variations we have learnt to know as

Challenge—and—Response, and Withdrawal
—and—Return, and Rout—and—Rally, and

Apparentation—and—Affiliation, and Schism

—and—Palingenesia” (VI, 324).

So Toynbee is not disposed to appease

those critics—mainly professional historians

like the Dutch scholar Pieter Geyl—who
disagree with him flatly in his belief that

laws of history can be discerned and formu-

lated. Nor is he disposed to placate those

critics—mainly theologians—who maintain

that there may be something unique about

one particular religion or another. For he

has made up his mind that “There never has

been, and never will be a ‘chosen’ people, or

sangha, or church, invested with a monopoly

of truth and salvation. Any such monopoly,

if it were conceivable (and it is not con-

ceivable to me) would be invidious both for

the recipient and for the donor of the priv-

ilege. It would not be consonant either with

Man’s nature or with God’s nature as I see

them” (p. 101). And in this volume Toynbee

reaffirms this position : “As long as I con-

tinue to see them as I do, I shall also con-

tinue, as far as I can foretell, to remain in

the theological position in which I now find

myself.” He goes on to admit that “this

stand of mine may put me out of communion
with the orthodox adherents of each of the

higher religions (at any rate, each of those

in the Judaic group)” (p. 102). But this

does not affect his attitude in the least.

Thus Toynbee, on reconstructing his work

in the light of criticisms which have been

made of it, finds relatively little to alter in

his previous presentation, at any rate as

stated in the last four of his ten volumes.

His historical and theological critics will,

it is safe to say, feel no more satisfied with

this volume than with its predecessors.

Norman V. Hope

The Churches and the Church, by

Bernard Leeming, S.J., Darton, Long-

man & Todd, London, i960. Pp. 340.

$6.50.

Father Leeming, Professor of Dogmatic

Theology at Heythrop College, England,

attempts to comprehend and embrace in his

own view of catholicity the ecumenical

movement, that which Protestants are fond

of calling the great new fact of the twentieth.1

century. This is a “Study of Ecumenism,”,

as the sub-title of the volume indicates,

irenic and free from many of the irritations

which often mar the work of Roman Catholics

who venture into this field. It immediately,

invites comparison in the mind of this re-

viewer with another volume by fellow Jesuit,

Edward Duff, The Social Thought of the

World Council of Churches, published in

1956. Father Leeming deals with the Faith,

and Order rather than with the Life and

Work movement and allots more space

than did Father Duff to the representation

of Catholic principles relative to his subject..

As it is portrayed sympathetically in these,

pages, the ecumenical movement appears as

the yearning of others for a Catholic unity

which is already represented in Roman
Catholicism. On the basis of this presupposi-

tion the author describes the “Rise of the

Impulse to Unity,” the “Development in.

Ecumenical Thought,” and the “Ecumenical
^

Strains and Stresses,” and analyzes the

“Attitude of Ecumenists Towards Rome”

.

and the “Catholic Attitude Towards Ecu-

menism.” This reader is encouraged by

Father Leeming’s interpretation of the In-

struction of the Holy Office of 1949 as the

official
“
‘great charter’ ” for the Roman

,

Catholic’s participation in the ecumenical

movement. This document has heretofore dis-

couraged some Protestant analysts of the

Catholic approach to ecumenism. Included

in this volume are several very useful docu-

1

ments numbering among them the 1949 In-

struction. Protestant ecumenists may see •

themselves as another sees them from the

perspective of a different ecclesiastical milieu.

Besides the sympathetic attitude of the

author in surveying his problem, the most

important aspect of the book is that in which
'

he lays uncompromising Catholic cards on
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\ he table. According to Father Leeming’s

>wn words, the Roman Catholic Church
laims to be and is the only Holy, Catholic,

,nd Apostolic Church founded by Jesus

'hrist. It believes that Christ willed his

'hurch to have such a visible unity that men
:an see in it a sign of his invisible presence

n the Church. Therefore, it has a visible and

;t manifest unity. This visibility includes

)Utward profession of the same faith by all

nembers, the same seven sacraments, obedi-

:nce by all to the visible head of the Church,

ind the continuity of the bishops not only

n material succession but also in full sacra-

nental and doctrinal succession. The Church
ioes not seek unity. It is obliged by its com-
nission to try, with Christian zeal and
Iprudence, to draw others into the unity which
Christ has already given and preserved. It

has a duty to its own members, to dissident

fellow-Christians and to the world to assert

its claim of uniqueness, unity and visibility,

and not to allow it to be obscured. It is

misleading to say, however, that Rome’s only

attitude towards separated brethren is to

“demand submission.” The Church, in fact,

invites them by God’s grace to recognize

Christ in his universal Church, and spon-

taneously to bring all their gifts and all the

good which they possess. The only submission

mecessary is the submission to charity and
to the obedience of faith. Author Leeming
gives the English and American reader, less

belligerently than did Father Hanahoe in

Catholic Ecumenism (1953) but less ambigu-
ously than did Father Tavard in The Catholic

Approach to Protestantism (1955), the

Catholic viewpoint on ecumenism.
While the Protestant may admire the

clarity of this statement, it may not be said

that the Protestant has been ignorant of these

principles. Indeed, the Protestant may be
more familiar with the Roman Catholic

viewpoint than the Roman Catholic, including

Father Leeming, is with the impulse to unity

which has marked Protestantism from the

beginning of the Reformation (cf. John T.
McNeill, Unitive Protestantism, 1930). The
Protestant may be able to accept a description

of the Church which includes Roman
Catholicism, but he cannot accept a definition

which identifies it with the Roman See. To
the Protestant, the uniqueness, unity, and
visibility of the Roman Catholic Church

rests not so much upon the foundation estab-

lished by Christ as upon subsequent phil-

osophical and theological, social and political

developments within Western culture which

cannot be made synonymous with the message

of the Gospel. When the Protestant ap-

proaches the Roman Catholic with his “gift”

which involves a protest against what he

finds to be the heterogeneous growth that

has taken place in Roman Catholicism,

he is rejected by the dismayed Roman
Catholic who arrogates to himself the sole

right to determine the deposit of faith and

therefore the value of the “gift.” This is

nowhere more apparent than in the distress

of Father Leeming who will not hear

criticisms of the development of the dogmas
of Infallibility and Mariology except those

which have been offered by the “inopportun-

ists” within the Roman Catholic Church
itself. Such basic problems will have to be

confronted with far more candor than they

are in this book before Protestants and
Roman Catholics will be able to receive one
another as members of the body of Christ.

Father Leeming, sensing that divisions are

almost as intractable as they are tragic,

hopes that Christians may have an incessant

and intense recourse to the mercy of God.
In his epilogue, he yearns for the maintenance

of principle with love, a search for all the

unrealized agreement beneath and behind

disagreements, and that Christians not close

their eyes to the vision of the Church as

one with Christ, which is, of course, at the

heart of the matter. These are worthy senti-

ments in a commendable book by a man with

a charitable spirit.

James H. Smylie

American Catholicism and Social

Action, by Aaron I. Abell. Hanover
House, New York, i960. Pp. 306.

$4.95.

During the past few years Aaron I. Abell
has sought to describe the Roman Catholic
“search for social justice” in a series of

essays which have appeared in several

scholarly journals. He has done us a service

by gathering and arranging them in this

single volume. The Roman Catholic Church
and “the economic foundations of the social
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justice movement” in America took shape

almost simultaneously and with unanticipated

rapidity. According to the author, the church

faced a double problem between the years

1865-1950. It had to champion the cause of

the poor, on the one hand, without endanger-

ing the common good, and, on the other, to

oppose socialism without negating or ignor-

ing the claims of social reform.

In the development of his thesis in these

essays, Abell claims the church met and
matched the challenge in at least two stages.

The first approach was essentially defensive

and negative due to the precarious position

of an immigrant church in the United States.

The hierarchy continued to emphasize the

practice of charity. It also attempted to

counteract without condemning the worst

aspects of social movements external to its

life but crucial in the life of many Catholic

laborers, e.g., union movements beginning

with the Knights of Labor and popular

allurements such as the program of Henry
George. Even after Leo’s Rerum novarum

(1891) the church’s social activities were
marked by conservative and protectionist

attitudes, not so much against social reform

as against socialism, the “revolutionary aim”

of which was the establishment of a “co-

operative commonwealth.” Indeed, socialism

seemed to be the bete-noire lurking behind

every protest for social justice not bearing

the hierarchy’s stamp of approval. Following

the work of Catholic experts—the Ryans,

Dietzes, Kenkels—and in the wake of World
War I, the hierarchy assumed greater re-

sponsibility for a program of social action.

Since the famous document of the American
bishops, “Social Reconstruction : A General

Review of the Problems and Survey of

Remedies” (1919), the Roman Catholic

Church has been on the offensive and has

been more positive in its approach. Building

on organizations conceived in the earlier

period, the hierarchy has encouraged a vast

apparatus, embracing, e.g., the Association

of Catholic Trade Unionists, Catholic con-

ferences on Industrial Problems, Industry

Council plans, for the promotion of what it

considers to be social justice. The Social

Action Department of the National Catholic

Welfare Conference, writes Abell (con-

curring in the opinion of Protestant historian,

James Hastings Nichols), has had an in-

fluence second to none in producing the cc

partnership of America’s social democracy
Thus, after a slow beginning, the Roma '

Catholic Church threw its lot with the peopl j
by advocating a “truce of God” in manage
ment-labor controversies and by trying to we
justice with charity in the industrial enter

prises of Americans.

The Professor of History at the Univer

sity of Notre Dame was criticized for hi

first book, The Urban Impact on America
Protestantism, 1865-1900 (1943), because h 1

picked his conclusions before the fruit of th

Social Gospel ripened in American life. H
has extended his treatment of Roman Cathol

icism to the year 1950 only to run anothe

danger. He tends to oversimplify the com1

plex of vested interests which was reluctan

to recognize the problems of an industria

society as well as the various forces making
for social justice before and during the perioi1

of this survey. As this reviewer studied th 1

present volume he was reminded of words o

Terence Powderly, early leader of th

Knights of Labor and a Roman CatholB
disgruntled with the response of the hierarchy

to the rise of the union movement. “A da^

will come,” he prophesied, “when what i’

best in socialism will prevail, and when thal

hour dawns the movers on the world’s stag'

will witness the representatives of the Romai
Church occupying front seats on the banc
wagon, holding the lines, claiming full credi-

for inaugurating the new era and for beinf)

the real authors of socialism.” The twist o'

Abell’s argument is that Roman Catholicism

helped to save America from socialism, th(

evils of which are never adequately definec

nor adequately delineated from the extensive

social planning which the hierarchy has sup-'

ported in more recent years. Powderly’s

prediction still stands as a warning to those

who are prone to ecclesiastical chauvinisn1

(cf., e.g., the claims of Pius XI in Quad-

ragesimo anno, 1931) and who would employ*

this book for propagandists purposes.

The reaction of religious bodies to the

challenge of industrialization in the United

States was such that no denomination has

any reason to boast about contributions made
in the interest of social amelioration. Be this

1

,

as it may, we can understand the movement
for social justice in this country only if we
take seriously the important contributions
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iade by individual Roman Catholics and

'Oman Catholicism as an institution. Abell’s

aluable documentation and bibliographical

jggestions in these essays invite us to test

is thesis and to do further research in a

iery crucial area of study.

James H. Smylie

The Douglass Sunday School Lessons

-1962, by Earl L. Douglass. The
ivlacmillan Co., New York, 1961. Pp.

|-
75 - $3 -25 -

1
This commentary on the International

jiunday School Lessons for 1962 is the

(

wenty-fifth anniversary volume under the

resent editor. Over a quarter century Earl

pouglass has established an enviable reputa-

jion as a Bible commentator and this book

leems to improve year by year, and has

ightfully become one of the most widely

ead and used books of this type.

,

The treatment of each lesson text may be

escribed as homiletic. Each lesson is divided

learly into points, as a minister divides a

ood expository sermon, and the message of

he Scripture is brought out clearly, with

pecial effect by printing important statements

i black-face type.

I

Many seminary students who have occasion

|o teach the International Lessons find in

his book their greatest help. Ministers find

t a valuable source of topics for prayer

neetings or Bible study, from which they

re able to fill in their own expository

lutlines.

In this volume there is also a splendid

general article by the editor on method and
jirocedure for teachers. If this were followed

t would certainly improve Christian educa-

ion in our churches. There is also another

ine article by Dr. Francis E. Whiting, editor

if adult publications for the American Baptist

Convention, on the subject of the Uniform
.essons. He gives a strong endorsement of

hese lessons and brings out the fact we may
iot realize, that those who study the Inter-

national Uniform Sunday School Lessons
hake up the largest group of people in the

vorld following any study plan.

Themes for the quarters in 1962 are

:

I. Jesus and the Ten Commandments.
I. Letters of Faith and Courage. New Testa-

ment Epistles. III. Later Hebrew History

and Prophets. IV. Basic Christian Beliefs.

The commentary certainly will be a boon

to teachers, students, and pastors during 1962.

J. Christy Wilson

Education for Mission, by J. Allan

Ranck. Friendship Press, New York,

1961. Pp. 159. Cloth $2.95.

It has been more than a decade since The
Friendship Press published the second edition

of Harner and Baker’s Missionary Education

in Your Church. Obviously, changes in the

world have ushered in a new phase of the

missionary enterprise within the last decade.

These changes have made necessary a new
approach to missionary education in the

Church. This volume attempts an outline of

how that objective may be attained.

The author is J. Allan Ranck, who is him-

self the general director of the Commission on

Missionary Education of the National Council

of Churches. He is an ordained minister of

the Evangelical United Brethren Church. He
received his theological education at The
United Seminary of his denomination in

Dayton, Ohio, and took a master’s degree in

Princeton Theological Seminary. He has been

the minister of a church in Allentown, Penn-
sylvania, and was Youth Director for his

denomination before he came to the Commis-
sion which represents missionary education

in most of the churches of this country. He
has therefore had long and wide experience

in the field that he covers in this text.

His thesis is that a new day has dawned
in education for Mission and he feels that

the Christian Church must meet this by the

education and involvement of every Christian.

He says, “The new day shouts to us that the

gospel is not a possession of one to be

shared with another. The gospel is the

heritage of all men, regardless of race or

nation. In the Mission to which it calls us,

all Christians join equally before God.”
The purpose of missionary education is

not only to let every member of the church

know the facts, but that each may become
involved. Again we quote the author : “Every
Christian as a part of the church shares in

its mission. His influence may be positive

or negative, but he cannot divest himself of
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the mission.” The object is, of course, so to

educate the church that every member will

become aware of his involvement and exert

a positive influence.

If this is to be true, education for mission

must enter into the whole program of the

Church, in preaching and in worship, and

especially in Christian Education and the

curriculum for all ages and groups the mission

element should be present. The author also

gives plans for specialized programs as well

as a discussion of motivating the Church in

Mission and creating and training leadership.

There are also suggestions as to tools and

resources that may be used in the general

plan and program. Finally, suggestions are

given on measuring achievement and evalua-

tion of what is being accomplished by the

churchwide program and how involvement

is proceeding.

Since most pastors are aware that a

missionary Church is a spiritual Church and

a spiritual Church is always missionary,

there should be a wide study and use of this

guide. Though the minister should be the

leader many others should be trained to take

part in the program. The new plan for the

new age in mission is the involvement of

every member. This means, of course, that

the program begins in the home parish but

extends to the uttermost parts of the earth.

J. Christy Wilson

Service Book for Ministers, by

Joseph E. McCabe. McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, i960. Pp. 226. $3.95.

Ministers who received much benefit from

Joseph McCabe’s earlier volume, The Power

of God in a Parish Program (Westminster,

1959), will be eager to secure this new book

which promises to be equally helpful in the

area of worship. Many service books for

ministers are available today both of a general

devotional type and of a definitely denomina-

tional character, but few have upon them

the indelible stamp of an experienced pastor’s

life. Indeed much of our liturgical materials

are created and produced by persons whose

relationship to the worshipping congregation

is remote or of an executive nature. The
genesis of Dr. McCabe’s book was during

twelve years in the pastorate and three

the naval chaplaincy and therefore “it refleci (W

the broad scope of the Protestant ministr

(p.v.).

The book consists of nine major sectio iP
I£i

which include orders of service for the Chr l>
1

tian and Civil Year; resources for baptisn| ®£S

marriages, and funerals
;
lections and praye a 0

for various types of pastoral calls a: rf®

counselling. Under each divisional headii it
1

there are also poems, prayers, musical sele 4 s

tions, and hymns—all carefully and tasteful i®

chosen. There is nothing haphazard either 0
the format or the quality of these material: £ 10

the high level of thought and propriety mail %
this book an unusual contribution to conter St

porary liturgical bibliography or to pastor! #s

aids. I %
One of the finest features of this volun s

is a five-page section of rubrics and sugge s

tions for wedding ceremonies, including tl

rehearsal and the formal marriage servu

(pp. 1 15-120). Maybe it would lengthen h 11

materials unduly, but it is a pity Dr. McCal. dsi

did not include similar directives for baptism 1®

funerals, and the Lord’s Supper. The shodd ;e

ness of the conduct of these significant ser

ices by many ministers is appalling. 1 a:

Countless ministers will be indebted to D 1b:

McCabe for this useful service book. Wha fit

ever intellectual capacities have fitted him sj

admirably to serve as president of Coe Collef. iti

are augmented surely by the richness of h

pastoral and liturgical concern.

Among errata one might point to one ( -

two matters in nomenclature : there is r

such liturgical designation as Ghristm; s

Sunday (p. 6) or Easter Sunday (p. 25)

early and traditionally it has been Christm:

or Easter Day. Also, the original Gregorio1

Sacramentary has “unto whom all hearts i

open,” and rightly so, because we can nc

presume that they “are open.” Further, hyrr

nologists have gone back to “0 God, 01
,

help ...” in order to avoid the flat rt
(

dundancy of “Our God, our help in ages past.
(

j

Donald Macleou

More Preaching Values in the Epis

ties of Paul, by Halford E. LuccoH
Harper & Brothers, New York, 1961

Pp. 255. $3.95.
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Halford Luccock’s friends and admirers

re legion. With the appearance of this new

ok, published posthumously, it is a literal

:t to say, “He being dead yet speaketh.”

w preachers there are who have had so

ide a reading audience. It is difficult to

ir one’s finger upon the exact or unique

I
urce of his popularity

;
undoubtedly it is

combination of things. Paul Scherer has

t it this way : “His words, as did his

irson, sparkle with life. Keenness of insight,

jshness of phrase, wealth and vividness of

ustration: it is all here, opening up new

, stas for the layman as well as the preacher

;

rning fresh soul in the quest for hidden

aasure ;
setting the mind on toward the

idlness of the Gospel.’ ” Every word of this

true, and could be the unaminous verdict

I the American preaching ministry, all of

(horn have been indebted to Luccock for

is illustrations, his fresh perceptions, and,

>ove all, his contagious imagination.

It was not the good fortune of this reviewer

i know Halford Luccock as a person, but

occasional correspondence about homiletical

•oblems and trends, we had a sharing of

inds. He had so much to give—and what a

•acious benefactor he was

!

This last volume was almost finished when
Lath took him. It was intended as a continu-

|:ion of the work done in an earlier volume

;

jtis time he uses 2 Corinthians, Galatians,

hilippians, and Colossians. It has been edited

y his distinguished son, Robert, and is

refaced by a worthy personal tribute, given

.riginally by Ralph W. Sockman at the

iiemorial service at Yale, April 5, 1961.

ased upon selected verses from the epistles

,iese brief homiletical studies, 155 in all, are

jt the usually fine Luccock tradition. Classical

ad contemporary literature, Biblical events,

aeological essays, and homely incidents from
ur common life are all tributary to the

fessages he creates and shapes. He had the

enius of being freshly topical without losing

Biblical anchorage or his sensitive Chris-

an understanding. David MacLennan, his

, olleague at Yale for almost eight years,

ives an enthusiastic endorsement to this

00k in his own inimitable way and in a

ein which Luccock would appreciate : “Get
lis book on the Pauline Epistles—you will

e everlastingly grateful that he wrote it

efore he joined the other jolly saints in

heaven. In this book are rich illustrations

and powerful quotations—all contained within

the clear, memorable exposition for which

our ‘Prince Hal’ was rightly famous.”

Donald Macleod

Focus on Infinity : A Life of Phillips

Brooks, by Raymond W. Albright. The
Macmillan Co., New York, 1961. Pp.

464. $4.95.

For almost sixty years, The Life and

Letters of Phillips Brooks by Alexander

V. G. Allen has been the definitive and

standard reference work on the ministry of

America’s most beloved clergyman—Phillips

Brooks. The author had a distinct advantage

:

he knew his subject personally and counted

him among his closest friends. His biography

had therefore that first-hand quality and the

authentic tone of one who knew. Professor

Albright, however, in a fresh appraisal of

Brooks, has had his own unique advantage

:

the long perspective of the years. Both

biographers together have given us volumes

that are worthy of that highly esteemed

rector of Trinity Church, Boston, 1869-1893.

This new look at Phillips Brooks is the

product of a scholarly mind. Dr. Albright,

who is professor of church history at The
Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge,

Mass., deals with his subject in an able,

thorough, and well annotated manner. He has

examined letters, papers, and manuscripts

hitherto unavailable and has recreated for

us the towering figure of a man whose vision

reached far beyond the horizons of his time.

With fine historical scholarship he has sifted

through the legendary and has provided refer-

ences and bases for many reports and allusions

that attach themselves to any noted pulpit fig-

ure. As a person, Brooks does not come to life

as vividly as in Allen’s work, but the reader

knows more about him after he lays down
Professor Albright’s sizable volume. It is a

review in depth of an era in American history

as its events unfolded before the sensitive

social and religious consciousness of a man
whom Edgar DeWitt Jones has referred to

as “this huge-bodied, great-hearted preacher

of the unsearchable riches of Christ.”

In a time when the whole concept of the

Christian ministry is under review, this book
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provides both an antidote to and a relief

from the tedium of theory being spun out

by the specialists. The thorny issues of author-

ity, areas of influence, and motivation become

secondary considerations in the career of a

person such as Phillips Brooks. There was
no plateau in his life. Like the Alpine guide,

“he died climbing.”

Theological students will find inspiration

in reading this biography and more experi-

enced ministers will be affected by the

intimations of things they have lost.

Donald Macleod

The Architectural Requirements of

Protestant Worship, by Victor Fiddes.

Ryerson Press, Toronto, 1961. Pp. 119.

$5.00.

This useful book has been written by a

parish minister who became increasingly

aware of two dangers in the area of Church

architecture today. “The impulse of the artist

to be creative carries with it a subtle danger

to religion. The architect is tempted to sub-

stitute for the truth of revealed religion his

own artistic insights. . . . [On the other

hand] where most building committees fall

down is in their failure to state clearly the

logic of the building they want to erect and

the significance of the worship that takes

place in it” (p. 3). To offset these twin

dangers, the author sets down as the thesis

of his discussion that “the basic requirement

of Protestant church architecture is a shared

ministry of word and sacrament which is

carried on in an environment of spiritual

intimacy” (p. 6).

In twelve thoughtful chapters the minister

of Lundy’s Lane United Church, Niagara
Falls, Ontario, describes where we are in the

whole matter of contemporary church archi-

tecture and in a scholarly way builds his

discussion upon Biblical, theological, and

functional bases. His well-balanced approach

does not permit these pages to comprise an

ordinary method book which tells how to

erect a church in ten easy lessons. He organ-

izes his thinking around the central fact that

good architecture “is primarily a theological

concern” (p. 63). As an excellent commentary
upon the theses he advocates, Dr. Fiddes

supplies twenty-four pictures and diagrams

which enhance greatly the interest and i
*

fulness of this book.

One question concerned this reviewer <

the theological and functional presuppositi ®

are to be kept in proper balance in plann ®

the over-all architectural plan of a chun Ll,e

why does the author seemingly place grej

emphasis upon the functional in conned ®

with the interior furnishings of the sal
51

tuary? One further thought: this is an ^
pensive book, but a careful perusal of it 1 nl

the minister and his building committee \
:

avoid some of those architectural blund

which succeeding generations are condenu :

to undo.
|

1

Donald Macl: iv

I
ic

Worship in the World’s Religio:

by Geoffrey Parrinder, Associati

Press, New York, 1961. Pp. 239. $3.;

There are many books on comparati »

religion but in this book the writer bre; if

fresh ground. He attempts to show K

world’s religions as living organisms, to <

plain the nature of their worship, their fa i

and prayer, and how they appear to th 5

worshipers. For this task the author

singularly well equipped. He is an Engl-

Methodist minister who served for ma
years as a missionary in West Africa, u
senior lecturer in religious studies

University College, Nigeria, and is n<

reader in the comparative studies of religi

in the University of London. He has visit

India, Pakistan, Ceylon, and Burma to s

for himself how the people worship in tern]

and mosque, in pagoda and monastery.

This book is not a study of the rituals pc

formed by priests alone but confines its

to worship in the broad sense of what is se

and shared by the laity. Dr. Parrinder h

devoted a good deal of space to the concef

of God and other spirits because the G
in whom a man believes inevitably affec

his worship. He is too well-informed
1

suggest that all religions are of equal val

but he does recognise the need for a ii

and sympathetic understanding of the fac

of other religious beliefs and ways of worsh:

After a brief look at pre-literary religio 5

today, that is those which have no scripture

Dr. Parrinder considers India and Southe
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la, where are the oldest religions of the

•Id, Hinduism, Jainism, a small but in-

ntial group, the Sikh religion, the militant

I
sionary faith, which has its antecedents

n in Islam and Hinduism, Zoroastrianism

i
the Southern school of Buddhism which

i:nown by the name Theravada, “the doc-

e of the elders.”

jlext our author turns to the Far East

look at the other school of Buddhism
wn as Mahayana, Chinese cults, Taoism

j

Shintoism. The final section of the book

Is with the three monotheistic faiths,

im, Judaism and Christianity. Each chapter

a useful bibliography which will help

se who want fuller information than this

k can provide.

fhis is a fascinating and well-documented

,-k with valuable information about the

principal religions of mankind with their

> and a half billion adherents, information

ich is not readily found elsewhere. In spite

:he wealth of detail the reader never loses

wood for the trees. Dr. Parrinder’s con-

ision is that if Christianity and the other

Irld religions are to understand each other

I spiritual ways and not just sets of rigid

;mas then there must be dialogue at the

Ipest spiritual level. If they have anything

'give and to receive from each other, it is

this level that the faiths of the world must

I

et. If Christianity claims to be a light to

iten the Gentiles, it must show that it has

bortant spiritual teaching and experience

ich fulfills men’s deepest hopes.”

John Bishop

A New Look in Preaching, by James
Pike. Scribner’s, New York, 1961.

>. 107. $2.50.

This book by the former dean of the

thedral of St. John the Divine, now Bishop
California, contains the George Craig

wart Memorial Lectures given at Seabury-
estern Theological Seminary. It is ad-

:ssed primarily to Episcopalians, though
ch of what Bishop Pike says is applicable

all preachers. He writes freshly in a de-

:rately informal style. In the four lectures

discusses what has been happening to the

irers of the Word, then what preachers

are seeking to communicate and how it can

be done in the light of the changing situation :

he goes on to deal with the preacher himself

and his preparation for his task and con-

cludes by addressing himself to the relation-

ship of preaching to the liturgy. “Much
preaching errs,” says Dr. Pike, “either in

preaching the real thing, the true faith, in

a way that nobody cares about it, or in

levelling off everything so that the answers

are in no higher terms than the questions.

Our problem is how to communicate the

Faith in terms of the questions people care

about, providing answers rephrased and re-

thought—not changed but repackaged.”

In the first lecture which is entitled “Market
Survey,” Pike speaks of the factors which
bear on the life of those who hear the Gospel

today, some of which are unfavorable, such

as biblical illiteracy and the secularism of

education, others are neutral, such as the

change in the language people use and hence

in the way the message must be presented,

while other factors are distinctly favorable,

such as the growth of the Church and the

present world situation. The second lecture

is entitled “The Product and Its Packaging.”

We learn from the New Testament what
the Kerygma is, but not how to preach it,

so that we are free to use whatever provides

the most effective means of communication.

Bishop Pike selects two approaches to this

problem—sermons dealing with personal

problems and sermons dealing with social

concerns. It is a pity that he limits himself

to these two kinds of preaching, since we are

all too familiar with life-situation preaching

and realize its dangers and limitations as

well as its possibilities. We might have ex-

pected from an Episcopalian some treatment

of doctrinal preaching. The third lecture

dealing with the preacher’s preparation is

called “The Salesman.” Pike does not believe

in thorough preparation for a particular

sermon but pleads for a continuing body of

preparation to relate the Word to the situa-

tion. His own method of preparation seems
somewhat haphazard and is hardly a model
for young preachers. Though he recommends
choosing the text and subject of the sermon
early in the week and brooding on it through-
out the week, and looking up relevant material,

he leaves it until Saturday evening to get

an outline in his mind, sleeps on it, and then
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preaches extemporaneously. This method

he strongly recommends to all preachers, on

the ground that it is the direct response that

the congregation gives while the sermon is

delivered that counts and that this can only

be observed if the preacher is looking at the

people and not at his notes.

He advises against writing out sermons

because of the danger of the preacher accumu-

lating a barrel full of them which he will be

tempted to use when he moves to the next

parish. This is not a sufficient reason to

absolve the preacher from the necessity of

writing out his sermon in full, as a discipline,

even if he is able to dispense with his manu-
script in the pulpit.

The final lecture is entitled “The Store.”

“The good merchandiser relies on more than

a sound product, attractive packaging and
well-briefed salesmen. He counts on the

store itself as a medium of sales.” In the

same way, Pike argues, in the communication

of the Gospel the context—that is, the service

of worship—is important. He rightly sj ,

that any ceremony in worship should ha

a meaning, that it should be bold and evid(

as to its meaning and that it should be edil

ing. This is advice which some of our amate
liturgiologists might well take to heart befc

they introduce meaningless ceremonies ir

our Reformed worship merely because th

look nice. The Bishop’s advice on readi

the liturgy is sound: it should not be “rattl

off” or mumbled, neither should it

“preached,” giving full value to every wo
but should be read fairly quickly in a din

intelligible tone without too much variati

in pitch or too many pauses.

This is an interesting book, though it

too brief to do full justice to the many topi

it deals with. But it would be good for

in the Reformed tradition to study this bo

in order to gain some insight into the pro

lems that face the Episcopalian in the pulp

John Bish
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